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Effect of Aging on Gas Tungsten Arc Welded Nickel
Based Superalloy Inconel 718
Ravi G.1 and Murugan N.2,#
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Nickel based superalloy is widely used in a strategic application like Aerospace industries, Jet Engines, Turbines, oil and gas
Industries and etc. Nickel alloy is mainly strengthened by gamma prime γ’ Ni3 (Al, Ti) and gamma double prime γ” (Ni3Nb)
precipitates resulting from the age-hardening treatment. The strength of the age-hardened Inconel alloy 718 depends on
various parameters such as the time and temperature of aging, the ensuing metallurgical structure of the heat treated alloy
etc. In the present research work, Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) process was used to join Inconel plate of 6 mm thick by
depositing multi-passes Inconel 718 filler wire of the same composition. To enhance the strength of the weld joint welded plates
were heat treated at 775°C with four different soaking times as 1 hr 30 mins, 3 hrs, 4 hrs 30 mins and 6 hrs. After heat
treatment welded plates were characterized using an optical microscope, FESEM and microhardness tester. It was observed
from the microstructural analysis that the amount of gamma prime increased with the increase of aging time. From the result,
it was found that the hardness of the heat treated weld metal (340 HV in aged condition) was less compared to that of the Aswelded condition (378 HV). The bend test conducted to evaluate the ductility of weld metal of both As-welded and aged
condition indicated good ductility.

resulting in poor tensile ductility.4, 5 The laves phases can be dissolved
by solution annealing at a temperature of 1020°C to 1060°C to
improved the ductility of the weldmetal, and further aging at higher
temperatures to produce a gamma double prime γ’’ (Ni3Nb)
precipitates.6
In Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) of Inconel 718 the amount of
laves phases formed can be controlled by controlling the solution
annealing and aging process7, 8, 9 which also increases the fracture
toughness.10 The aging temperature and time at temperature play a vital
role in achieving the mechanical property of the weld. The aim of the
present research work, is to identify and quantify the precipitated
phases of GTA welded IN 718 alloy after Post Weld Heat Treatment
(PWHT) carried out at a temperature of 775°C with different time. The
hardness and microstructure of the welded zone of PWH treated alloy
were analysed.

NOMENCLATURE
γ’ = Gamma prime
γ’’ = Gamma double prime
GTAW = Gas Tungsten Arc Welding
HV = Vickers Hardness
OM = Optical Microscope
FESEM = Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope
HTed = Heat Treatment

1. Introduction:
Inconel 718 is a nickel-based super alloy widely used for high
temperature applications like aerospace engines, gas turbines, oil and
gas industry due its good corrosion and wear resistance. They are aged
to enhance mechanical properties which are due to the precipitation of
secondary phases such as gamma prime phase γ’ Ni3(Al,Ti) and gamma
double prime γ’’ (Ni3Nb). 1 – 3
When inconel 718 are fusion welded Nb-rich laves phases represented
as (Ni, Cr, Fe) 2 (Nb, Mo, Ti) occur during solidification of weldmetal

2. Experimental Procedure
In this present research work, Inconel 718 in round circular disc of
250 mm diameter and 6 mm thickness in the aged condition was used.
The typical chemical composition of IN718 is: 50-55% Ni, 17-21% Cr,
4-5% Nb+Ta, 2-3% Mo, 1-2% Ti, 0.5-1% Al, 0.35% Mn, 0.045% C
1
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3. Result and discussion:

and Balance Fe. Five V-grooves with an angle of 70 degrees and depth
of 5 mm were machined in the circular disc at a pitch of 50 mm.
GTAW process was used to fill the groves using a 718 filler wire of 1.2
mm with three passes. The GTAW process parameter used are: current
120A, welding speed 10 cm/min and Gas flow rate 10 lit/min. The
circular disc was machined and gound to obtain five separate plates.as
shown in Fig 1. The four welded samples were heat treated at a
temperature of 775°C with different soaking time varying of 1 hr 30
mins, 3hrs, 4 hrs 30 mins and 6 hrs followed by air cooling. The heat
treatment cycle is shown in Fig 2.

3.1 Microstructure of Heat Treatment samples:
The average grain size of base metal was found to be approximately
50-70µm and annealing twins were observed in the microstructure. The
microhardness of the base metal was 378HV. The hardness of weld
metal in the as-welded condition was 349.5 HV. The hardness of the
heat treated samples are shown in Fig.3 (a).

The welded Samples of both as-welded and aged conditions were
prepared for metallographic examination in order to observe the
microstructure using FESEM and Optical Microscope as per the
standard metallographic procedure. The prepared samples were etched
with Kaling's No.2 to reveal microstructures.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) Micro-Vickers Hardness of HTed Samples (b) % of Volume
fraction of Lave phases in the weldmetal
The estimated volume fraction of lave phases present in weld metal
are presented in Fig.3(b). From the figures Sample 3 has higher
hardness and sample 5 being as welded condition has lower lave phases.

Fig. 1 Welded samples of IN 718

Fig. 4 Weld metal MicroStructure of IN718 (S1), (S2), (S3), and (S4)
are the heat treated samples shows dendritic structures
From the optical microstructures shown in Fig 4 that high
Fig. 2 Aging heat treatment of IN718 alloy

interdendritic region is observed in sample 3 ans volume fraction of
lave phases are less resulting in higher hardness. The laves particles
2
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and γ matrix were observed in the weld metal as shown in Fig 5. The
sample 5 has low volume fraction of lave phases resulting in good

Science and Engineering A Vol. 527 (29-30), (2010), P. 7770.
3. T.S.Sims, N.Stoloff, and W.C.Hagel Superalloys Ii, “HighTemperature Materials for Aerospace and Industrial Power”. (John
Willey, New York, 1987).

ductility properties.

4. W. J. Mills, “Fracture Toughness of Thermally Aged Alloy 718 Weld
Metal”, Welding Research Supplement 113-S To 119-S.
5. Ch. Radhakrishna, K. Prasad Rao, “The Formation And Control Of
Laves Phase In Superalloy 718 Welds”, Journal Of Materials
Science 3 2 (1997) 1977 — 1984
6. A. Chamanfar, L. Sarratt, M. Jahazi, M. Asadi, A. Weck, A.K. Koul,
“Microstructural Characteristics Of Forged And Heat Treated
Inconel-718 Disks”, Materials And Design 52 (2013) 791–800
7. G. D. Janaki Ram, A. Venugopal Reddy, K. Prasad Rao And G.
Madhusudhan Reddy, “Control of Laves Phase in Inconel 718 GTA
Welds with Current Pulsing”, Science and Technology of Welding
and Joining 2004 Vol. 9 No. 5.
Fig. 5 FESEM images of laves particles in weldmetal by aging at
different time

8. G. D. Janaki Ram, A. Venugopal Reddy, K. Prasad Rao, G.
Madhusudhan Reddy, “Improvement in Stress Rupture Properties of
Inconel 718 Gas Tungsten Arc Welds Using Current Pulsing”,
Journal of Materials Science 4 0 (2 005) 1497 – 1500.

During the aging heat treatment the secondary carbides precipitates
were formed at grain boundaries and the average grain size values of
the aged HTed alloy is 3 to 4. The γ’ precipitates were observed at
higher magnification and the particles of other secondary phases were
also identified. The grains are uniform in the HAZ region and there is
no liquation crack in the HAZ, which has the MC in the grains with
blocky like morphology and NbC are also present in the fusion line of
the weld metal.

9. J. Gordin E, Some Problems in Welding Inconel 718, Welding
Research Supplement 480-S To 484-S | November R 1971
10. Royce G.Forman, Lyndon B.Johnson, “Crack-Growth Behavior in
Thick Welded Plates of Inconel 718 at Room and Cryogenic
Temperatures”, NASA TA D-7665, May 1974.

4. Conclusion
1. The effect of aging time at constant heat treatment temperature on
mechanical and microstructural properties of GTA welded inconel 718
alloy was analyzed.
2. The volume fraction of lave phases and microhardness of
weldmetal increase with the increase in aging time up to 4 hours and
both decrease with further increase in aging time.
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Development of an Electromagnetic Eddy Current
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The use of viscous dampers in inline checkweigher has the advantage of increasing the degree of measurement and processing
speed because the vibrations generated by the measurement object can be attenuated within a short time. However, it is
impossible to change the set damping coefficient at the time of initial production, and the environmental pollution and
processing cost due to leakage of the internal working fluid are additionally generated. In this research article we will present
an efficient modified structure for a checkweigher modelled using SOLIDWORKS,and as we know the performance of the
inline weighing device depends largely on the speed and the accuracy of the measurement so in order to improve this two
factors, a digital filter has been used to remove the noise included in the sensor signal output using LABVIEW , as well as we
applied a controllable eddy current damper ,modelled with SOLIDWORKS and simulated with ANSYS MAXWELL , to the
inline weighing system to reduce the transient state of the weight signal measured from the load cell. Our study provide the
advantage of controlling the damping force functions of the current intensity and the gap between the conducting plate and
the damping coils which give our device the flexibility to be used in different type of checkweigher and under different function
conditions depending on the using mode for each checkweigher type.

electromagnet in the opposite direction. In this paper we present the
simulation and experiment result of this new damping method function
of all the parameters that affect directly the damping force.

NOMENCLATURE
D= Electromagnet Coil external diameter
d= Electromagnet Coil inner diameter
h= width of bobbin
G = Air Gap
t=Thickness of conductor
ECD=Eddy current damper

2. Design and Modeling
The eddy current damper was fabricated on the basis of the design
data in figure 11, and the weight belt mechanism of the inline
weighing system was fabricated according to the design drawing in
figure2 3. The eddy current damper has a structure in which two pairs
of electromagnets are arranged so as to face each other with opposite
polarities, and a movable conducting plate is inserted between two
pairs of electromagnets in a non-contact manner. Figure 3 shows the
structure of the weight conveyor belt mechanism equipped with the
eddy current damper and the shape model and the device
manufactured. The load cell, the movable conductor plate and the
roller set are placed on the base in one body, and the eddy current
damper is adjusted to control the exact gap between the coils and the
conducting plate. When the measurement object passes over the
roller set during inline weight measurement, the load cell receives the
force due to the dynamic load change of the measurement object, and

1. Introduction
A new approach for vibration suppression in Checkweigher system
will be introduced in this paper , instead of using the basic viscous
dampers which involve more environmental pollution and processing
cost, Eddy current damper4 is based on the magnetic field of an
electromagnetic generates eddy currents in the electrically
conducting plating , because of its movement to the electromagnet ,
the interaction between the induced eddy currents and the magnetic
flux density causes Lorentz forces, which intend to break the motion.
According to Newton’s third law, the Lorentz force exerts the
4
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excitation current applied to the coils a magnetic flux density is
generated, when the conducting plate moves due to the vibration
force, eddy current took place in the conducting plate as showed in
figure 5, the interaction between the induced eddy currents and the
magnetic flux density causes Lorentz forces, figure 6 show the
simulation results of the generated Lorentz force correspond for
different values of the excitation intensities under a gap of 1 mm
between the coils and the conducting plate .The value of the damping
force increases significantly corresponding to the increase of the
excitation intensity as shows in table 1.

the movable conductor plate vibrates. At this time, the eddy current
damper generate a damping force suppress the vibration in the
structure.
current damper.of the journal should be written in English using
Times New Roman 9pt. Contents of the journal should be written in
English using Times New Roman 9pt. Contents of the journal should
be written in English using Times New Roman 9pt. Contents of the
journal should be written in English using Times New Roman 9pt.
Contents of the journal should be written in English using Times New
Roman
9pt.

Geometry Parameter

Value

Unit

External diameter of electromagnet[D]

50

mm

Inner diameter of electromagnet[d]

22

mm

Width of electromagnet[H]

50

mm

External diameter of bobbin[Bo]

42

mm

Inner diameter of bobbin[Bi]

22

mm

Width of bobbin[h]

46

mm

Thickness of conductor[t]

1

mm

Air gap[G]

1

mm

Fig. 4 Simulation Model with Ansys Maxwell

Fig. 1 Eddy current damper model and correspond Design parameters

Fig. 5 Eddy current generated in a conducting plates

Fig. 2 Checkweigher belt mechanism design sheet

Fig. 6 The corresponding Lorentz force for each value of
excitation Intensity
Fig. 3 3D model of ECD and its prototype
Table 1 Lorentz force values corresponding to different excitation
Intensity values
Current
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
(A)
Lorentz
force
0 0.594 2.367 4.461 5.750 6.652
7.306
(N)

3. Simulation and Analysis.
Analysis and simulation was conducting using Ansys
Maxwell ,figure 4 shows the analysis model and according to the
5
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4. Experiment
In order to check the relationship between the output voltage of the
load cell and the input load, a calibration experiment was performed
on the load cell using different weights of 100g, 200g, 500g and 1kg
were put on the weight belt mechanism in the state of tare weight,
and the load cell output voltage at that time was measured. Since the
output voltage of the load cell is weak, it is amplified 100 times by
using an amplifier, and 10V is outputted when the load cell has a
maximum load of 2 kg. Figure 8 shows the calibration results. It can
be seen that the output voltage of the load cell changes with the
change of the input load. In Figure 8, the relation between the load
and the load cell output voltage is obtained from the measured value
as follows. And in order to examine the damping force of the in-line
weighing system, we constructed the system as shown in Figure 7,
and in order to confirm the quantitative damping force, we applied a
shock to the roller set with the hammer and the impulse response
correspond to the impact in both cases of the Eddy current damper
actuated or not and it was confirmed as shown in figure 9, correspond
to each value of the weight subject to be measured on the load cell
we get different deflection values as shown in figure 10. The Figure
11 shows the final comparison between the simulation and the
experiment data and the damping ratio is found to be as shown in
table 2. The damping ratio of the eddy current damper increased by
about 2 times from 0.0357 to 0.0733, and the settling time was
reduced by half. Indicating that it can be used as a damper in an inline weighing system.

Fig. 8 Load cell calibration graph

(a) Without ECD

(b) With ECD
Fig. 9 Impulse response of a weigh conveyor belt with/without

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
100g

200g

500g

1kg

2kg

Fig. 10 Static deflection of the load cell

Fig. 7 Experiment Set up

Fig. 11 Dynamic response for experiment and simulation data
6
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Table 2 Vibration properties of a weigh conveyor belt

Natural
frequency

Damped
natural

Damping
ratio

frequency
weigh belt
383.7376
system

0.036

59.1716[Hz]
[rad/sec]

without ECD
weigh belt
382.9488
system with

0.073

59.1715[Hz]
[rad/sec]

ECD

3. Conclusions
In this paper we developed a controllable Electromagnetic Eddy
Current Damper for Vibration Suppression applied to an Efficient
Check-Weigher Model , modeling and simulation was established
and experiment results and simulation data matched and the damping
ratio of the eddy current damper increased by about 2 times which
indicate that this Electromagnetic ECD can be used as a damper in
weighing system as well as many other applications to reduce the
transient state of the weight signal measured from the load cell. Other
ways we also concluded that the damping ratio would be able to be
improved if the coils size is bigger and if the coils has a higher
saturation current value.
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Development of Piezo Actuator Based Dynamic
Testing System for Thin Plate Material
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This study aims at development of PZT driven equipment for testing force-deflection phenomenon of thin plates 0.1/0.5 mm
thick. Thin plate which are widely used as diaphragm of pressure sensors are much stronger than thin films with thickness up
to several tens µm thick are used in MEMS applications. Therefore, proper Piezoelectric actuators should be selected in terms
of force and frequency response to experiment thin plates for acquiring their static and dynamic material properties. Based
on the investigating of PZT characteristics, a experiment equipment is developed. It is verified that a static and dynamic forcedeflection acquired through sample testing with HASTELLOY C-276 in variable frequency.

to subject of experiment and scope. In the past various study was

NOMENCLATURE

attempted for separate components, however theme is mostly noncontact deflection measurement, design and fabrication of specimen,

b = width of thin plate specimen
h = thickness of thin plate specimen
L= length of thin plate specimen
E= elastic modulus
𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =maximum displacement
𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =maximum voltage of amplifier

method of fatigue testing, dynamic property of specimen by variable
frequency, load control. If low frequency drives is needed, PZT
actuator is used however if high frequency drive is needed, voice coil,
speaker, electro-magnetic shaker is used.
Since the diaphragm used for the pressure sensor is much thicker thin
plates(0.1~1.0 mm) than thin film, a tester suitable for the thin panel is
required, the load bulk of which is too great for the actuator of the thin

1. Introduction

film tester. In general, as the load increases, the cutoff frequency of the
Thickness of components used in optical switch, car airbag and

actuator tends to decrease. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the

MEMS devices is below dozens of µm. The mechanical properties of

characteristics of the PZT actuator to determine whether this frequency

thin plates widely used in MEMS devices are essential to evaluate

is suitable for investigating the dynamic deformation of the thin plate.

performance and reliability of the MEMS devices, and it has been well

In this study, testing system will be developed considering these factors.

known that mechanical properties of thin plates are different from those
of bulk materials. Many attempts have been developed to obtain
mechanical properties of thin plates with piezoelectric actuator. In

2. Development of micro deflection testing system

order to deflect thin plates just needs dozens of N, especially in case of
experiment of active property acceleration or frequency of necessary

The main components of the test system capable of fine deflection of

input displacement/load relatively high so established material tester is

the thin plate such as diaphragm and measuring the force of action are

hard to handle.
Micro load-deflection testing system is composed of main component

the specimen fixing unit, the PZT driving unit, the laser displacement

such as micro actuator, micro displacement meter, micro specimen

measure unit, and the force measuring unit. Concept design of testing

fixture, micro specimen that should be selected and designed according

system is fig 1.
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Table 2 Specification of PZT Amplifier (E-617)
Item
Value
Output Voltage (V)
Peak Power (VA)

-30 to 130
280

Peak Current (mA)
Base Load (µF)

2000
10

Piezo Load (µF)

>2

Fig. 1 Concept design of dynamic testing system

2.1 Testing system
2.1.1 PZT actuator and Amplifier
PZT actuator P-844.40 with a maximum displacement of 60 µm and
Fig. 3 PZT amplifier (E-617, PI)

a maximum force of 3000 N was selected because the maximum
deflection was 50 µm and the maximum force was 1000 N for thin

2.1.2 Piezoelectric sensor load measurement unit

plates 0.5 mm or less in width, 10 mm in width or less and 10 mm less

PZT pressure sensor, Flexiforce sensor was used for load

in length. PZT amplifier is E-617(PI) high output type. Table 1 and

measurement. Fig 4 shows measuring circuit, Table 3 shows

Table 2 shows each specification. Since the actuator has a stiffness of

specification. The result of calibrating the piezoelectric sensor with the

57 N/ µm, the deflection is expected to occur at least 40 µm considering

load cell as the reference sensor is shown in Fig 5, which shows that

the PZT shrinkage when the maximum force 1,000 N is theoretically

the load and the output voltage of the piezoelectric sensor show a linear

considered.

relation.

Table 1 Specification of PZT actuator (P-844.40)
Item
Travel range (µm)

Value
60

Resolution (nm)
Stiffness (N/ µm)

0.6
57

Push/Pull force (N)
Capacitance (µF)

3000/700
24

Fig. 4 Measurement circuit of PZT load sensor
Table 3 Specification of Flexiforce A201

Fig. 2 Piezo actuator (P-844.40, PI)

9

Item

Value

Linearity error

<±30

Repeatability

<±2.5 % of full scale

Hysteresis

<4.5 % of full scale

Response time

<5 microseconds

Force range

0~440 (N)
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2.2.2 Voltage-displacement dynamic property
In order to obtain the dynamic property of piezoelectric actuator, the
step wave was applied to investigate the behavior of the micro
displacement.

2.2.2.1 Step response test
Since the amount of deflection varies depending on the magnitude of
the input voltage, it is necessary to investigate the displacement
properties according to the voltage magnitude. The charge/discharge
displacement properties of the three step inputs(10V, 50V, 100V) were
tested, the results of 100V are shown in Fig 7 and the others are almost
same properties. The charge/discharge time constant calculated based
on the measured data is shown in Table 5.
Fig. 5 Load-Voltage calibration curve of piezoelectric sensor

2.1.3 Laser displacement measurement unit
The laser displacement sensor in this study is LK-G35 and its
performance is shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Specification of Laser displacement sensor
Item
Reference distance
Linearity

Value
30 mm 1.18”(diffused reflection), 23.5
mm 0.98”(specular reflection)
±0.05 % of FS.(FS=±5mm ±0.2”)

Repeatability
Sampling cycle

0.05 µm(0.01 µm)
20/50/100/200/500/1000 µs

Measurement range

±5mm ±0.2’’(diffused reflection),
±4.5mm ±0.18”(specular reflection)

Fig. 7 Piezoelectric actuator response to step input on charge/discharge
Table 5 Time constant of PZT (charge/discharge)

2.2 Voltage-displacement property test of piezoelectric actuator
2.2.1 Voltage-displacement static property
Voltage-displacement property of piezoelectric actuator were
measured. As a result of measuring the displacement with a laser
displacement sensor, the input voltage was varied from 0 V to 100 V at
interval of 10 V, and a linear relation was obtained as shown Fig 6. At
no load, the maximum displacement occurred up to 70 µm.

Voltage
(V)

Charge

Discharge

10

4.14

4.06

50

4.08

4.05

100

4.05

4.00

Time constant

2.2.2.2 Triangle wave response test
A triangle wave was used instead of a sine wave to investigate the
frequency response of the PZT. According to the manual of the PZT
amplifier, the maximum frequency of the triangle wave is 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈
1 𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎
(average current of amplifier 𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎 = 700𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, maximum voltage of
𝐶𝐶 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
amplifier 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 120𝑉𝑉 , capacitance of PZT C = 24µF), so that the
maximum frequency is 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 240 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 , which is enough for the
amplifier to be about 6 times the cutoff frequency of the actuator
obtained from the step response.
Fig 8 shows the output properties of the PZT with varying frequency
by inputting a triangle wave that increase and decreases between 0 V
and 100 V. the amplitude of the displacement of 50 Hz is well followed
up to about 65%, however it drops to 50% when it is above 100 Hz.
Therefore, it is possible to investigate the dynamic properties up to the
maximum frequency of 50 Hz in this test system.

Fig. 6 Voltage-Displacement property of piezoelectric sensor
10
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2.3.2 Static deflection testing of thin plate
In order to investigate the static load-deflection properties of the thin
plate, the thin plate specimen was fixed to the fixing portion, and the
height was finely adjusted, the driving voltage was applied to the action
point of the actuator from 10 V to 100V with preload of about 11 N,
displacement and load were measured. Fig 10 shows measured data.
The displacement and received load differed by the thickness of the
specimen. In 0.1 mm thickness deflection is about 54.8 µm, maximum
load is 85 N, in 0.5 mm thickness deflection is about 45 µm, maximum
load is 370 N, The gradient of the stiffness of the thin plate was 0.67
N/µm in 0.1 mm thickness and 0.09 N/µm in 0.5 mm thickness, which
were equal in 0.1 mm thickness and 0.01 larger in 0.5 mm thickness by
compared with theoretical model.

Fig. 8 Response of PZT VS frequency of triangle wave input

2.3 Load-deflection measurement test of thin plate
2.3.1 Load-deflection simulation of thin panel
In Fig 1 specimen fixture of the apparatus is shown in detail, place the
specimen on a 10 mm wide support as shown in Fig 9(a) and fix it with
bolts. In order to theoretically analyze the deflection of the thin plate,
it is modeled by being fixed at both ends as shown in Fig 9(b) and being
subjected to a concentrated load at the center. The maximum deflection
occurs at the center and is expressed by equation (1) and the load versus
deflection is expressed as equation (2). Quality of specimen is
HASTELLOY C-276(elastic modulus(E) 205GPa) and in Fig 10 solid
line shows the maximum deflection amount calculated by changing the
size of the load, when the cross sectional shape is width(b) 10 mm,
thickness(h) 0.1/0.5 mm, length(L) 7 mm. The gradient according to
the theoretical equation(2) is 0.67 N/µm at 0.1 mm width, 0.08 N/µm
at 0.5 mm width.
𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐹𝐹

=

𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿3
3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑏𝑏ℎ3

(I=

4𝐿𝐿3

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ℎ3

12

)

(a) h = 0.1 mm

(1)
(2)

(a)
(b) h = 0.5 mm
Fig. 10 Comparison of theoretical and experimental values of
concentrated load-maximum deflection for thin plate

2.3.3 Dynamic deflection testing of thin plate
(b)
Fig. 9 Thin plate specimen fixture(a) and concentrated load modeling
of both ends fixed specimens(b)

In order to investigate dynamic load-deflection properties of the thin
plate, the displacement and the load were measured by inputting the
triangle wave driving voltage. As a static test, dynamic test was carried
11
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3. Conclusions
In order to investigate the static and dynamic load-displacement
properties of a thin plate material such as a diaphragm, a micro
displacement test system using piezoelectric actuator was developed
and the static load-deflection properties of the thin plates were
measured while the micro structure was displaced by applying a load
to the center portion of the HASTELLOY C-276 thin plate
It has been confirmed that the cutoff frequency of the piezoelectric
actuator limits the maximum range of the dynamic test of the system.
Even if the input frequency is 50 Hz, it can be applied to fatigue test up
to 80 % of the target strain.
In order to increase the measurement accuracy in the future, it is
necessary to supplement the specimen fixing part and the load
measuring parts
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In biopotential measurements, the right leg drive (RLD) circuit is a classic approach in reducing the common mode (CM)
noise. In this study, we investigated the relevance of the RLD circuit to the acquisition of EMG signals. First, we
investigated the cause and extent of distortion within the RLD signal chain due to DC offset and phase delay. Then we
compared three models of input filters for the effectiveness of zeroing the RLD output. Our results indicate that for EMG
acquisition, grounding the CM mode signal provided adequate CMRR while the RLD can instead introduce more noise.
Moreover, due to the high gain that is applied to signal in the RLD circuit, the RLD signal is easily driven towards
saturation due to the DC offset present in the RLD circuit.

a differential principle across two points, P1 and P2, giving

NOMENCLATURE

𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐾𝐾(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 )

CM = common mode
EMG = Electromyogram
ECG= Electrocardiogram
RLD=Right leg drive

(1)

where the difference at the input is amplified by a gain ofK.In reality,
we define theinput signal, Vin as a collection of the EMG signal, VEMG
and the CM signal, VCMand interference from RF sources, VRF and
other biopotential signals within the body, Vbio. This understanding

1. Introduction

gives:

In a biopotential recording, it is unarguable that the main obstacle

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = {𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 , 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 , 𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 , 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 }

towards clean signals is the common-mode (CM) signal. Acquisition
circuits will have to extract in the region of millivolts (ECG, EMG)

(2)

The scope of this research does not include VRF and Vbio. We

and microvolts (EEG) from a CM signal of up to 1 V. There are many

consider the major interferences as VCM and Vdc, giving

advanced ways to achieve a good signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio.
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐾𝐾[(𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸1 +𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶1 + 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ) − (𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸2 +𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 + 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 )] (3)

Measurement systems which offer good SNR are due to the many
filtering stages and adaptive correction,1,2 and even customised signal
processing devices. The list could go on indefinitely, only to be

However in reality, VCM and Vdc measured at P1 and P2 are rarely

constrained by the cost, in term of price and component count. On the

identical. The phase and amplitude of VCM can vary slightly across

other hand, there are also researches devoted to optimizing the

different points of the body due to skin impedance. VDC, on the other

performance of the fundamental circuit by improving the composition

hand is dependent on the electrode contact pressure and variance of

of basic components. 3,4

the half-cell electrolyte itself. Therefore, some baseline noise is
always present at the output, since the input signals Vin1 and Vin2 were

The heart of the biopotential amplifier is the instrumentation

never identical to begin with.

amplifier (INA) is a proven effective device for the job. Itoperates by
13
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1.1 A closer look at the actual CM noise in a biopotential
recording

2. The RLD circuit

In Figure 1, we measured the CM signal at six electrodes over the
lower forearm (E1-E6) relative to one reference electrode placed on
the elbow, E7. Some offset exist and there are extremities at E1 and
E2. We have also shown that the CM noise is slightly different. Thus,
it is impossible to fully eliminate the CM noise solely by differential
amplification.

The right leg drive circuit is an established method to reduce
common mode noise. Although the RLD circuit is commonly used in
ECG, some literatures also have suggested its application in EMG 7, 8
9. Fundamentally speaking, EMG and ECG acquisition method are
similar. What is different, however, lies in the bandwidth and
amplitude of the signal10 Figure 3 presents a common model of the
RLD circuit. In this model, we include the dynamic properties of the
impedance due to the electrodes, cables and human biological factors.
However, in Figure 1, we have shown that VCM and VDC can be
different across the measurement points. To account for the variance,
we present the RLD circuit in form of a control system block diagram,
shown in Figure 4. Instead of a single CM signal, we assume the
existence of various CM signals in the body.

0.05

0

Amplitude, V

-0.05

-0.1
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

-0.15

-0.2

-0.25

-0.3
2.71

2.72

2.73

2.74

2.75
2.76
Time, s

2.77

2.78

2.79

2.8

Fig. 1 Relative DC offset to reference electrode. Electrodes E1 and E2
has a 0.1 V and 0.25V offset which is extreme compared to the other
electrodes E3-E6. Note that the CM waveforms are not entirely
similar
In Figure 2, the differential voltage, ΔE between two electrodes can
vary depending on skin condition and electrical contact. In the 5
minute long recording, ΔE has shifted from the baseline offset of 0.005V and spiked as high as 0.015V. While this procedure was
exaggerated due to the short recording time, it presents the problem
that can occur during actual long term recording of muscle activities
where electrodes are under stress. Although electrodes would
normally have a resistance in the range of tens to hundreds of kilohms
5, this resistance can increase to 1MΩ and can reach 20 MΩ if the
electrode gel degradation.6 In short, there are two main problems
associated with EMG recording, which are DC offset and CM
variance.
Fortunately, much can be done to mitigate these problems. The
right-leg drive (RLD) circuit is a commercially accepted method to
reduce the CM noise, while the DC offset can be removed with an
input filter.

Fig. 3 Typical schematic of the RLD circuit. Ze represents the
impedance of the electrode while Zs is the impedance caused by the
skin and the layers beneath it. Zc is the capacitance between the
measurement cables. The switch allows choice of using RLD or
grounding the body
We have so far identified three points where DC offset can enter the
circuit, which are from the input signal, component tolerance and the
instrumentation amplifier itself. The DC offset is not only detrimental
to the output signal of the INA. Due to its high gain, any DC offset
can potentially drive the RLD into saturation. The circuit of the INA
responsible for the RLD is shown Figure 5.

0.02

V

Vi

0.015

DC3

Kdf

Z

0.01

Amplitude, V

V

DC1

1

t

V
0.005

V

CM1
RLD

R
Z

INA
V

LD

KRL
D

0

Vi
-0.005

-0.01

V
0

50

100

150
Time, s

200

250

300

CM2

Kavg

Z

2

V

V
DC4

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the signal flow in the RLD circuit. The RLD
works by taking the average of the VCM1, VCM2 and feeds it back to the
body with a negative gain. We also identified points where DC offset
can enter the circuit

Fig. 2 Changes in DC offset between two electrodes over 5 minutes.
The amplitude changes were due to a combination of movement,
sweat and pressure applied to the electrodes. The default offset of
ΔEis approximately -0.005V
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the potential voltage divider. 11
Fig. 6 (c) is a design by Spinelli (2003)4. This design has a high
CMRR but still requires the RLD. An improved design proposed by
Wang (2010)3 which does not require the RLD.

2.1 Investigation into DC offset in the RLD signal path caused
by the instrumentation amplifier
The first part of the experiment is aimed to simulate the effect of the
electrode offset inVin1 and Vin2 towards VRLD and Vout. Two devices
from Texas Instruments, which are the INA114 and INA121 were
compared. The setup is shown in Figure 7.Vin1 and Vin2 were
connected to a DC source, varied within ±0.25 V and the Vout and
VRLD were recorded.
Fig. 5 RLD output from instrumentation amplifier. The output, VRLD
can be seen as a voltage divider which averages the input signal Vin1
and Vin2

The procedure was repeated with the filters in Figure 6 in place. The
effectiveness of the filters in rejecting DC offset was evaluated. All
filters were setup to have a corner frequency of 0.156Hz.

Unlike the differential output of Vo as defined in (1), the RLD output
is a voltage divider which returns the average voltage of Vin,
expressed as

2.2 Practical
contraction

application

measurement

with

muscle

The practical application of the circuit is for EMG, therefore, it is
𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 �

𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎

𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 +𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

� + 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 �

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 +𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

�

best tested with actual muscle contraction. Two Ag-Cl electrodes, E1

(4)

and E2 were placed over the flexor digitorum superficialis muscle
(FDS) and a third electrode, E3 which was switched between the

Comparing (1) and (4), it is clear that any difference in Vin1 and Vin2
will appear in VRLD, even if they are equal, as VRLD is not part of the
differential circuit. In most cases, the component tolerance of Ra and
Rb are often overlooked. Considering the tolerances will introduce
further imbalance into the voltage divider, as shown in (5).

direct grounding and the right leg drive circuit. The electrodes were
connected to the instrumentation amplifier with a shielded cable of
1.5m lenght. Readings were taken from the INA output, Vout, the
common mode voltage tapped from the gain resistors output, VG and
the RLD output, VRLD. When the subject flexed the forearm, the FDS

𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 �

(𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 +𝑅𝑅∆𝑎𝑎 )

� + 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 �

(𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 +𝑅𝑅∆𝑎𝑎 )+(𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 +𝑅𝑅∆𝑏𝑏 )

(𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 +𝑅𝑅∆𝑏𝑏 )

By taking the derivatives of ∆R, VRLD becomes
1

𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 + 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 ) −
2

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1
4𝑅𝑅

. ∆𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 +

muscle output was acquired. The data was acquired with the National

� (5)

(𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 +𝑅𝑅∆𝑎𝑎 )+(𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 +𝑅𝑅∆𝑏𝑏 )

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2
4𝑅𝑅

. ∆𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏

Instruments NI-cDAQ 9178 data acquisition unit with the NI9205
module, sampled at 10 kHz and Labview as the user interface.
The output of Vout was recorded and the EMG signal versus baseline

(6)

noise was compared across the different filters, and not using the filter
at all.

Basing on Figure 3, with V’RLD being -39VRLD, and VCC= ±12 V, the
maximum permissible offset in VRLD will be ±0.307 V.

3. Results
2. Methods
3.1 DC offset test
The input filter is an essential section of the EMG acquisition circuit.

The default DC offset in the RLD output was VRLD was measured.

It may consist of a high pass filter to block DC offset or a low pass

With Vin1 = Vin2 = 0.223V, the default offset of INA114 and INA121

filter to block radio frequency interference, or a combination of both.

was -0.014 V and -0.9 V respectively.

The application of the input filter has to be done with consideration

The result of VRLD and Vout is presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

pertaining to the input impedance and also reduce the CMRR.

For Vout, the output is approximately 0 V when Vin1 = Vin2, but is not

There are two major parts to this study. First, the effect of DC offset

the case for VRLD. In contrast, VRLD = 0 V only when Vin1 = Vin2,

was investigated. Next, three simple methods for removing the DC

which is due to the voltage divider. In addition, the INA121 has a

offset was compared, shown in Figure 6. There are three filter designs

default offset of -0.9V, as shown in Figure 9 (b).

investigated here. Figure 6(a) shows the EMG amplifier connected

With the input filter applied, the amplifier showed an improved

directly to the electrode. With no filter, the output Vout is prone to

response of Vout and VRLD to DC offset. In Figure 11(a), VRLD was

error due to DC offset. Figure 6(b) is a simple filter, but the CMRR

sustained at approximately 0.0016 V despite the increase in ΔVin. The

depends on the component tolerance and CMRR can degrade due to

output Vout however shows more linearity.
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Fig. 10 Vout response for INA114 and INA121. The output of both
instrumentation amplifiers is identical
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Fig. 11 (a): Vout and VRLD response for RC filter. The offset in VRLD is
largely subdued, however the Vout shows some linearity. (b) Vout and
VRLD response for the design of Wang and Spinelli. The offset in VRLD,
is constant. The Vout response is fairly flat except for a minor
increment as the difference between Vin1 and Vin2 increases
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The filters designed by Wang and Spinelli, shown in Figure 11(b)
show an improved regulation over the simple RC filter. VRLD was
constant at 0.00015 V while the Vout is also much better regulated
compared to the RC filter.
The step response towards a 0.25 V input is shown in Figure 13. The

Fig. 9 VRLD output for INA114 (a) and INA121 (b). The INA121
exhibits a default offset of approximately -0.9 V even when Vin1 = Vin2
=0V
With the input filter applied, the amplifier showed an improved
response of Vout and VRLD to DC offset. In Figure 11(a), VRLD was
sustained at approximately 0.0016 V despite the increase in ΔVin. The
output Vout however shows more linearity.

filter design by Wang and Spinelli shows the same transient
characteristics, where the settling time is much faster than the RC
filter.
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3.2 Practical application with muscle contraction

-0.1

The captured noise within the EMG amplifier is shown in Figure 14.

No filter, direct ground

Vout, V

-0.2

This recording was made with no input filter. There are DC offset in
all the input and output signals. The result of the FDS flexion is

-0.3
-0.4

shown in Figure 15. In this case, the output has offset of about -0.34V,
and there is worse CMRR when the RLD is connected.
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Fig. 15 Direct input coupling, amplification of FDS flexion
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Fig. 13 Step response for RC filter and design of Wang and Spinelli.
The transient time is much faster for Wang and Spinellii’s model
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Fig. 17 Amplification of FDS flexion with filter designed by Wang
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Fig. 14 Sample of captured noise within the EMG amplifier. VRLD' is
the negative amplifier VRLD. Vin1 and Vin2 curves are slightly different,
which contributes to floor noise in Vout
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Fig. 18 Amplification of FDS with filter designed by Spinelli
Table 1 Summary of output signal of the compared filters
Filter

In Figure 16, the RC filter provided a better CMRR for both direct

type

grounding and RLD method, with the RLD providing only a
marginally better performance. In Figure 17, the filter design by

Vavg (V)

Vpp (V)

Vrms (V)

GND

RLD

GND

RLD

GND

RLD

Wang shows an improvement in floor noise level compared to the RC

No filter

0.016

0.05

-0.35

-0.35

0.3202

0.3417

filter. The result of using Spinelli’s design is shown in Figure 18.

RC

0.022

0.022

0.001

0.001

0.64

0.065

Wang

0.01

0.01

0.001

0.001

0.031

0.033

Spinelli

N/A

0.01

0.001

0.001

N/A

0.031

Only the RLD option is available here. A summary of the noise levels
are provided in Table 1.The direct grounding data of Spinelli’s design
is not available as it can only work reliably with the RLD.
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4. Discussion
We have shown that DC offset can be a problem when designing a
biopotential amplifier. First, as shown in Figure 9, the INA121 is an
example of an instrumentation amplifier with significant DC offset in
the gain signal, which is used for the RLD output. This is a feature of
its current feedback topology.12 However, there are many
instrumentation amplifiers which do not have DC offset at the gain
loop, with the INA114 being among them.
In equation (6), we have postulated that the component tolerance
within the gain loop of the instrumentation amplifier also causes DC
offset in the RLD output. However, from the results shown in Figure
8, the effect can be mitigated by matching the component values. It
would be recommended that the resistors in use at the gain loop to be
replaced with trim pots. Doing so, the output VRLD can be calibrated to
zero offset. The DC offset also affects the RLD drive, which can be
observed in Figure 15. The additional noise of the RLD circuit is
attributed to saturation of the RLD amplifier due to impedance
fluctuation at the analog front end. 14
The application of an input filter provided generally improved
CmRR and DC rejection. As seen in Figure 11, the output of the RC
filter suffered some drift as ΔV increased. Both filter design by Wang
and Spinelli, shown in Figure 12 provided excellent DC rejection
compared to the simple RC filter. This is due to the lower CMRR of
the RC filter.
In general, with the exception for direct input coupling (Figure 15),
we have shown that the baseline noise amplitude is similar between
the RLD method and direct grounding. As for the case of the filter
design of Wang, the results obtained in this study is compliant to its
original study. 3

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

5. Conclusion
10.
There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from this study.
First, DC offset at the input is detrimental to the output of the
bioamplifier, moreover the output to the RLD amplifier. Due to the
high gain of the RLD amplifier, any offset in the RLD loop can lead
to saturation. We have identified that DC offset is caused by the skinelectrode interface and the components responsible for the RLD
output. Of the two causes identified, the DC offset due to the skinelectrode was the bigger concern.
To eliminate DC offset, front end input filters can be used. The
application of these filters can effectively reject DC offset and also
improve the CMRR of the amplifier. Of the three filters in this study,
the filter designed by Wang produced the most favourable
performance. This design is also preferred for our future work due to
its ability to work without the RLD.
The second conclusion drawn here is that, for EMG acquisition, the
direct grounding method can provide satisfactory noise suppression
and the RLD circuit does not necessarily provide any advantage.

11.

12.
13.

14.
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In this research article, we present a technical study of the innovate design of gantry system for robot to be used with Abrasive
Water Jet(AWJ) and analysed the same through various conditions. To prevent the vibration and other cause for failure structure
additional support has been included to stabilize the displacement of robot. Gantry system for robot is modelled with 6 columns
using SOLIDWORKS and strength parameters of the proposed design structure are analysed using ANSYS. Displacement of the
carrier beam is also taken in the study.

2. Design and Modeling

1. Introduction

The gantry is designed for the requirement of the working conditions.
Design features vary widely on specifications such as type of motion,
type of load, geometric features.

Abrasive water jet (AWJ) plays a major role in widely used
technology which is better than conventional machining technologies.
Since the introduction of this technology, the amount of research and
development has enhanced further in its applications.1 Robot is used to

Table 1 Technical data of gantry structure

improve the efficiency and positioning accuracy and mass production.
When compared with conventional machining technologies in the
cutting operations, dynamic behavior of jet in AWJ used to increase the
workspace.
Gantry robot introduction has lead to the advancement according to

Type

Gantry Robot

Payload

50/70 in kg

Robot

Fanuc M710 ic

Maximum Load

500 kg

the applications. It is highly used in increasing the workspace for
machining large works like aircraft wings, trucks, etc.2 Robot can be

Based on above technical data, Gantry is placed on 6100mm length
beam on either side supported by 2500mm column. Robot with AWJ

fixed on wall, ceiling/gantry. Gantry has many varieties which include
single leg, double leg, different length and heights.3 In static analysis

on the robot carrier can increase the workspace. To increase the
stability of the gantry structure 2 support beams are added which is

beam structure has impact on its deformation.

placed in between the columns as shown in the fig.1.
By considering the geometric effect of a structure that consists of

In modal analysis, mass of an object (robot) is considered and
distributed in robot carrier beam as a series of elements. Due to the

beam, work was done by the force during deflection and robot
movement are determined. This gantry system is oriented with X

vibration in the structure, number of elements move relative to each
4

other in continuous movement.

direction in the direction of movement of the robot carrier beam. Both
displacement is performed using LM guide rail and servomotor.

This research focuses on the numerical analysis of fixed gantry which
has 6 legs or columns. Numerical strength analysis of the 6-legged

All columns are fixed with multi support beam to enhance the stability
of the structure. LM guide rail is linked with cover plate to establish

gantry of robot used in AWJ is presented in this paper. These results are
compared with different gantry structure like 4 columns, considering 1

contact between robot carrier beam and LM guide rail to enhance the
stability in high speed motion of 10,000 mm/min.

rear and front beam instead of 2 rear and front beam, single support
beam is examined. For the detailed research on gantry structure robot

From fig. 1, front beam and rear beam are designed to strengthen the
contact between left and right beam.

carrier beam is positioned on different positions of gantry structure.
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Table 2 Properties of the beam

Increased workspace and stability for using robot is the objective of
this gantry structure. Different views are provided in the following fig.1.

Robot carrier beam

Material

Structural steel

Density, (𝜌𝜌)

7850

Poisson's ratio(v)

2.1× 105

Length (mm)

6100

Front beam

Width (mm)

400

Rear beam

Height (mm)

450

Force(N)

5000

Robot carrier
LM cover plate

Young's Modulus(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)

LM guide rail
[HSR45CA]

0.3

Left beam
(a) View of gantry system

Column E

Robot carrier beam
Column C
Column A
(b) View of robot carrier beam positioned on column C
Fig. 2 Equivalent stress distribution [Pa] in the single beam,

Base

w=200 mm

Support beam
Column C

Column A
(c) View of robot carrier beam positioned between column A and C

Fig. 3 Equivalent stress distribution [Pa] in the double beam,
LM cover plate

w= 400mm

Slider
By considering the above results double beam which is 400 mm
thickness has minimum stress compared to beam which has 200mm

(d) View of LM cover plate with LM guide rail

thickness. The results are obtained by modifying the beam which is
Fig. 1 Design of gantry system used with AWJ

critical in terms of the durability of gantry structure.

3. Static Analysis of gantry structure

3.1 Static analysis of gantry structure

On ANSYS workbench, numerical analysis of the stress is performed

The finite element method is adopted to analyze the gantry structure

for the proposed gantry structure. In this study, calculations are

The geometry is imported from ANSYS Design modeler to static

performed for the beam which has dimensions of 6100 × 200 ×

structural analysis and modal analysis in which model is meshed with

450 mm compared with 6100 × 400 × 450 mm.

Hex dominant method to get accurate results.
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3.1.1 Static analysis of gantry structure with 6 columns

3.1.2.1 Modal analysis of gantry structure with 4 columns

Fig. 4 Total deformation for gantry with 6 columns

Fig. 9 Modal analysis for gantry with 4 columns

3.1.3 Gantry structure with 1 front and rear beam

Fig. 5 Equivalent stress for gantry with 6 columns

3.1.1.1 Modal analysis of gantry structure with 6 columns

Fig. 10 Total deformation for gantry with 1 front and rear beam

Fig. 6 Modal analysis for gantry with 6 columns

3.1.2 Static analysis of gantry structure with 4 columns

Fig. 11 Equivalent stress for gantry with 1 support beam

3.1.3.1 Modal analysis of gantry structure with 1 front and
rear beam
Fig. 7 Total deformation for gantry with 4 columns

Fig. 8 Equivalent stress for gantry with 4 columns

Fig. 12 Modal analysis for gantry with 1 front and rear beam
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3.1.4 Gantry structure with 1 support beam

3.1.5.1 Modal Analysis-robot carrier beam between 2 columns

Fig. 13 Total deformation for gantry with 1 support beam

Fig. 18 Modal analysis for gantry

3.1.6 Gantry structure-robot carrier on center column

Fig. 14 Equivalent stress for gantry with 1 support beam

3.1.4.1 Modal analysis of gantry structure with 1 support
beam

Fig. 19 Total deformation

Fig. 15 Modal analysis for gantry with 1 support beam

3.1.5 Gantry structure-Robot carrier beam between 2
columns

Fig. 20 Equivalent stress

3.1.6.1 Modal Analysis-robot carrier beam on center column
Fig. 16 Total deformation

Fig. 21 Modal analysis for gantry

Fig. 17 Equivalent stress
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4. Dynamic analysis4.1 Gantry structure with 6 columns
Number of Nodes

Number of Elements

530725

116415

5. Results & Discussion
Table 4 Comparison of analysed results for gantry structure

6 column

Total
deformation
(mm)
0.459

16.65

Modal
analysis
(Hz)
1.314

4 column

0.705

26.75

1.252

1 front and rear beam

0.454

16.356

1.005

Type

Fig. 22 Analytical settings-Transient structural

Time
[s]

1

0

0

1

1

300

1

2

500

1

3

500

1

4

300

1

5

0

1 support beam

15.203

356.82

1.426

Robot carrier beam
between column A&C

0.462

17.294

1.861

Robot carrier beam on
column C

0.459

17.075

1.346

Images shown in Fig 2 and 3 are the comparison of analysis between
single beam and double beam. In this double beam has 10% less
equivalent stress compared to single beam (200mm). Hence, gantry
structure is designed with double beam(2 × 200mm). From section
3.1 different gantry structures are analysed to undergo deformation,
stress and modal analysis. Variation of the deflection and stability is
observed in different structure. Through comparison, deformation
occurs mostly in base part of column E.
Since robot carrier beam is initially considered as stationary the
natural frequencies of the beam are noted at maximum 6 modes for
each gantry structure with the force of 5000N. By considering the
vibration analysis gantry structure with front beam and rear beam plays
vital role in minimizing the vibration in stationary mode.
Robot carrier beam is positioned in different sections to perform the
stress analysis. Based on fig 16~ 21, Maximum stress occurs in side
plate and base adjacent to the robot carrier beam. When the robot
carrier beam is positioned on column C effects are minimum compared
to the initial position of robot carrier beam.
Along the gantry translation of the slider results in displacement of
robot carrier beam which gives dynamic loading as shown in the
section 4. Joint velocity is assigned for each part to undergo motion.
The dynamics of the gantry system moving at a variable speed has been
examined. From table 3, Initial velocity is higher so sustaining the
motion acceleration is large at the initial position.

Table 3 Joint velocity
Step

Equivalent
stress (Pa)

Velocity
[mm/s]

Fig. 23 Total deformation for proposed gantry structure

6. Conclusion
In this paper, behavior of a designed gantry system for robot used with
AWJ is studied by the analysis in different structure combination. The
comparison between different structure is given in the table. 4 It
confirmed that the 6-column gantry structure may undergo not only
deformation changes, in addition to the influence on part of the
structure. In further studies, Fanuc M710ic 50/70 robot will be used in
the proposed gantry system and changes in the structure will be
observed.

Fig. 24 Equivalent stress for proposed gantry structure
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Distribution of eutectic Si and Mg2Si and its effect on oxidation process in Al-Mg-Si alloys was investigated. The phase
equilibrium in the Al-Mg-Si-O system was analyzed to investigate oxide layer formation depending on alloy composition.
Increase of the Si content in Al-5mass%Mg alloy led to the Al-Mg2Si mono-variant and Al-Mg2Si-Si invariant eutectic
reactions and suppressed formation of Al3Mg2. During the TGA for 3 h under air atmosphere at 700 °C, the oxidation
resistance was remarkably improved with increasing Si content. This is attributed to formation of Mg-Si based oxides on the
surface.

oxidation due to the high oxygen reactivity of Mg. Addition of Si
would lead to different oxidation behavior including a Si-based oxide
formation.
The aim of this study is to investigate distribution of eutectic Si and
Mg2Si and its effect on oxidation process in Al-Mg-Si alloys. The
phase equilibrium in the Al-Mg-Si-O system was analyzed to
investigate oxide layer formation depending on alloy composition.

NOMENCLATURE
GBF = gas bubbling filtration
SEM = scanning electron microscopy
EDS = energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
BSE = back-scattered electron
TGA = thermogravimetric analysis

2. Experimental procedures
1. Introduction
Alloy ingots were made by an induction furnace under an ambient
atmosphere. Pure Al, Al-25mass%Si and pure Mg ingots were used as
raw materials. The alloy melted at 700 °C was then cast into a steel
mold preheated to 473 °C. In the melting process, a degassing process
using GBF with Ar gas was included and a flux (foseco 790) was
added to the melt, simultaneously. The surface of the sample was
grinded, micro-polished, and etched in Keller's reagents for
microstructure observation. SEM was performed on the as-cast
samples, operating at 20kV using back scattered electron imaging
mode. EDS analysis for the surface of the samples exposed to
ambient atmosphere for 3 min. at 700 °C was performed to examine
surface enrichment behavior of alloying elements in the initial stage
of oxidation. TGA was performed to clarify the effect of Si and Mg
on the oxidation resistance of the alloys for 3 h under air atmosphere
at 700 °C. The phase diagrams of Al-Mg-Si and Al-Mg-Si-Ca
systems were calculated using FactSage 7.1 to predict the oxide scale
behavior.

Due to the weight reduction and high strength, Al-Mg alloy offers a
large variety of applications as material for lightweight construction1.
For further weight reduction, our studies have been focused on
development of Al-Mg alloy with high Mg content over 5wt%. In our
previous study, Al-5mass%Mg binary alloy showed high elongation
close to 30% in as-cast condition, while they had the insufficient
strength and fluidity for casting application2. Further increase of Mg
content led to only slight improvement of the strength and significant
reduction of elongation by formation of coarse β-Al3Mg2. In order to
satisfy improvement of strength and fluidity and further weight
reduction at the same time, Si as third element was added and
increased the strength and fluidity, significantly. However, it is still
questionable how Si affects oxidation behavior. Addition of Si forms
Si and Mg2Si particles by eutectic reactions during solidification.
Their distribution may affect oxide film formation by selective
oxidation. Allowing Mg addition over 5mass% significantly increases
25
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3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 depicts SEM/BSE images of (a) Al-5mass%Mg, (b) Al5mass%Mg-1mass%Si, (c) Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si and (d) Al7mass%Mg-1mass%Si as-cast alloy samples. The microstructure of
Al-5mass%Mg alloy can be explained on the basis of α-Al matrix and
distribution of a trace of secondary particles regarded as Al3Mg2. With
addition of 1mass%Si, the alloys exibits a formation of Al-Mg2Si
eutectic phases. With increasing Si content to 6mass%, the
development of the eutectic area including needle-shaped Si became
prominent. Al-7mass%Mg-1mass%Si alloy shows the distribution of
Al-Mg2Si eutectic phase and a trace of Si.

Fig. 2 Al-Mg-Si ternary liquidus projection calculated by FactSage
7.1
Phase diagrams plotted for temperature versus oxygen partial
pressure in (a) Al3Mg2-O2, (b) Mg2Si-O2 and (c) Si-O2 systems at
700 °C calculated by FactSage 7.1. is shown in Fig. 3. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the Al3Mg2 displays formation of MgO and MgAl2O4spinel as primary and secondary oxide layers, respectively. Especially,
MgO is preferentially formed because it has the lowest oxygen partial
pressure among oxides formed in the three eutectic phases. Therefore,
disappearance of Al3Mg2 would lead to the preferential reaction of
Mg2Si. Oxidation of Mg2Si and Si causes surface enrichment of Si in
the initial stage of oxidation. Mg2Si forms Mg2SiO4 and no MgO as
primary oxide after oxidation as seen in Fig. 3(b).
Oxidized surface images by SEM of (a) Al-5mass%Mg, (b) Al5mass%Mg-1mass%Si, (c) Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si and (d) Al7mass%Mg-1mass%Si alloys after exposure to ambient atmosphere
for 3 min. at 700 °C are given in Fig. 4. Al-5mass%Mg alloy showed

Fig. 1 SEM/BSE images of (a) Al-5mass%Mg, (b) Al-5mass%Mg1mass%Si, (c) Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si and (d) Al-7mass%Mg1mass%Si as-cast alloys

an irregular surface and a number of cracks. With addition of
1mass%Si, the relatively regular surface appeared. The surface of Al5mass%Mg-6mass%Si appears to be dense and regular.
SEM/EDS results of the surfaces oxidized during exposure to

The microstructure formation can be explained from the Al-Mg-Si
ternary liquidus projection (see Fig. 2). As seen in Fig. 2, the Al

ambient atmosphere for 3 min. at 700 °C are given in Table 1. It can
be confirmed that the alloy surfaces became Mg-enriched within 3

primary region borders Si and Mg2Si in the ternary area. Thus,
increase of the Si content would lead to the Al-Mg2Si mono-variant

min. Especially, the surface of Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si alloy
showed the highest Mg and Si contents, indicating that Mg-Si based

and Al-Mg2Si-Si invariant eutectic reactions. In the same Si content,
alloy composition approaches to eutectic valley of Al-Mg2Si with

oxides was formed on the surface. Therefore, the dense oxide layer of
Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si alloy can be attributed to formation of Mg-

increasing Mg content. Therefore, Al-7mass%Mg-1mass%Si alloy
showed more developed Al-Mg2Si eutectic phase. The increase of Si

Si based oxides on the surface.
Results from TGA of the liquid state are shown in Fig. 5. The Al-

addition promotes Al-Mg2Si eutectic reaction, and supress formation
of Al3Mg2. The distribution of the eutectic phases in microstructure is

5mass%Mg and Al-7mass%Mg-1mass%Si alloys showed rapid
weight gain. Curve of Al-7mass%Mg-1mass%Si alloy is steeper than

associated with the selective oxidation behavior. Such a large amount
of the eutectic phases would lead to surface segregation of their

that of Al-5mass%Mg alloy. This would be attributed to Al3Mg2 as
explained above. Even with 1mass%Si addition, Al-7mass%Mg-

constituent elements and form multi-component oxides of Si and Mg
under an oxidizing atmosphere. Since the Al3Mg2 has the lowest

1mass%Si alloy appears to have certain amount of Al3Mg2 due to its
high Mg content. On the other hand, with increasing the Si content,

melting temperature and the highest Mg content in the constituent
phases at the same time, it negatively affects the oxidation behavior of

the oxidation resistance was significantly improved. Especially, there
is no visible change in weight of Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si alloy

the alloy.
26
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sample. The improvement in oxidation resistance by the addition of
Si can be attributed to the formation of Si-based oxides. This result is
in a good agreement with those of SEM/EDS shown in Fig. 4 and
Table 1.

Fig. 4 Oxidized surface images of (a) Al-5mass%Mg, (b) Al5mass%Mg-1mass%Si, (c) Al-5mass%Mg-6mass%Si and (d) Al7mass%Mg-1mass%Si alloys during exposure to ambient atmosphere
for 3 min. at 700 °C
Table 1 SEM/EDS results of the surfaces oxidized during exposure to
ambient atmosphere for 3 min. at 700 °C

Analyzed composition (at%)
Alloy

Fig. 3 Phase diagrams plotted for temperature versus oxygen partial
pressure in (a) Al3Mg2-O2, (b) Mg2Si-O2 and (c) Si-O2 systems at
700 °C calculated by FactSage 7.1

Al

Mg

Si

O

AlMg5

87.53

8.37

-

4.10

AlMg5Si1

86.42

7.61

0.13

5.85

AlMg5Si6

76.10

12.49

5.99

5.42

AlMg7Si1

83.36

9.37

2.92

4.35

Fig. 5 Weight gain of all examined samples by oxidation at 700 °C
under air atmosphere
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4. Conclusions
Increase of the Si content in Al-5mass%Mg alloy forms Mg2Si and
Si through the Al-Mg2Si mono-variant and Al-Mg2Si-Si invariant
eutectic reactions and reduced formation of Al3Mg2. Addition of
6mass%Si formed a compact oxide layer on the surface. During the
TGA for 3 h under air atmosphere at 700 °C, the oxidation resistance
was remarkably improved with increasing Si content. This is
attributed to Mg-Si based oxides on the surface and suppressed
Al3Mg2 formation.
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In this study, surface segregation of Mg, Ca and Be in Al and their effects on oxidation resistance at melt temperature were
investigated. Balanced structure formation of the mixed oxide layer by addition of Ca and Be was discussed in terms of PBR.
With the addition of Ca and Be in Al-7.5mass%Mg alloy, the samples showed a suppressed weight gain. In the oxidation of AlMg-Be system, BeO is formed as primary oxide and mixed layer with MgO, while Ca addition in Al-Mg system causes no
change in the primary and secondary oxides, but formation of CaMg2Al16O27. BeO and BeAl2O4 may contribute to balanced
combination between constituent oxides in the Al-Mg-Be system. In the case of Ca addition, CaMg2Al16O27 acts as a filler of
the cracks in MgO layer.

reduces oxidation of the Al alloy even with high Mg content (over
10mass%). Be and Mg oxides formation has the same standard
changes of free energy. Therefore, this provides simultaneous
oxidation of Mg and Be on the surface. It is considered that protection
of Al-Mg alloys by Be is by mechanical healing by Be oxide in Mg
oxide layer. Ca is also typically one of the additives that can be used
to decrease Mg oxidation. Like Be, this also provides a dense oxide
film mixed with MgO. On the other hand, it is still not clear why the
combinations between reactive metals offer significant increase of
oxidation resistance.
In this study, surface segregation of Mg, Ca and Be in Al and their
effects on oxidation resistance at melt temperature were investigated.
Balanced structure formation of the mixed oxide layer by addition of
Ca and Be was discussed in terms of PBR.4

NOMENCLATURE
PBR = Pilling-Bedworth ratio
TGA = thermogravimetric analysis

1. Introduction
The alkaline earth metals such as Mg, Be, Sr and Ca are in the
second group of the periodic table. Like the alkali metals, they are
very reactive. These elements are often used as alloying elements of
Al. Addition of Mg to Al increases strength through solid solution
strengthening and improves their strain hardening ability.1 These
alloys are the highest strength non heat-treatable Al alloys and are,
therefore, used extensively for structural applications. Mg provides
substantial strengthening and improvement of the work-hardening
characteristics of Al. It can offer a good corrosion resistance and
weldability.1 Si also combines with Mg to form Mg2Si that provides
the strengthening through aging heat treatment.2 Sr is a common
modifier for Al-Si hypo-eutectic and eutectic alloys.3 However, even
with a small amount of Mg, the oxidation is significantly increased.
At low Mg content, the thick film of MgAl2O4 spinel is formed on the
surface of melt along with a loose film of Mg oxide. Increase in Mg
content results in Mg oxide composed film having no protective
properties. Be addition in the amount of hundredths of a percent

2. Experimental procedures
Al-7.5mass%Mg alloys with different Be and Ca contents were
examined in this study; Al-7.5mass%Mg, Al-7.5mass%Mg0.1mass%Ca, Al-7.5mass%Mg-0.3mass%Ca, Al-7.5mass%Mg0.1mass%Be, Al-7.5mass%Mg-0.3mass%Be and Al-7.5mass%Mg0.3mass%Ca-0.3mass%Be. Alloy ingots were made by an induction
furnace under an ambient atmosphere. Two Mg additives were
employed: pure Mg and Mg master alloy containing Ca. This Mg
master alloy is distinguished from that with metallic Ca addition.5
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And also, Al-5mass%Be master alloy was used as Be additive. The
alloy melted at 700 °C was then cast into a steel mold preheated at
200 °C. TGA was performed to clarify the effects of Be and Ca on
the oxidation resistance of the alloys for 3 h under air atmosphere at
700 °C. The phase diagrams of Al-Mg-O, Al-Mg-Ca-O, Al-Mg-Be-O
and Al-Mg-Be-Ca-O systems were calculated using FactSage 7.1 to
predict the oxide scale behavior.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 depicts the TGA results of all examined samples. The surve of
Al-7.5mass%Mg alloy shows a parabolic slope, and the weight gain
reached approximately 1% within 3 h. It is well-known that the
weight gain by oxidation primarily resulted from the formation of
MgO and MgAl2O4 spinel 6. With the addition of Ca and Be, the
samples showed a suppressed weight gain. There is no significant
weight change except for Al-7.5mass%Mg alloy. From the weight
gain results obtained via TGA, it was confirmed that the oxidation
resistance of the alloys was significantly improved even with a trace
amount of Ca or (and) Be. The oxidation behavior is closely related to
oxide layer formation.

Fig. 2 Isothermal sections of (a) Al2O3-MgO-BeO and (b) Al2O3MgO-CaO systems at 700 °C calculated from FToxid database of
FactSage 7.1
Fig. 3 displays phase diagrams plotted for Ca (or Be) mass fraction
versus oxygen partial pressure in (a) Al-Mg-Ca-O, (b) Al-Mg-Be-O
and (c) Al-Mg-Ca-Be-O systems at 700 °C calculated by FactSage

Fig. 1 Weight gain of all examined samples by oxidation at 700 °C
under air atmosphere

7.1. It can be understood that oxide formation with a lower oxygen
partial pressure is preferential. As shown in Fig. 3(a), Ca added Al-

In Fig. 2, isothermal sections of Al2O3-MgO-CaO and Al2O3-MgOBeO systems at 700 °C calculated from FToxid database of FactSage

7.5mass%Mg alloy indicates MgO would be the primary oxide on the
surface. MgAl2O4-spinel formation may be followed as the secondary

7.1 are shown. The phase regions of the Al2O3-MgO-BeO system can
be primarily divided into BeAl2O4-Al2O3-BeO, BeAl2O4-BeO-

reaction. This is not different with that of Ca-free Al-Mg alloy. Based
on Ellingham diagram that deals with oxidation reaction of pure

MgAl2O4 and BeO-MgO-MgAl2O4. There are no multi-element
oxides except for BeAl2O4 and MgAl2O4 binary oxides. On the other

substances, CaO formation is preferential. On the other hand, as seen
in Fig. 3(a), in the mixed condition, only Ca-based oxide,

hand, Al2O3-MgO-CaO system has more divided phase regions
comprised of various multi-element oxides. The notable thing is that

CaMg2Al16O27, is involved in oxidation process of the alloy.
In the case of Be addition, BeO and MgO are the primary and

Al2O3 is not involved in the most phase regions at 700 °C. It has been
reported that CaO and MgO mixed layer acts as a protective film in

secondary oxides, respectively. This implies that BeO and MgO

Mg-Ca
However, from the isothermal section Al2O3-MgOCaO system, it is thought that Ca-based multi-element oxide can be

mixed layer is formed on the surface at the beginning of oxidation.

involved in oxide layer formation of Al-Mg-Ca ternary system.

suppresses the further oxidation.

system.7

However, it is not clear that the BeO and MgO mixed layer
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Oxide layer formation by simultaneous addition of Ca and Be
showed the characteristics of both Ca and Be added systems
mentioned above. However, the simultaneous addition didn’t decrease
oxidation resistance of the alloy. From this, it is thought that coexistence of BeO and CaMg2Al16O27 has no negative effect on the
oxidation resistance.

Commonly, the PBR has been used to explain the oxidation
resistance behavior with the volume difference between the metal and
the oxide. An oxide that has a PBR between 1 and 2 is passivating
and provides a protecting effect against further surface oxidation.
However, an improvement of oxidation resistance by BeO and MgO
mixed layer cannot be explained. For the case of PBR covering by a
dissimilar metal oxide, The PBRs of MgO/Al and BeO/Al are
BeO/Al (0.49) and MgO/Al (0.57). Therefore, the mixture of only
BeO and MgO cannot offer a protective effect. After the formation of
BeO and MgO, MgAl2O4 and BeAl2O4 are formed. The PBRs of
MgAl2O4/Al and BeAl2O4/Al are higher than 1 (approximately 2.00
and 1.73). However, MgAl2O4 causes continuous oxidation in Al-Mg
alloy.6 Thus, it is considered that, since MgO and MgAl2O4 cannot
form a balanced mixed layer, BeO and BeAl2O4 contributed to
balanced combination between constituent oxides.
In the case of Ca addition, CaMg2Al16O27 is additionally formed
oxide. Because the PBR of CaMg2Al16O27/Al is 12.86, its distribution
in MgO layer acts as a filler of the cracks.

4. Conclusions
As a result of the TGA, except for Ca and Be-free alloy, all the
samples showed a suppressed weight gain by the addition of Ca and
Be in Al-7.5mass%Mg alloy. From the phase diagrams, it is
considered that, in the oxidation of Al-Mg-Be system, BeO and
BeAl2O4 is formed as a mixed layer with MgO, and Ca addition in
Al-Mg system causes formation of CaMg2Al16O27 to meet PBR
higher than 1. BeO and BeAl2O4 may contribute to balanced
combination between constituent oxides in the Al-Mg-Be system. In
the case of Ca addition, CaMg2Al16O27 acts as a filler of the cracks in
MgO layer.
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This study is aimed to fabricate graphene/titanium dioxide photo-electrodes (PEs) for emerging dye-sensitized solar cells
(DSSCs) using inkjet printing (IJP) technologies. The general components of DSSCs include a photo-electrode (PE), dye,
electrolyte, a counter-electrode (CE) and two substrates, in which the power conversion efficiency of DSSCs can be
increased by combining materials with composite nanostructures. In this paper, a commercial material printer (DMP 2800,
Fujifilm) with a piezoelectric IJP print-head was used for thin-film coating of PEs on substrates. Thus the titanium dioxide
(TiO2) and graphene was separately inkjet-printed on a conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass to be used
for DSSC PEs. The TiO2 photo-electrode (PE) was yielded with porosity to nano-meter scale after sintering at 450°C. Then
dye N719 was absorbed onto the TiO2. The counter-electrode (CE) was fabricated by platinum. As using the IJP
Graphene/TiO2 film with an active area of 4 mm × 4 mm, the DSSCs with platinum as a CE was found with a maximum
power conversion efficiency of 4.03%. Still more different combinations of composite materials forming larger active areas
can be explored to improve the photoelectric conversion efficiency of the IJP DSSCs in future study.

Compared to screen printing, inkjet printing (IJP) is an alternative
method for manufacturing of electrodes.7 Our previous studies
showed that many two-dimensional (2D) patterns can be directly
generated on substrates by IJP. 8, 9 Furthermore, all-solution processes
with IJP were also achieved for manufacturing of DSSCs. 10 Based on
the same IJP, we explored how to fabricate a novel graphene/TiO2
composite PE of high-efficiency DSSCs in the study.

NOMENCLATURE
DSSC = dye-sensitized solar cell
TiO2 = titanium dioxide
PE = photo-electrode
CE = counter-electrode

2. Schematic Design of DSSCs and Method of IJP
1. Introduction
2.1 Schematic design of DSSCs based on IJP
Dyed-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) mainly composed of dyed
photo- and counter- electrodes (PE and CE) and electrolyte, have
been considered as one of important renewable energies since Graztel
and colleague reported in 1991.1, 2 Many efforts of scientific and
technological development were made to achieve remarkable
progress on low-cost and high-efficiency DSSCs. For instance,
different transparent conductive substrates and photo-electrodes were
investigated for comparison of photo-electric performances.3, 4 In
particular, titanium dioxide (TiO2) as PE material has attracted much
attention of research because it significantly influences the photocurrent and photo-voltage of DSSCs,4, 5 in which screen printing
method is applied for patterning of electrodes in common. 6

The general components of DSSCs include a photo-electrode (PE),
dye, electrolyte, a counter-electrode (CE) and two substrates, in
which the power conversion efficiency of DSSCs can be increased by
combining materials with composite nanostructures. As shown in
Figure 1, a photo-electrochemical reaction generating free electrons is
created between two conductive glasses (i.e. PE and CE) through
reduction and redox of electrolyte of iodine ions (I3-/I-). As can be
seen, a dyed TiO2 thin film is commonly coated on one conductive
glass as a PE, while platinum (Pt) is generally deposited on another
glass as a CE. It is noticed that DSSCs performances were able to be
improved by the TiO2 film properties such as different materials,
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3. Experimental Results and Discussions

morphology and thickness.4, 5 For example, various DSSCs could be
produced with high efficiency using composite materials of solutions

3.1 Formation of inkjet-printed materials on substrates

by IJP.

As reported previously in,9 Figure 3 shows that the appropriate
droplet spacing should be first identified for successful formation of
droplet tracks as one of important operational parameters for IJP.
Thus the titanium dioxide (TiO2) and graphene was separately inkjetprinted on a conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass
to be used for DSSC PEs, as demonstrated in Figure 4. The TiO2
photo-electrode (PE) was yielded with porosity to nano-meter scale
after sintering at 450°C. Then dye N719 was absorbed onto the TiO2.
The counter-electrode (CE) was fabricated by platinum. Traditionally,
the DSSC TiO2 PE was fabricated by doctor blade coating method.
However, the TiO2 film thickness and patterns are not easy for change
as using DBC method. On the contrast, they can be simply changed
by present IJP method in the study.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of photo-electrochemical reactions of a
dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)

2.2 Methods of IJP for manufacturing of DSSCs
In this study, a commercial material printer (DMP 2800, Fujifilm)
with a piezoelectric IJP printhead was used for thin film coating of
PEs on substrates, as shown in Figure 2. The IJP printhead was
controlled via a graphic human computer interface with different
driving pulse signals. Also it can change basic parameters of spacing
distance and time for droplet deposition through a moving stage. The
width of the square printhead nozzle is around 22 µm. The driving
voltage and the frequency were set to 18 V and 5 kHz, respectively.
The piezoelectric printhead yielded one single droplet volume of 10
pl on average. Using the printer, we was able to inkjet print individual
nano-materials of TiO2 and graphene onto substrates, which could
serve as PEs of the DSSCs. In particular, it is noted here that multipasses of droplets generated by IJP can be carried out. Therefore,
different combinational thickness of composite materials can be
simply yielded in the study.

Fig. 3 Microscopic pictures of inkjet-printed liquid tracks with
various droplet spacing: s=5, 10, 15, and 20 μm.

Fig. 4 Dried formation of an inkjet-printed thin film composited with
titanium dioxide (TiO2) and graphene

3.2 Optoelectronic Performances of DSSCs
In the study, a simple packaging configuration of the two FTO
glasses coated with Pt and TiO2 was proposed and illustrated in
Figure 5. Here it is noted that the TiO2-coated glass and Pt-coated
glass were surface-bonded together using an adhesive (Surlyn 1702,
DuPont, USA). After surface-bonding firmly, one electrolyte solution
(iodine ionic liquid) was injected into the cell through the holes on
top. Particular attention was paid to the design of injection of
electrolyte. As a result, the injection of liquid (electrolyte) was driven
directly by capillary flow through the spacing into the inner of DSSCs.

Fig. 2 Schematic of inkjet printing (IJP) process of droplet deposition
onto a substrate surface using a printhead
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mm, the DSSCs with platinum as a CE was found with a maximum
power conversion efficiency of 4.03%.
Still more different combinations of composite materials forming
larger active areas can be explored to improve the photoelectric
conversion efficiency of the IJP DSSCs in future study. In present
energy technologies, new green manufacturing processes featuring
the high performance and low cost advantages is one of the
significant fields in future development trend of renewable energy.
This study provides us with an alternative method for green
production of photo-electrodes using composite materials. And it is
expected to be further developed for those applications of flexible
solar cells in the future.

Using a sunlight simulator (Newport-91160A) and digital multimeter (Keithley 2400), three encapsulated DSSCs (Samples: #1, #2,
#3, and #4) were eventually measured with the photoelectric
performances as shown in Figure 6. The correlations of photocurrents (I) and voltages (V) for the four DSSCs were depicted, in
which the best performances of short-circuit current (Isc=1.69 mA)
and open-circuit voltage (Voc= 0.61 V) were found for Sample #4
corresponding to the highest photoelectric conversion efficiency (η)
of 4.03%. This photoelectric conversion efficiency might be
significantly increased by change the composite combination of TiO2
and graphene films with more uniform morphology in the future.
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The applicability of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) for elemental mapping in atmospheric conditions is
demonstrated using a commercial Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells module. The LIBS analysis was carried out using a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm, τ = 5 ns, top-hat profile) and a CCD spectrometer. At the laser fluence of 22 J/cm2 with He as the
buffer gas, a spatial resolution of 130 µm was achieved and the LIBS mapping of a 2.58 × 2.58 mm2 area was completed in 24
minutes. It was demonstrated that the detailed variation of elemental concentrations across the scribing pattern and over the
buried pattern could be measured with LIBS. The comparison of measured LIBS profiles with those from secondary ion mass
spectrometry agreed closely.

1. Introduction

analyzed to determine the elements constituent the target and their
composition. LIBS analysis can be carried out at atmospheric
conditions with no pretreatment of the sample 7. For these reasons,
LIBS has been applied successfully in the materials industry for the
detection of impurities, inclusion or defects in products 8, 9. Although
LIBS measurement is commonly conducted in air, Ar gas is often
adopted if a higher plasma temperature and electron density is desired
and He is chosen for favorable signal-to-background ratio 10,11.
In this work, the measurement of spatial distribution of constituent
elements along the surface of a commercial CIGS module by LIBS is
reported. The effects of buffer gas, laser fluence, and spot to spot
distance on LIBS signal intensity were examined and the results for
elemental mapping at optimized conditions are presented.

The performance of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) thin film solar cell varies
sensitively to the average composition of the constituent elements (Cu,
In, Ga and Se) for which the nominal concentration ratio is about
Cu:(In+Ga):Se=1:1:2. In addition, the band gap structure and dopant
concentration also strongly influence cell efficiency 1. For example, a
Ga-graded structure with a varying Ga/(Ga+In) and Cu/(Ga+In) along
the film thickness or Na doping into the film has been applied to
enhance cell efficiency 2, 3. Since the spatial uniformity of elemental
composition along the surface and the depthwise profile of graded
elements play a crucial role for the overall performance of CIGS solar
cell modules 1,4, different methods such as electroluminescence (EL),
photoluminescence (PL) or dark lock-in thermography (DLIT) have
been applied to examine the compositional uniformity and defects 5.
Although EL, PL, or DLTI could provide the overall information about
the spatial uniformity of a module and locate locally inactive spots, it
is hard with these techniques to investigate the detailed spatial variation
of elemental composition along or across the film.
As an alternative technique to perform lateral chemical mapping
and/or depth profiling of CIGS during manufacturing or after
completion of fabrication, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) received much attention recently 6. In LIBS, a focused laser
beam ablates a small mass of the target (typically on the order of µg’s),
generating a plasma, and the emission from the laser plasma is

1.1 µm

ZnO

2.09 µm

CIGS

384 nm

Mo
SLG

1 µm

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional SEM image of the commercial CIGS solar cell
module
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2. Experiments

0.1 nm). The CCD gate delay was set to 0.2 µs. For the experiments to
investigate the effects of buffer gases, Ar or He was injected to the laser
spot on sample surface at the flow rate of 10 L/min through an orifice.
All measurements were performed at atmospheric pressure and room
temperature. The size and morphology of laser ablation craters
produced during LIBS measurements were measured with an optical
microscope and SEM.

2.1 Material
A commercial CIGS solar cell module on a soda-lime glass (SLG)
substrate was selected as the sample for the spatial mapping of CIGS
elements by LIBS. For the analysis, the protective glass (≈ 3 mm) and
polymer (≈ 1 mm) layers of the module were removed. Then, the
remaining ZnO/CIGS/Mo/SLG structure was used for LIBS
measurement. The thicknesses of the ZnO, CIGS, and Mo layers were
measured from the cross section of a scanning electron microscope
(SEM: Hitachi, S-4800) image shown in Fig. 1. The average
composition of the CIGS layer measured for reference by x-ray
fluorescence (XRF; Oxford Instrument Inc., X-Strata980) was found
to be Cu 27.9, In 11.7, Ga 10.7, and Se 49.6 in atomic percent (at%).

2.3 SIMS analysis
For comparison with the LIBS measurement results, elemental profile
along the direction perpendicular to the scribing lines of CIGS solar
cell (explained in detail in section 3.3) was also measured by secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS, CAMECA, IMS 7f). The composition
at each SIMS measurement point was obtained by raster scanning over
a 200 × 200 µm2 area (source: Cs+, HV: 10 kV, current: 50 nA). At this
condition, the complete measurement of one point took about 40
minutes.

2.2 LIBS analysis
LIBS measurement of the CIGS module was carried out by using a
commercial LIBS system (Applied Spectra Inc., RT250-EC). A Qswitched Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm and τ = 5 ns) with a top-hat spatial
profile was used for the ablation of CIGS film. The laser beam was
focused on the sample surface to a spot diameter of about 50 µm,
verified by ablating a silicon wafer at the near threshold condition, and
the laser fluence was varied in the range of 6.9 - 50 J/cm2. The emission
from laser plasma was detected with a six-channel CCD spectrometer
(gate width = 1.05 ms, spectral window = 187-1045 nm, resolution =

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Ablation conditions
Since it is widely known that the spectral emission intensity is
strongly dependent on the gas environment during LIBS measurement
10, the LIBS measurement of CIGS film was carried out in three
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Fig. 2 LIBS spectra of major elements of CIGS and Na measured in air, Ar, ad He (laser fluence = 22 J/cm2)
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(a) Air
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(b) Ar
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Fig. 3 Optical microscope images of the craters produced at varying
laser fluence in (a) Air, (b) Ar and (c) He
Fig. 4 Variation of Se, Ga and Na intensities with respect to crater-tocrater distance

different gas, namely, in Ar, He, and air, and varying laser fluence (6.9
- 40 J/cm2). In general, the emission intensity of a peak increases with
laser fluence. For the present experiments, the emission signals of all
elements were clearly detected regardless of gas when the laser fluence
was increased to 22 J/cm2. In Fig 2, the emission spectra of the major
elements (Cu, In, Ga, and Se) and Na detected over different spectral
regimes at the laser fluence of 22 J/cm2 are shown. Na was also
detected in the CIGS due to diffusion of Na from the glass substrate.
Note that the spectral intensities of all elements were significantly
enhanced under Ar as compared with those measured in air, which
agrees to the results reported earlier 12. Interestingly, the signals
measured in He were also greater than those in air, except the Na
signals in Fig. 2(d). Especially, the Se(I) and Cu(I) signals in Figs 2(a)
and (c), respectively, showed significant enhancement in He.
Previously, it was reported that LIBS signal could be reduced under He
environment from that in air, because He has a higher ionization energy
but smaller atomic mass than nitrogen, resulting in a faster expansion
of the vapor plume and a lower electron number density in plasma 10,13.
Conversely, it was also reported that the faster expansion of vapor
plume and lower electron number density under He environment could
lead to a higher temperature during the early stage of plasma 14. At
sufficiently high laser fluence, plasma shielding can occur in which the
later portion of the incident laser pulse is being absorbed by the laser
plasma without reaching the target. However, the laser plasma
produced in He can become more transparent to the incident laser light
due to the lower electron density. As a result, the incident laser pulse
would interact with the sample for a longer time, producing a higher
plasma temperature. Therefore, the laser plasma in He will have a
higher temperature initially, which however might drop quickly due to
fast diffusion. In our experiment, the gate delay was as short as 0.2 µs.
The strong emission signal observed in He, Figs. 2(a)-2(c), might be
due to the high initial plasma temperature and short gate delay selected
in experiments.
Fig. 3 shows the optical images of craters produced at different laser
energy and buffer gas. Although signal enhancement was most
significant in Ar as shown in Fig. 2, the craters produced in Ar showed

darkening of the substrate surrounding the irradiated area as shown in
Fig. 3(b). On the contrary, the craters produced in He had clear
surrounding surface, Fig. 3(c). It is suspected that the darkening in air
or Ar may be due to thermal damage and/or redeposition of ablated
particles. He is known to reduce the amount of material deposited
around the ablation spot 15. Note that redeposition of the ablation
particles can mislead the original composition of the surrounding
surface.
Based on the results in Figs. 2 and 3, He is selected as the buffer gas
because stronger signals can be achieved with less contamination or
thermal damage of surrounding surface during LIBS mapping of the
CIGS.

3.2 Spatial resolution
The spatial resolution for LIBS mapping is defined by the center-tocenter distance between neighboring ablation craters 16. Ideally, the
spatial resolution becomes highest when the center-to-center distance
is the same as the crater diamenter. However, since the generation of
ablation particles and their redeposition around the craters is
unavoidable as shown in Fig. 3, the measured composition at a laser
spot can be biased by that of the neighboring craters if the crater-tocrater distance is too small. To examine the effects of crater-to-crater
distance on the signal intensity, LIBS signals were measured while
varying the crater-to-crater distance over a wide range of 90 - 350 µm.
Note that the diameter of ablated craters was measured to be about 85
µm at the laser fluence in experiment (22 J/cm2). Fig. 4 shows the
measured intensities of selected Se, Ga and Na emision lines for
varying crater-to-distance. The error bar represents the standard
deviation of nine measurements. It is shown that the signal intensities
increased slightly as the crater-to-crater distance increased but became
almost stable as the distance exceeded about 130 µm. Based on these
observations, the minimum distance between the craters at which LIBS
measurement can be done with little influence by neighboring surface
is determined to be 130 µm.
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Fig. 5 (a) SEM images of the two mapping regions with and without
scribing lines (area=2.58 × 2.58 mm2, 20 × 20 spots) and the magnified
images of the craters (b) near the scribing lines and (c) in the cell area

3.3 LIBS mapping
Using the mapping conditions determined above, that is, laser fluence
of 22 J/cm2, crater-to-crater distance of 130 µm along both X and Y
axes, and He as the buffer gas, elemental mapping of the CIGS solar
cell was carried out by scanning the surface along a zig-zag pattern.
Fig. 5(a) shows two LIBS mapping zones of 2.58 × 2.58 mm2 (20 × 20
spots), one area including the scribing lines, Fig. 5(b), and another area
from the middle of a cell, Fig. 5(c). Each measurement spot was
irradiated by four laser pulses and the accumulated signal was used for
composition analysis. Note that from the fifth laser pulse at each
measurement spot, Mo signal was detected, implying that the crater
reached the Mo back contact. Thus, the accumulated signal for the first
four-laser-pulse is considered to represent the average composition of
CIGS layer.
Figs. 6(a) - 6(d) show the mapping results of Se, Cu, In and Ga,
respectively, over the two mapping zones for which the emission lines
of Se(I) 196.090, Cu(I) 521.820, In(I) 451.130 and Ga(I) 417.204 were
used. The mapping images of the zone in Fig. 5(b) clearly show the
difference in elemental composition between the scribing lines and
other cell area. Since the CIGS layer is completely removed during the
P2 and P3 scribing processes, the measured intensities of all major
CIGS elements along the scribing lines appeared negligibly small in
the elemental map in Fig. 6 (left column). On the other hand, the LIBS
signal intensities over the regular cell area, the zone in Fig. 5(c),
showed high uniformity, representing homogenous elemental
distribution. The relative standard deviation of signal intensities over
this area was estimated to be 4~7%.
The concentration of trace Na as a results of doping or diffusion from
the SLG substrate is known to be closely related to the cell efficiency
3, 17. Fig. 7 shows the distribution Na intensity in the zone containing
the P2 and P3 scribing lines. Because the CIGS layer was removed
along the P2 and P3 scribing lines 18, the measured LIBS signal along
these lines should have been resulted mostly from the ablation of Mo
back contact layer. Since the Mo layer is in direct contact with the SLG
substrate, it becomes the path for Na diffusion from the SLG substrate
to CIGS 19. The high Na signal along the P2 and P3 scribing lines thus
agrees well with the CIGS solar cell structures. In Fig. 7(a), a clear line

Fig. 6 LIBS maps of (a) Se(I)196.090, (b) Cu(I)521.820, (c)
In(I)451.130, and (d) Ga(I)417.204 intensities measured over the two
mapping zones
with low Na concentration parallel to the scribing lines is visible. When
the area containing the P2 and P3 scribing lines was cut out from Fig.
7(a), this line appeared more clearly with high contrast. This low Na
concentration line on the right hand side image of the map in Fig. 7(b)

Fig. 7 LIBS maps of Na intensity (Na(I)588.995 + Na(I)589.592)
measured (a) including and (b) excluding the P2 and P3 scribing lines
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in Figs. 5(a) or 5(b) was about 24 minutes (laser repetition rate=5 Hz,
stage speed=15 mm/s, and step size = 130 µm). The speed of LIBS
mapping can be further enhanced by adopting a laser with higher
repetition rate. In comparison, the time for SIMS measurement was
over 400 minutes only for ten spots along a straight line. For the spatial
element distribution, it is shown that LIBS is easily applicable for rapid
analysis as large area mapping technique.
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The capability of elemental mapping of CIGS solar cell film by LIBS
is demonstrated. At the laser fluence of 22 J/cm2, a spatial resolution of
130 µm was achievable. He has a favorable effects for signal
enhancement and minimizing thermal effects. It is considered that
LIBS can provided a practical method to rapidly verify elemental
distribution on a product whose performance depends sensitively on
chemical composition. The measurement speed can be further
increased if a laser with higher repetition rate is employed.
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represents the location of P1 scribing line. During P1 scribing, the Mo
back contact layer is removed for cell isolation. Since the CIGS layer
was deposited after the P1 scribing, there would be much less Na
diffusion from the SLG substrate to the CIGS just on top of the P1
scribing line due to the lack of Mo layer, the Na diffusion path.19
In Fig. 7(b), as moved away from the scribing lines (that is, in the
direction perpendicular to the scribing lines), the Na concentration
profiles on the right hand side and the left side of the P2 and P3 scribing
lines (white blank region on the map), respectively, are different.
Specifically, the Na concentration near the P3 scribing line increased
gradually (left hand side), whereas that near the P2 scribing line
established a nearly constant level almost immediately (right hand
side). In order to check whether this difference in Na profiles across the
scribing lines is real or measurement error, the concentration profiles
measured by LIBS was compared with SIMS data. Figs. 8(a) and 8 (b)
show the Na profiles measured by LIBS and SIMS along the direction
perpendicular to the P3 and P2 scribing lines. Each data point in the
SIMS profile represents the Na concentration accumulated from zero
to 3 µm along the depth direction. For the LIBS data, error bar
represents the standard deviation from twenty measurement spots
parallel to the scribing lines (see Fig. 5). The Na profiles on both sides
of the P2 and P3 scribing lines measured by LIBS and SIMS matched
closely, implying that the difference in Na concentration profiles across
the scribing lines is real. The points with lowest Na concentration (red
circle) in Fig. 8(b) again show the P1 scribing line.
Note that the measurement time for LIBS mapping over the 400 spots
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Due to the improvement of environmental awareness, people began to pay attention to limited natural resources and the
environment. Many countries have established product recovery related regulations, making companies develop green
production, green design, remanufacturing and resource recycling. However, the difference between reverse logistics and
supply chains lies in the uncertainty of the quality and quantity of recyclable items. In the premise of sustainable
development, in the reverse logistics, enterprises not only subject to legal norms and uncertainties, but also to economic
benefits. Thus, this is a difficult, yet an important task. This study expects to help manufacturers plan and reduce
remanufacturing costs by knowing the amount of raw materials and the amount of recycled product through required
remanufacturing process before they start manufacturing process. Taking into account the reusability of products, although
the cost will slightly increase, but the product quality will be improved, and ultimately will improve economic efficiency.

ccpp: The capacity of the
collection station

NOMENCLATURE
Superscript and subscript
p: products, p=1,2,3,…P
i: parts, i=1,2,3,….I
t: time, t=1,2,3,….T
Variables
DPpt：Number of product
dismantled
WPTit ： Number of parts
processed
PPTit ： Number of new
parts purchased
RUit： Binary variable to
decide whether the part
recovery is set up
CPIpt：Products inventory
level
OUTpt ：
Number of
products processed by the
subcontractor
Parameters
rit: Demand quantity of
parts

pci: Ordering costs for new
parts
pcp: Parts inventory level
oucp: Unit processing costs
of outsourcing

RPTit ： Number
of
refurbished parts
DPTit ： Number
of
dismantled parts
OPTit ： Number of parts
processed by remanufacturer
DUpt ： Binary variable to
decide whether the part
dismantling is set up
PIit： Parts inventory level

dcpp:
Capacity
of
dismantling
dscp: Setup costs for
dismantling
returned
products
dvcp: The unit operating
costs
for
dismantling
returned products
ddc: The idle costs of the
dismantling plant
dpci: The unit processing
costs for dismantling parts
dpcp: The unit processing
costs for products

cppt: Returned quantity of
product
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cicp: Holding cost of
returned products at the
collection station
pici: Unit holding costs of
parts in inventory
λi: The upper limit of parts
dismantling rate
bompi: The number of parts
dismantled
from
the
products
rcpi:
Capacity
of
refurbishment
rsci: The setup cost for
refurbishing parts
rvci: The unit operating cost
of refurbishing parts
rdc: The idle costs of
refurbishment plant
vpti: The volume of a part
q: Reuse rate
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1. Introduction

Dekker et al. (2012) pointed out that many products have a certain
surplus value when they are not fully consumed after they have been
discontinued. Kerr and Ryan (2001) referred to the direct re-use,
resale, repair, refurbishment, remanufacturing, disassembly and
recycling of products according to the type of product. In addition,
these processes can be divided into three categories, such as reuse,
recycle and remanufacture. Reverse logistics can reduce the cost of
raw materials to reduce the expenditure, but because of the existence
of reverse logistics uncertainty, it may lead to rising costs. Kumar and
Putnam (2008) argued that sustainable design, manufacturing and
waste management are successful and viable, while green products
and services are challenging but it is a trend.
Song et al. (2014) argued that there are many uncertainties in the
manufacturing supply chain, including uncertain material supply,
stochastic production time, and stochastic customer needs. Mirzapour
Al-e-hashem et al. (2011) also suggested that supply chain costs and
demand fluctuations are affected by uncertainties. The quality,
quantity and life cycle of the general recycling products are unknown
before the recovery, so the main characteristics of the reverse logistics
are uncertain (Zhoug, 2008).
Regardless of how the product is recycled, the quality and quantity
of the recovered product and the life cycle are uncertain, and these
factors will increase the difficulty of recycling in the remanufacturing
environment. Van der Lean and Teunter (2006) argued that
remanufacturing is a production process that allows the old product or
component to be reworked or restored to a usable product, including
inspection, disassembly, part processing and testing to ensure that it
meets the required standards. Johan et al. (2009) argued that
remanufacturing can reduce the waste of resources and that the
manufactured products can be reused, which has become a new
production technology that has increased the value of manufacturing.
In the process of reverse logistics, the consumer will use the
products after the recovery processes produce a series of value-added
features for returned products. After testing, discarding, renovation
and other processes, the recycled products can replace the new ones.
Although it can reduce the use of new products to reduce resource
consumption, but compared with the products in traditional logistics,
the uncertainty of returned products is relatively high. Thus the
returned products cannot be transported in bulk form, and the scale of
the economy than the traditional logistics products is relatively small,
which will lead to higher unit costs than that in the traditional
logistics. Since the quality, quantity and the life cycle of the recycled
products being uncertain, the recovery process becomes difficult, and
that will lead to subsequent operational risks as well as changes in the
management decisions of manufacturers and suppliers. Therefore, this
study will explore the manufacturing and remanufacturing issues and
consider the uncertainty of product quality in reverse logistics.

Human science and technology progress leads to excessive
consumption of resources and a large number of discarded products.
In view of this, environmental laws and regulations in various
countries are created to reduce the environmental burden by reducing
the waste of resources and to recycle the discarded products.
Therefore, in order to comply with laws and regulations, enterprises
have to build reverse logistics systems to improve their
competitiveness. In particular, enterprises must recycle their own
products, which will impact the traditional way of operating supply
chain, and also become the relative cause of the emergence of reverse
logistics. It is a difficult but important task for enterprises in reverse
logistics to subject to legal norms and uncertainties and other factors,
but also to economic benefits. Therefore, this study will explore the
reverse logistics structure of processing and remanufacturing returned
products to help manufacturers to build more realistic cost-benefit
model.

2. Literature Review
In the present study, we will first explore the trends of the related
literature in recent years, and summarize the relevant research
deficiencies. Jaber and Goyal (2008) showed that the supply chain is
made up of a wide variety of goods, including raw materials, products
in the production process, goods available for purchase, stored goods
and goods sold. These goods go through a variety of different
shipping processes, handled by the seller and the buyer in the supply
chain, and it is necessary to coordinate the supply chain members in
order to manage and make efficient flow of raw materials and
products. Chow et al. (2008) proposed seven principles for
identifying supply chain management including management
requirements and supply balance, raw material and parts acquisition,
manufacturing and assembly, warehousing, inventory tracking and
order entry management, physical distribution of logistics systems
and the complete process of delivery to the final customer.
Guide et al. (2000) pointed out that the complete supply chain
management must include positive and reverse supply chain, and
these two are combined into a closed loop supply chain. It can be seen
that adding the reverse stream can increase the source of the
manufacturer's raw materials, give new value to the recycled old
product, and reduce the manufacturer's cost, and ultimately reduce
environmental damage. Rogers and Tibben-Lembke (1998) suggested
that the definition of reverse logistics refers to the process of planning,
executing, and efficiently controlling the value-added and proper
disposal of returned products, and the relevant information sharing of
the cost of raw materials, inventory and finished goods flows from
consumption to the manufacturing end. Sibel (2012) believes that
certain OEM companies can implement a collective full recovery plan,
which is a third party to perform the recycling and pay the required
costs by the OEM side to recover, inspect, repair, refurbish, to
remanufacture the recycled products, and to establish their own
reverse logistics network.

3. Model Formulation
In the principle of sustainable development, when reverse logistics
must be subject to legal norms, uncertainties and economic benefits is
a crucial task for enterprises. This study will help the manufacturer to
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plan the remanufacturing process and reduce the remanufacturing
costs without affecting its core competitiveness, so the manufacturers
know the required amount of raw materials before the manufacture of
products, together with the remanufacturing of recycled products to
meet the product demand.

 T P  cic p CPI pt + ouc p OUT pt +
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3.1 Assumptions
1. Sources of recyclable products and associated costs are not
considered.
2. The manufacturer inspects the returned product to see if it can
be reworked. If workable, then it is sent to the manufacturing
system, and the output is as good as new product.
3. The costs of determining whether a product can enter the
remanufacturing system at the recycle location are not considered.
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3.2.1 Discussions of Solving Process
In order to meet the demand of the manufacturers, we must
determine the quantity of remanufacturing and make up the
remaining parts through the external suppliers. Therefore, the
problem of this study belongs to Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP). Since this problem is an optimization
problem, we must find the extremes of the objective function as the
minimum or maximum, and satisfy all the constraints.
Because the problem of this paper is a mixed integer programming
problem, some of its variables are limited to integer values, the
advantages of the optimal solution will fall on the corner. Therefore,
the most successful mixed integer programming solution is to try to
deal with linear programming, and then combined with the integer
part of the calculation. The methods are mainly divided into branch
and bound method, tangent plane method and branch method
combined with the previous two methods. In this study, the branchand-bound method is adopted as the solution tool.

the final processing plant. As a result, the cost of disposal of the
product (dpcp) has to be paid. The modifications are as follows:

p

≤

it

∀ i,t

,

= OUT pt + DP pt + CPI pt

it

pt

In addition, products that cannot be remanufactured will not be
able to enter the remanufacturing system and will be sent directly to

 cic p CPI pt + ouc p OUT pt +

∀ i,t

,

OUT + DP + (1−q)cp ≤ ccp ,
DP ≤ dcp , ∀ p,t

are returned at the same time in the recycling process, thus the
number of non- reusable parts must be added.

 dsc DU

p ,t −1

+ WPT it =

i

i =1

quantity does not exceed the capacity of the recycle bin, but only
the reusable parts are considered; but now the non-reusable parts

P

it

∑ vpt PI

should be reusable, and that comes from the product returned
multiplied by the reuse rate. In original equation 2, the returned

T

p =1

I

at the collection point, but after the concept of reuse rate is added,
the quantity that should enter the inventory at the collection point

t =1 p =1
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Equation 1 is originally the equilibrium equation for the inventory
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= OUT pt + DP pt + CPI pt
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RPT + PPT + OPT + PI

OUT + DP + (1−q)cp ≤ ccp ,
pt

≤ ∑ bom pi DP pt

qcp + CPI

This study will extend the concept of supply planning for
remanufacturing systems in reverse logistics environment proposed
by Kim et al. (2006), taking into account the re-use rate. In addition,
the quality of returned products will be uncertain, thus this study
referred to the recovery concept of van Schaik and Reuter (2004) to
solve the uncertain quality of recycled products.
Since the returned products contain reusable and non-reusable
parts, the reuse rate is the rate at which the product can be
remanufactured. In order to separate the reusable and non-reusable
parts, the amount returned must be multiplied by the reuse rate.
p ,t −1

it

P

3.2 Model Formulation

pt

(4)

s.t:

RPT

qcp + CPI

)

(3)

After modification, a mixed integer linear programming model is
constructed. The complete model is as follows:

3.3 Numerical Example
The numerical examples of this study referred to the studies in
Kim et al. (2006), van Schaik and Reuter (2004), Amin and Zhang
(2012) and Wang et al. (2011). The parameters and their
corresponding values are listed in Table 1.

Maximize:
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144 = OUT 11 + DP11 + CPI 11

Table 1 Values of parameter
ccpp
rcpi

120 = OUT 21 + DP21 + CPI 21

150 units
1000 units

dcpp
vpti

RPT + WPT = DPT
RPT +WPT = DPT
RPT + PPT + OPT = 1860 + PI
RPT + PPT + OPT = 3860 + PI

900 units
0.01, 0.01, 0.02

pcp
λi

1500
15%

cicp
dpci

0.1, 0.1, 0.1
3, 4, 4

11

11

21

21

11

5, 4, 5
3,1.5, 2.5

oucp
rsci

250, 170, 200
4,4,5

rvci
pici

5,7,9
0.01, 0.012, 0.02

pci
ddc

40, 30, 20
2000

rdc
q

2500
80%

dpcp

50

r

Part 1=1860
Part 2=3860

it

11

+ DP11 + 24 ≤ 150

OUT

21

+ DP21 + 30 ≤ 150

≤ 450

10000 RU 21 ≥ RPT 21
10000 DU 21 ≥ DP21

11

11

WPT ≤ 0.15 DPT
DU ∈ {0,1}
OUT OUT DP DP CPI CPI RPT 11 RPT
PPT OPT OPT WPT WPT PI PI ≥ 0
11

11

11

21

11

21

11

21

21

11

21

11

21

21

21

11

11

21

11

21

21

PPT

11

21

Through the simple algorithm in this case the initial best solution is
25562.
The results show that the two variable values are not integers (CPI21
and DP21). Therefore, the branch and bound method will be
implemented to list all feasible solutions indirectly and screen them.
By fixing certain variable values, the feasible solution area will be
reduced. It is judged whether the branch bottom value can replace the
original target value.
After the analysis, we can see that the basic solution is the best
solution by the branch-and-bound method. The optimal solution is
25558 and the optimal solution is slightly lower than that of the
simple algorithm. The main reason is that after a non-integer variable
changing to integer, the original WPT changed from 0 to 1, the extra
11

cost of processing parts. The main variables of this study are solved
using the similar approaches as shown in the basic example above.

4. Conclusions
From the results of this study, remanufacturing cannot bring
significant benefits in cost reduction, but can minimize the
environmental burden, to achieve the goal of sustainable development.
The result of different scenarios shows that the capacity of each stage
of the remanufacturing system has a considerable influence on the
costs of remanufacturing. In addition, owing to the extra processing
costs on the non-usable products, the costs will be higher after adding
the re-use rate in the model than in the original model. In fact, the cost
differences between the two models are not significant because the
costs of dismantling and refurbishing are high when the non-usable
products enter the remanufacturing systems. Thus, adding the re-use

s.t:
11

rate in the model to increase product quality and reduce risk of
uncertainty is beneficial to businesses.

= 3 DP11 + 3 DP21

21

= 5 DP11 + 0 DP21

For future research,
1. This study is not designed for specific industries, so it is possible to

OPT 11 = 3OUT 11 + 3OUT 21
21

21

RPT 21 ≤ 500

10000 DU ≥ DP
WPT ≤ 0.15 DPT
RU RU DU


0.01CPI 11 + 0.01CPI 12 + 250 OUT 11 + 170 OUT 21 + 5 DU 11


+ 4 DU 21 + 3 DP11 + 1.5 DP21 + 1800 + 1500 + 3WPT 11 + 4WPT 21


Z = 190200 − + 4 RU 11 + 4 RU 21 + 5 RPT 11 + 7 RPT 21 + 0.01 PI 11 + 0.012 PI 21 



+ 40 PPT 11 + 30 PPT 21 + 2000(1 − DU 11) + 2000(1 − DU 21)

+ 2500(1 −
RU 11) + 2500(1 − RU 21)



OPT

DP

10000 RU 11 ≥ RPT 11

Max:

DPT

≤ 450

RPT 11 ≤ 500

According to the previous section, when solving this problem, we
use the simple algorithm to get the initial solution of this example.
The data of the basic example is brought into the model as follows:

DPT

11

21

21

OUT

DP

Table 2 Basic example
Product 1=180
Product 2=150

11

\ 21

0.01 PI 11 + 0.01 PI 21 ≤ 1500

A basic example is used to illustrate the solution process before
verifying this pattern. In this basic example, there are two different
products (p = 2), each consisting of two different numbers of parts
(i = 2) and considering only one period (t = 1).
The parameters rcpi and dcpp are 500 and 450 respectively. In this
example, all the values are assumed to be 0, and the recovery
quantity and demand are shown in the following table. The rest
parameters are the same as in this study.

cppt

21

11

21

11

dscp
dvcp

11

= 5 OUT 11 + 0 OUT 21
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design models in different industries in the future, and even consider
collaborating with the industry to bring research closer to reality.
2. In this study, only the uncertainty of the quality of recycled goods
is considered, and the future study can consider uncertainties from
recycling process and the recovery process to the model, so that
managers can have more complete information for decision making.

11.

12.
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The used CNF in this study is vapor grown carbon nano-fiber (VGCF). Ni was coated on VGCF uniformly with 2-3 μm in
thickness by electroless plating in order to improve the wettability. The flame-resistant magnesium alloy used is Mg-5wt%Al3wt % Ca alloy (AX53 alloy). Then, the composites with 0.5-1.0 wt. % VGCF was prepared by stir casting method in semi-solid
state (compo-casting method). Although Ni reacted with Al in Mg alloy to form fine Ni3Al intermetallic precipitates in preliminary
phase, the microstructure was very similar to the microstructure of monolithic AX53 alloy. By adding 0.5 wt. % VGCF, the tensile
strength and elongation increased because of the refinement of preliminary phase, fine Ni3Al precipitates and pull-out of VGCF
from matrix. But adding of 1.0wt. % VGCF lead to the degradation of the mechanical properties because of the aggregation of
VGCF.

1. Introduction

In this study, the high performance composites was prepared by using
carbon nano-fiber (CNF) and flame-resistant magnesium alloy in order
to obtain the high performance magnesium alloy with good mechanical
properties at from room temperature and high temperature till 200250oC. Although, there are many kind s of the preparation methods for
metal matrix composites, the melting method such as infiltration
method of molten metal to porous preform and stir casting method has
been used mainly for actual process in industry because of high cost
performance. When, the volume fraction of dispersant in composites is
over about 15-20vol. %, the infiltration method of molten metal to
preform is usually used as preparation of the composites. On the other
hand, stir casting process is usually used when the volume fraction of
the composites is lower than 15 vol. %. And, particles and short fiber
are used by stir casting method. Especially, carbon shot fiber such as
CNF is considered to suitable dispersant because of good workability,
good mechanical properties and high cost performance. When stir
casting is used for the composite preparation, the wettability between
matrix metal and dispersant is important, and affect to the
characteristics of composites strongly. As magnesium has low
wettability for carbon materials, the stir casting method is very difficult
to prepare the composites. Therefore, the coating on the carbon become
the effective method. Actually, although many kinds of coating on
dispersant has been attempted in order to improve the wettability,
nickel (Ni) coating is one of effective method. 1, 2
In this study, Ni film was coated on CNF by electro-less plating
method at first. Then, the flame resistant magnesium alloy composites
was obtained by stir-casting. The integrity for the microstructure and

As magnesium alloys have many kinds of superior properties such as
light-weight, high specific-strength, good castability and good
formability, the alloy has been used in many industrial products, which
are the automobile parts such as oil pan, steering wheel, engine block,
and the electronic components such as case of laptop computer, cellular
phone, single‐lens reflex camera, and the assistive products such as
walking stick, wheelchair. However, the mechanical properties of these
alloys degrade dramatically as increasing temperatures, and these
alloys have flammable and corrosive properties. Recently, the
applications of these alloys to transportation equipment such as
automobile parts and trains has been attempted, but the fireproofing of
this alloy is important problem. For the problem solution, various trials
such as the design of the alloy has been accomplished. Actually, the
flame-resistant magnesium alloy containing several percent of calcium
without rare earth metal has been grate-watched. These alloys are really
marketed in sheet as AZX and AMX systems. These flame-resistant
magnesium alloys can not only improve the combustion temperature
up to 200 oC compared with the conventional magnesium alloy, and
but also improve the mechanical properties at higher temperatures. On
the other hand, the composites usually improve the mechanical
properties compared with the monolithic alloy from room temperature
to higher temperature. Especially, the fiber reinforced composites can
improve the mechanical properties at high temperature, which is the
important merit for conventional magnesium alloy because of the
expansion of demands for industrial use.
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the mechanical properties was evaluated in order to obtain the high
performance magnesium alloy.

the flame resistant properties for magnesium alloy and good
mechanical properties at from room temperature and high temperature.
By adding VGCFs to AX53 alloy, many fine equiaxed Al3Ni with
micron order in diameter precipitated in preliminary phase as shown in
fig. 2 (c)- (f). Furthermore, two type configurations was observed
forms for added VGCF in alloy. Some VGCFs were distributed
uniform in preliminary phase, and other were aggregates. Size and
number of aggregated VGCFs in 1.0wt. % VGCFs/ AX53 alloy
composites increased compared with 0.5 wt. % VGCFs/ AX53 alloy
composites. Average size of preliminary phase in monolithic AX53
alloy was 14.5μm. In content, 13.7μm and 11.9μm for 0.5wt. % and
1.0wt. %VGCF composites, respectively. The refinement of
preliminary phase was observed by adding VGCF, and as increasing
VGCF contents, the size of preliminary phase became to be fine.

2. Experimental Procedure
Flame-resistant magnesium alloy used is Mg-5wt%Al-3wt%Ca (Mg
-5Al -3Ca，AX53). In addition, Mg-5wt%Al was used as reference
magnesium alloy. The alloys were fabricated by stirring in molten state
in argon atmosphere at 973K, and were casted to steel mold with 573K
after measuring weights of each element of Mg, Al and Ca. CNF is
used for the dispersant in composites. In this study, CNF used is vapor
grown carbon fiber (VGCF) produced by Showa Denko Co., which
forms 0.15-0.2 µm in diameter and 10-20 µm in length. In order to
obtain uniform Ni film on VGCF, the sensitizing and activation process
was treated before Ni plating. The plating bath of electroless Ni plating
was TOPNICOLON, low phosphorus type. The treatment temperature,
treatment time and pH were 85℃, 5 min and 6.5, respectively. The ratio
of the Ni plating for VGCF was 3.4:1.0. The c o mp o si t e s were
fabricated by stir- casting. Content of VGCF for the alloy is 0.5wt%
and 1.0wt%. After the alloy was melted at 973K in argon atmosphere
and held for 20 min., temperature degraded to 873K, which is semisolid state. Then Ni plated VGCFs were pursed in semi-solid alloy, and
then stirred for 20 min (compo-casting method). Finally, the
temperature of alloy raised to 973K and kept for 10 min, and then
casted to metal die. Microstructures of Ni plated VGCF and composites
was observed by SEM and EPMA. The size of preliminary phase was
estimated by image processing and SEM image. Furthermore, the
tensile strength at room temperature was estimated.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 show SEM images of as-received and Ni plated VGCF. The
diameter of Ni plated VGCF increased compared with as-received
VGCF, and its surface forms some irregularity. Ni was coated VGCF
completely and it seems uniform plating films Ni with 40-60 nm in
thickness grew on VGCF.

Fig. 2 Microstructure of (a), (b) the monolithic AX53 alloy, 0.5wt. %Ni
coated VGCFs /AX53 composite and 1.0wt. %Ni coated VGCFs
/AX53 composites observed by SEM. Cluster in figs means the
aggregation of VGCF
Fig. 1 Microstructure of (a) as-received VGCF and (b) Ni coated
VGCF with 40-60 nm in thickness y electro-less plating
Fig. 2 show the microstructures of the monolithic AX53 alloy, 0.5wt %
and 1.0wt% VGCF/ AX53 alloy composites. In monolithic AX53 alloy,
preliminary phase was surrounded by eutectics containing (Mg,Al)2Ca
phase as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). This (Mg,Al)2Ca phase contribute
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Fig. 3 show the stress –strain curves of monolithic Mg-5Al alloy
monolithic AX53 alloy, 0.5%Ni coated VGCFs /AX53 composite and
1.0%Ni coated VGCFs /AX53 composites. Tensile strength of
monolithic AX53 alloy was 160MPa. On the other hand, the strength
of 0.5wt. %VGCF composites improved to 160 MPa. But the strength
of 1.0wt. %VGCF composites degraded to 140 MPa, The stress-strain
curves of monolithic AX53 alloy and composites is very similar, but as
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increasing, VGCF content, the slop of the stress-strain curve increased
slightly, which is caused by the refinement of preliminary phase and
the precipitation of Al3Ni. The strength of each alloy and composites
was decided by the elongation. Lt seems that higher elongation lead to
the higher strength.

semi-solid state (compo-casting) with AX53 alloy and Ni plated VGCF.
By adding 0.5wt. % VGCF to AX53 alloy, the strength is improved
from 140MPa to 160MPa, which is caused by the refinement of
preliminary phase, the precipitation of Al3Ni and pull-out of VGCF
from matrix. But the adding of 1.0wt. % VGCF degrade the strength
because of the aggregation of VGCF.
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Fig. 4 Fracture surface of (a) 0.5wt. %Ni coated VGCFs /AX53
composite and (b) 1.0wt. %Ni coated VGCFs /AX53 composites
observed by SEM
Fig. 4 shows the fracture surface of the composites. Fig. 4 (a) is typical
fracture surface of 0.5 wt. % Ni coated VGCFs/ AX53 composites. The
pull-out of VGCF was observed. It seems the pull-out affects to the
improvement of the strength and elongation. On the other hand, cluster
of VGCF was observed in fracture surface. The degradation of the
strength and elongation is caused by the cluster of VGCF. By
controlling the dispersibility of VGCF in composites, it seems that the
strength and elongation will improve more and more.

4. Conclusions
By using electroless Ni plating on VGCF, homogeneous Ni coated
VGCF with 40-60 nm in thickness was obtained in order to improve
the wettability between VGCF and AX53 flame resistant magnesium
alloy. Then, the composites was fabricated by stir casting process in
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The relationship between hardening behavior and Image Mean Free Path (IMFP) of Al-Si casting alloys was investigated. AlSi alloys including silicon additive from 2wt.% to 10wt.% were prepared with gravity casting. Tensile tests were carried out
to obtain the stress-strain curves. Microstructure observations were carried to obtain IMFP. Modified Voce equation was
adopted to explain the hardening behavior. Yield stress was constant respect to IMFP. Strain hardening rate decreased with
increasing IMFP. By analysis with IMFP, hardening behavior could be explained in detail.

mean free path of dislocation motion have a strong impact on
mechanical properties in Al-Si casting alloy. We have been proposed a
new method to evaluate mean free path of dislocation motion by using
image processing and statistical approach, and it was named image
mean free path (IMFP)4. In addition, we have developed a software to
measure the IMFP with Python. In this study, the relationship between
hardening behavior and IMFP of Al-Si casting alloys was investigated.

NOMENCLATURE

σ = true stress
ε = true strain
C1 = parameter of modified Voce equation (yield stress)
C2 = parameter of modified Voce equation (hardening rate at
large strain)
C3 = parameter of modified Voce equation (saturation stress)
C4 = parameter of modified Voce equation (hardening rate)

2. Experimental Procedure
2.1 Sample Preparation and Evaluation
Samples were prepared with gravity casting in copper mold. Silicon
additive was added into commercially pure aluminum, and amount of
the additive in weight percent were varied from 2% to 10%. Tensile
tests were carried out at room temperature using tensile testing machine
to obtain the stress-strain curves. Three tensile tests were performed for
one condition. Vickers hardness of aluminum primary phase of the
samples were measured by micro-Vickers hardness tester.
Microstructure of Al-Si alloys was observed with optical microscope
(OM). Photographic images were converted to binary images by
threshold processing, and IMFPs are measured. At least five images
were analyzed to obtain IMFP, and one million samples (free path
length) were acquired for each image.

1. Introduction
As a structural material for vehicles, the use of Al-Si based alloys have
been studied, and there are demands for the development of an Al-Si
alloy which has high strength and high ductility. In order to clarify the
relationship between the mechanical properties and the microstructures,
development of quantitative method to evaluate microstructures is an
important issue. Measurements of secondary dendrite arm spacing
(SDAS) is the one of the well-known method1, and many experimental
works have been employed this method2, 3. However, microstructures
of Al-Si based alloys varied drastically by content of additive elements,
such as iron, manganese, strontium and so on. Morphologies of
eutectics and intermetallics are varied with the additives in Al-Si alloy,
and development of an evaluation method including effect of
morphologies of eutectics and intermetallics are needed. Because
dislocation motion was stopped by Si eutectics and intermetallics, the

2.2 Definition of Image Mean Free Path
Fig.1 shows the schematics of measurement of the IMFP. The
photographic image was converted to a binary image by threshold
image processing, as shown in Fig. 1. IMFP was measured by
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following procedures. (1) A staring point A in aluminum matrix and a
traveling direction are selected randomly. (2) A free path length, a,
between the starting point in aluminum matrix and encountered silicon
eutectic is measured (red arrows), but measurement starts again from
procedure (1) when some edge of image is found (blue arrows).
Procedure (1) and (2) were repeated at least one million times, and
IMFP was calculated by averaging free path length, a.
The image mean free path measured by the proposed method is not
equivalent to the true meaning of the mean free path of dislocation
motion because of following two reasons. First, positions of dislocation
source are not located randomly. Is it reasonable to select random
starting points? Second, the primary slip system with maximum
Schmid factor is dominant during deformation. Is it reasonable to select
random traveling directions? In order to answer the questions, we have
following two assumptions. First, dislocations have already been
introduced because samples are not annealed after casting, and these
dislocations are located randomly. Second, each crystal has a random
crystal orientation. Considering whole of polycrystalline, dislocations
move in random traveling directions. Then, it is concluded that, in AlSi casting alloy, IMFP approaches to the true mean free path of
dislocation motion, if number of measurements is increased.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Ima ge Mean Free Pa th (µm)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2 Optical microscope image of Al-Si alloy: (a) 2%Si, (b) 4%Si, (c)
6%Si, (d) 8%Si and (e) 10%Si. Relationship between silicon content
and the measured IMFP are shown in (f)

a

Al-10Si

A

Al-8Si

Al-6Si

Al-4Si
Al-2Si

Fig. 1 Schematics of measurement of the image mean free path

3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows OM images of Al-Si casting alloys. Amount of silicon
content in mass percent were varied from 2% to 10%. Amount of
eutectic silicon increases with increasing the amount of silicon content
and distances between eutectic silicon parts become closer and closer.
Fig. 2(f) shows the relationship between silicon content and IMFP.
IMFP decreases with increasing the amount of silicon content.
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between true-stress and true-strain of a
sample. Modified Voce equation5 was adopted to fit the flow behavior
of Al-Si alloys, and this equation is represented by

Fig. 3 Relationship between true-stress and true-strain of Al-Si casting
alloys
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between IMFP and parameters of
modified Voce equation. Error bars represent the error of parameters
among the three samples fabricated under the same condition. C1
means the parameter of yield stress and is almost constant. This means
that degree of solid solution strengthening in aluminum primary phase
was comparable in all samples. Table 1 shows Vickers hardness of
aluminum primary phase of the samples. Hardness of aluminum
primary phase is almost constant, too. C2 means the parameter of
hardening rate at high strain and decreases with increasing IMFP. C3
means the parameter of saturation stress which determines the ultimate
tensile strength. C3 decreases with increasing IMFP. C4 means the
parameter of hardening rate and decreases with increasing IMFP. C2,

σ = C1 + C2ε + C3 [1 − exp(− C4ε )] .

(1)
Filled circles in Fig. 3 represents the measured flow stress, and solid
lines represents the most fitted curve with equation (1). Nonlinear least
squares fitting with conjugate gradient method was conducted to
determine the parameters, C1, C2, C3 and C4.
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C3 and C4 have the same tendency respect to IMFP. When the distance
between silicon eutectics is close, dislocation motion is blocked easily.
Therefore, strain hardening is easy to occur and C2 and C4 is high in
the sample of low IMFP. By analysis with IMFP, hardening behavior
could be explained in detail.

2. Sivarupan, T., Caceres, C. H. and Taylor, J. A., “Alloy Composition
and Dendrite Arm Spacing in Al-Si-Cu-Mg-Fe Alloys,”
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, Vol. 44A, pp. 20134071, 2013.

C1

3. Samuel, A. M. and Samuel, F. H., “Effect of alloying elements and
dendrite arm spacing on the microstructure and hardness of an AlSi-Cu-Mg-Fe-Mn (380) aluminium die-casting alloy,” Journal of
Materials Science, Vol. 30, pp. 1698-1708, 1995.

C2

4. Sugio, K., Furukawa, S., Kengai, T., Tabata, J. and Sasaki,
G., “Image processing characterization of microstructures of
Al-Si casting alloy,” Materials Science Forum, Vol. 783-786,
pp. 240-245, 2014.

C4

C3

5. Tome, C., Canova G. R., Kocks U. F., Christodoulou, N. and Jonas,
J. J., “The relation between macroscopic and microscopic strain
hardening in f.c.c polycrystals,” Acta metall., Vol. 32, No. 10, pp.
1637-1653, 1984.

Image Mean Free Path (µm)
Fig. 4 Relationship between IMFP and the parameters of modified
Voce equation
Table 1 Vickers hardness of aluminum primary phase of Al-Si alloys
Al-2%Si
51

Al-4%Si
53

Al-6%Si
51

Al-8%Si
50

Al-10%Si
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4. Summary
The relationship between hardening behavior and IMFP of Al-Si
casting alloys was investigated. Al-Si alloys including silicon additive
from 2wt.% to 10wt.% were prepared with gravity casting. Tensile tests
were carried out to obtain the stress-strain curves. Microstructure
observations were carried to obtain IMFP. Modified Voce equation was
adopted to explain the hardening behavior. Yield stress was constant
respect to IMFP. This means that degree of solid solution strengthening
in aluminum primary phase was comparable in all samples. Strain
hardening rate decreased with increasing IMFP. By analysis with
IMFP, hardening behavior could be explained in detail.
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Abstract—Recently, thermo-managements are important problem for modern technology. Especially, heat sink with high
thermal conductivity, light-weight and good mechanical properties at various temperature is strongly required. Carbon/
Aluminum (Al) composites is one of candidate materials. In order to obtain high performance VGCF/ Al composites, the
structure control of VGCF in Al matrix is very important. In this study, the control of the dispersibility of mixed powder and
VGCF was investigated by using various solvents.

However, the influence of different dispersion of VGCF in Al matrix
on the mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of composites has
not been clarified. It is difficult to obtain the uniform dispersion of
VGCF in VGCF/Al matrix composites because of higher aspect ratio
and specific surface area of VGCF. As a result, the mixing process of
VGCF and Al powder is very important for the fabrication process.
In this study, the spark sintering (SPS) process as one of powder
metallurgy process (PM process) is used to fabricate VGCF/Al matrix
composites, which can easily control the dispersion of reinforcements
in matrix because of no segregation of component during PM process.
The mixing homogeneity of powders has a significant influence on
the quality of composites fabricated from a powder metallurgy
process. The factors that influence the homogeneity include the
powder mixer, the medium and the ball-milling procedure.
Wet mixing process are used to the mixing of VGCF and Al powder.

NOMENCLATURE
a = directional orientation of the system
h = strip thickness with strip thickness and strip thickness
strip thickness

1. Introduction
Due to excellent mechanical, electrical and thermal properties, the
vapor-grown carbon nano fibers (VGCF) can be used as an ideal
reinforcement for Al matrix composites in order to improve the
mechanical and thermal properties of Al matrix.
Aluminum powder is an important candidate matrix for preparing

In the wet mixing process, mixed powders are dipped in different
dispersion solutions with v-type mixing machine in order to disperse

heat sink materials because of low melting point, low density,
corrosion resistant and easy to be machining. Another advantage of
aluminum is low cost.

VGCF uniformly. Ethanol will be used in this experimental procedure.
However, carbon materials are suffered from reaction with Al which

Table 1 Thermal properties and density of various materials

forms Al4C3. The corrosion resistance of composites is decreased with
the exsistance of Al4C3 when they are used in the environment of heat

Material

TC (W.m-1.K-1)

CTE (10-6.0C-1)

Density (g.cm-3)

Melting Point (0C)

Al

237

23.2

2.7

660.3

Cu

401

17.5

8.9

1085

CNT

500-5800

-

-

3550

Graphene

4840-5300

-

-

Cf

580

-

2.25

or moisture. Even though Al4C3 cannot degrade the TC of composites
significantly.
4𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 3𝐶𝐶 →Al4C3

Fig. 1 Aluminum and carbon reaction
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To measure mechanical properties, Vickers hardness testing is
conducted on composite’s surface :

2. Experimental
2.1 Preparation

High purity (99.9%) 3�m aluminum powder and VGCF powder is
used in this article. Both commercial based materials. Al and VGCF
powders are weighted at the volume composition of 9:1 and mixed
with 5mm alumina balls in v-type mixing machine. Before the mixing
process, mixed powders are dipped in ethanol for the purpose of
dispersing carbon aggregates. Both powders are mixed for 3 and 6
hours in 50 rpm.
Then the mixture of Al-VGCF is dried in different method based on
mixing media.
Table 2 Al and VGCNFs composition
Ethanol

Ethanol-Acid

Al

9

9

VGCF

1

1

Mixing(H)
Density

(gr/cm3)

Relative Density(%)

Fig. 4 Vickers hardness of pure aluminum and composite samples

3hours

6hours

3hours

6hours

2.47

2.56

2.62

2.63

93.0

96.4

98.7

99.2

Thermal conductivity test is also conducted to measure composite’s
thermal properties regarding relation between mixing hours and
treatment of carbon :

To add another result and observation, 2 types of VGCF treatment is
used in this article. Untreated VGCF and acid treated VGCF is used
to make composite.
The solution of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and nitric acid (HNO3) with
amount of 3:1 is used to disperse carbon aggregates.

2.2 Experimental
Mixture is characterized by TEM and electronic microscope to
observe carbon aggregates and surface :

Fig. 5 Thermal conductivity of pure aluminum and composite
samples
Graphs is shown on below :
Fig. 2 TEM images of acid treated and non-acid treated sample

Fig. 6 Thermal conductivity measuring graphs

Fig. 3 OM images of samples surface
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3. Conclusions
On the TEM images, we can see that thinning on some of carbon
fiber on acid treated samples. OM images showed as acid treatment
on VGCFs has effect on surface properties of samples.
Vickers hardness testing is conducted, thus data showed addition of
VGCFs has effect on hardness number of samples. It is number
increased within addition of carbon fiber. Possibly, difference occured
due to direction and dispersion of carbon on surface but reason is still
unsure.
Thermal conductivity testing is conducted, addition of VGCFs has
effect on thermal conductivity of samples. It is still unsure about data
but possibly there is relation between mixing hours and dispersion
and direction of VGCFs that trapped inside aluminum matrix. Thus,
there is change on thermal properties of samples.
It is still need of another observation method to see how VGCFs
direction inside metal matrix.
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Friction surfacing (FS) process is a friction based solid state coating process, where no fusion of the materials occurs. The
process is eco-friendly in nature due to the absence of shielding gas as well as the formation of toxic gases during the
melting of the coating materials thereby creating new avenues for minimizing environmental pollution. The process is free
from most of the problems as encountered in the conventional fusion surfacing processes and produces coatings with no
dilution combined with enhanced mechanical properties. Titanium alloy (Ti 6Al-4V) offers a combination of high strength,
light weight, wear and corrosion resistance properties. The aluminium alloy based metal matrix nano composites
(AMMNCs) are found to be suitable for wear and corrosion resistant material especially for aircraft and space applications.
The present work pertains to production of friction surfaced coatings on titanium alloy by using AMMNCs AA2124-B4C for
improving the wear and hardness of the titanium alloy. The FS process parameters were then optimized for achieving the
desired properties of surfaced coatings. The coating was characterized by metallography and dry sliding wear. The coating
exhibited excellent wear resistance, which is attributed to composite deposited on the surface. Microstructures obtained
from various zones of the surfaced layer were correlated to the enhanced properties.

deposition of AA 6082-T6 over AA2024-T3 by FS and studied the
mechanical and wear properties. Coatings produced had good
bonding with better mechanical and metallurgical properties.
Several combinations of metal surfacing have been carried out by
using FS process. FS of Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) with an
Aluminium alloy (AA2124) reinforced with B4C nano Particles is
hitherto not reported in the literature. Environmental concerns also
play a vital role to obtain the desired properties of AMMNCs coating
on Titanium alloy. In this work, the Al-B4C Metal Matrix Nano
Composite (MMNC) is coated on Titanium alloy by FS and the
properties of the coating are evaluated.

NOMENCLATURE
RS=Rotational Speed(rpm)
TS=Travel Speed(mm/min)
L=Axial load(Kg)
VH= Vickers hardness (HRC)

1. Introduction
Friction Surfacing (FS) is a solid state coating process based on the
viscoplastic deformation of a consumable rod and metallic bonding
occurs between the coating and the substrate at high pressure and
temperature below the melting point of the substrate. In FS, the
consumable rod is rotated against the substrate with an axial load.
Frictional heat generated by the forceful rubbing between rod and
substrate softens the rod at the interface thereby bringing it to a
viscoplastic state. The material in the viscoplastic state gets coated
over the substrate as the substrate moves against the rubbing portion
of the rotating rod. Rafi et al. (2010a) observed that higher rotation
speeds results in flat coatings and the coating width decreases with
increase in rotational speeds. Prasad Rao et al (2012) investigated on
the copper coatings on steel by FS and recorded the thermal profiles
during friction surfacing. Gandra et al, (2013) investigated the

2. Materials and Experimental Procedure
A FS machine was employed to deposit the Al-B4C MMNCs on
Titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) plates of size 150 mm X 200 mm X 10 mm.
Homogeneous AA 2124 - B4C Nano composites was produced
initially by Stir casting and followed by Squeeze casting to obtain a
rod of 25 mm diameter. The consumable rod was further machined to
18 mm diameter. The chemical composition of the substrate and
consumable rod are shown in Tables 1 and 2 and microstructures of
titanium alloy and 2% AMMNC are shown in Figures 1 and 2
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3. Results and Discussion

respectively. The surface of the substrate was degreased with acetone
and friction surfacing was performed with an axial force (L) of 300
kg and rotational speed (RS) ranging from 600 to 1000 rpm and
traverse speed (TS) ranging from 10 to 25 mm per minute. The coated
plate was cross sectioned and the coating thickness and width were
measured and tabulated. Further the coating were characterized to
find the mechanical and metallurgical properties.

Microstructure of titanium substrate depicted in Fig.1 shows the
presence of “alpha” and “beta” phases. The microstructure of 2%
AMMNC contains B4C and precipitates like AlCuMg, Al2Cu which
are shown in Fig.2. Depending on FS process parameter coating
thickness and coating width varies as shown in Table 3 and the cross
section of coatings is shown in Fig 3. Figs. 4 and 5 show the
microstructure of the cross section and the nano crystalline region
above the interface.

Table 1 composition of Ti alloy Table
Element
C
Al
N
O
Fe
H
V
Other
Ti

Weight %
0.1
5.5-6.75
0.05
0.02
0.4
0.015
3.5-4.5
0.4
Balance

Table 3 Process Parameter with experimental results

Table 2 Composition of AA2124
Element
Cu
Mg
Mn
Si
Fe
Cr
Zn
Ti
Al

Weight %
3.8-4.9
1.2-1.8
0.3-0.9
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.25
0.15
Balance

Axial
force (L)
Kg

Rotational
speed (RS)
(rpm)

Travel
speed (TS)
(mm/min)

Coating
thickness
(mm)

Coating
width
(mm)

300

600

10

18

27

300

700

15

15

25

300

800

20

13

23

300

1000

25

10

19

Table 3 FS Process parameters

Fig. 3 Cross section of coating

Fig. 4 Microstructure of cross section
Fig. 1 Microstructure of Ti alloy

Fig. 5 Nano crystalline region

Fig.2 Microstructure of 2% AMMNC
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Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy analysis were carried out in
titanium alloy and AA2124 alloy that are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Mechanical testing such as Hardness and wear test were carried out.
Figs .8 and 9 show the wear rate and hardness of the surfaced area.
Al2CuMg phase, Al3FeCu phase and Al2Cu are present in the
AMMNCs, which are improving the mechanical and metallurgical
properties of the coated surface.

Rotational speed varied from 600-1000 rpm results in thick and thin
deposits. Travel speed varied from 10-25 mm/min results in better
bonding and decreased coating thickness. Increasing the rotational
speed and travel speed results in thin coating with better bonding.
This thin deposits cool faster and forms finer microstructures results
in less wear and increased hardness.

4. Conclusions
Surface of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy is improved with AMMNCs coating
using FS process and good bonding was achieved. Improvement in
the wear resistance of the composite coated titanium alloy is due to
the presence of hard carbide particles of AMMNC. Travel speed
reduces the bonding width and thickness. Increasing the rotational
speed results in regular and flat deposit.

Fig. 6 EDS for Ti6Al4V
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The objective of this study is to introduce Cu into SnO2 sorbent in order to improve the COS removal. The pure SnO2 and Cudoped SnO2 were synthesized using a sol-gel method with citric acid. The structure and properties of synthesized SnO2 and
Cux-SnO2 sorbents were investigated by XRD, SEM/EDS, and BET. The XRD results explore that Cu was well inserted into
SnO2 until 0.4 mol. According to SEM images, the addition of Cu reduced the particle size of the SnO2 based sorbents. And
doping with Cu led to an increase in BET surface area of the sorbents. The COS removal test was carried out at the temperature
range of 300 to 400 ℃ with a gas hourly space velocity of 8500 h-1. It was found that the addition of 0.6 mol Cu into the SnO2
significantly improved the absorption COS capacity of the sorbent than the others. The breakthrough time and absorption
COS capacity of Cu0.6-SnO2 sorbent at 400 ℃ was 179 minutes and 9.59 mg/g respectively.

1. Introduction
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difficult because of its neutrality and low reactivity with metal oxides.
Many sorbents such as Zn 5, Mn 6, Fe 7 and Cu 8 oxides have been
studied as candidates to remove COS. Among them, ZnO is widely
known as the most useful metal oxide for desulfurization. In order to
improve the desulfurization performance, Al2O3 and K2CO3 were used
as additives to ZnO sorbent.9 CuO is also a good candidate to remove
sulfur and recently CuO/SBA-15 10 sorbent was examined to remove
H2S.

The global average temperature is increasing due to global warming,
which is attributed to greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide. The
international community and researchers are working to actively cope
with climate change owing to global warming. In particular, in order to
reduce the carbon dioxide emissions, it is necessary to develop highefficiency and eco-friendly power generation and supply technology.
The power generation by the existing combustion method is
predominant in order to supply energy by using coal. The contaminant
gases such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides generated during the
combustion process of coal cause environmental pollution such as
warming. Therefore, a power generation system applied a new
technology such IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combine Cycle) has
been constructed and operated.1, 2 Recently, interest about IGFC
(Integrated Gasification Fuel Cell combined Cycle), which has a higher
efficiency than IGCC and has litter emission of pollutant gas, is
increasing. IGFC technology is using fuel such as syngas produced by
gasifying coal at high temperature and pressure for fuel cells.3, 4
Although the main components of the syngas produced through the
coal gasification are H2 and CO, small amounts of H2O, CO2, COS,
H2S, HCl, HF, NH3 and CH4 are contained. In order to use as fuel for
the fuel cell, these impurities should be removed. In particular, sulfur
components such as H2S and COS must be removed to the ppb
concentration because they lead to performance deactivation of the fuel
cell owing to catalyst poison. Compared to H2S, COS removal is

Recently, SnO2 sorbent material an alternative to ZnO was studied.1113

SnO2 is a steam regenerative H2S sorbent for mid-temperature

desulfurization. In addition, SnO2 reacts with COS at about 425 ℃
and has COS conversion efficiency. Therefore, Y. Yang et al studied
SnO2 sorbents introduced Y and La, which are metals of the La-series
showing high performance for COS conversion.14 However, La-series
metals such as Y and La are rare earth metals, which are expensive and
increase the cost of the sorbent.
In this work, a new metal Cu, which has the excellent ability to
desulfurize, was introduced into SnO2 to improve the performance of
the sorbent and the price competitiveness. The SnO2 and Cux-SnO2
sorbents used in this study were synthesized by sol-gel method with
citric acid. The physical and chemical properties of the obtained SnO2
and Cux-SnO2 sorbents were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD),
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
and energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS). And the COS removal test
using the sorbent was carried out in a fixed-bed reactor.
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2. Experimental

3. Results and discussion

2.1 Preparation of sorbents

The XRD patterns of the synthesized SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 sorbents
are shown in Fig. 2. The peaks observed at 2θ = 26.730, 33.994,
38.065, 39.024, 42.757, 51.898, 54.863, 57.944, 61.014, 64.087, and
66.083° were assigned respectively, to the (110), (101), (200), (111),
(120), (211), (220), (002), (310), (112), and (301) planes of tetragonal
SnO2 (JCPDS 98-010-5764).15 As seen from Fig. 2, CuO peaks are not
appeared until 0.4 mol of Cu is added. Therefore, it seems that Cu is
well inserted into the SnO2 tetragonal structure. However, by adding
larger amounts of Cu, Cu could not be inserted into the structure and
was exposed to the surface. As a result, (002) plane of CuO was
observed at 35.640°.16

In this study, SnO2 and Cu-SnO2 sorbents were prepared using sol-gel
method with the assistance of citric acid, and the obtained sorbents
were labeled as Cux-SnO2 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) according to
the added element and ratio. Tin chloride (SnCl2, Daejung Chemicals
& Metals Co., LTD, Republic of Korea), copper nitrate trihydrate
(Cu(NO3)2∙3H2O, Daejung Chemicals & Metals Co., LTD, Republic of
Korea), and citric acid monohydrate (C6H8O7∙H2O, Dusan Pure
Chemicals, Republic of Korea) were used as precursors. First, SnCl2
was dissolved in distilled water (200 mL) with continuous stirring.
After that, Cu(NO3)2∙3H2O was added to the above solution. Then,
citric acid monohydrate was added to the solution and the mixture was
stirred vigorously at room temperature during 8 h. The homogeneous
mixed solutions were heated until the solvent was removed and the gel
was obtained. The obtained gel was preheated at 250 ℃ for 3 h, after
that, the powders were heated at 500 ℃ for 3h in order to crystallize.
The synthesized sorbents were named as SnO2, Cu0.2-SnO2, Cu0.4-SnO2,
Cu0.6-SnO2, Cu0.8-SnO2, and Cu1.0-SnO2 respectively.

2.1 Characterizations
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The X-ray diffraction (XRD, model MPD from PANalytical) using
nickel-filtered CuKa (40.0 kV, 30.0 mA) was carried out in order to
identify the structure and crystallinity of synthesized SnO2 and CuxSnO2 sorbents. The BET surface area was determined from the
adsorption-desorption isotherm experiment at 77 K using a Belsorp Ⅱ
mini(BEL, Japan Inc.). The surface shapes of the SnO2 and Cux-SnO2
sorbents were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S4100, HITACHI, LTD, Japan) operated at 15kV. The element existence
of the sorbents was analyzed using energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS).
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Fig. 2 XRD patterns of the SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
and 1.0) sorbents

The surface morphology of SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 sorbents were
observed through the SEM and are given in Fig. 3. Most of the pure
SnO2 had a large size particle from 10 to 20 μm. However, when Cu
2
was added to SnO2, it was observed that many small particles of
μm or less were formed compared with SnO2. In general, the smaller
the size of the particles have a large surface area, this gives the
advantage of the gas-solid reaction.
Table 1 shows the atomic percentage of Sn, Cu and O in the sorbents
measured by SEM/EDS. All of the sorbents were found to contain
about 20 to 23 atomic% of Sn components because SnO2 is the basic
structure. Cu contents of Cu0.2-SnO2, Cu0.4-SnO2, Cu0.6-SnO2, Cu0.8SnO2, and Cu1.0-SnO2 sorbents were found to be 1.56, 2.34, 2.50, 3.80,
and 4.61 atomic%, respectively. However, this value is not a perfectly
quantitative value.17 Although EDS analysis is a very good surface
analysis method, it is susceptible to errors because composition is
affected by the location of the measurement.

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental reactor of removing COS

2.1 Measurement of COS removal performance
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the fixed-bed quartz reactor with an
internal diameter of 10 mm for COS removal test. The sorbent 0.5 g
and 1.0 mL was packed in to the reactor and pre-heated at 400 ℃
under N2 atmosphere in order to remove H2O. After reaching the
required temperature, the feed gas which is contained 100 ppm COS
with N2 was flowed into the reactor using mass flowmeters and the gas
hourly space velocity (GHSV) was maintained at 8500 h-1. The COS
concentration in the outlet was analyzed using a quadrupole mass
spectrometry (BELMass, BEL, Japan).

Table 1 Atomic composition of SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, and 1.0) determined by EDS
(Atomic %)
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300℃, the COS conversion of SnO2 is 0. It is also observed that the
breakthrough time was increased with the addition of Cu. When Cu0.6SnO2 was used, the breakthrough time was 49 minutes. However, the
performance decreased when Cu was added more than 0.6 mol. It is
considered that this is because the surface exposure of Cu reduces the
surface area of the sorbent and blocks the active site rather than the
synergy effect between Sn and Cu. However, the sorbent performance
is very low at 300℃, which is not a suitable temperature for COS
removal.
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Fig. 3 SEM images of the SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 sorbents

Fig. 4 presents the N2 isotherm adsorption/desorption curves at 77K
for the sorbents and specific surface area, pore value, average pore
diameter of the sorbents are shown in Table 2. The
adsorption/desorption isotherms belong to type-II according to IUPAC
classification, and all synthesized sorbents were identified as
nonporous materials. However, the hysteresis slopes were observed in
the other sorbents except SnO2 and Cu0.2-SnO2. This is considered to
be due to bulk pore rather than pore in the particles. As shown in table
2, the specific surface areas of SnO2, Cu0.2-SnO2, Cu0.4-SnO2, Cu0.6SnO2, Cu0.8-SnO2, and Cu1.0-SnO2 sorbents were 6.619, 6.683, 6.978,
7.789, 6.525, 5.301 m2g-1, respectively. As described in the above SEM
analysis, the surface area represents a site that can react between the
gas and the sorbent. Therefore, the sorbents added Cu component is
expected to be able to react and absorb with COS much more than SnO2.
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Fig. 4 N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm curves at 77 K for the SnO2
and Cux-SnO2 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) sorbents
Fig. 5 (b) and (c) show that COS removal performance increases with
increasing the reaction temperature. The breakthrough time of the SnO2
sorbent at 350 ℃ is still 0, however, the slope of the detected COS

Table 2 Surface area, pore volumes, and average pore diameters in the
SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) sorbents
determined by N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm curves

concentration decreased according to time. The breakthrough time
increased with the other sorbents, Cu0.4-SnO2 was 51 minutes, Cu0.6SnO2 was 70 minutes, and Cu0.8-SnO2 was 67 minutes. As the reaction
temperature increased, the COS removal performance of the sorbent
was significantly affected.
Fig. 5 (c) shows the COS breakthrough curves for all sorbents at
400 ℃. The breakthrough time and the COS adsorption capacity under
these conditions are shown in Table 3. Cux-SnO2 sorbents showed
higher COS absorption than pure SnO2 sorbent. In particular, it is
confirmed that the Cu0.6-SnO2 sorbent absorbed COS about 4.5 times

Fig. 5 shows COS breakthrough curves at (a) 300 ℃, (b) 350 ℃, and
(c) 400 ℃ for the SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0)
sorbents. At 300 ℃, the sorbents showed a low breakthrough time.
Therefore, the sorbents appear to absorb little or only a small amount
of COS. Comparing the COS breakthrough with the addition of Cu at

more than SnO2.
Generally, COS is less reactive than H2S and reacts with H2O or H2
to convert to H2S as shown in equation (1). After that, this H2S reacts
with the sorbent as shown in equation (2) to produce MS and H2O.
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COS + H2 → H2S + CO
MO + H2S → MS + H2O

(1)
(2)

Table 3 Breakthrough (BT) time and adsorption capacity of COS over
the SnO2 and Cux-SnO2 at 400℃

However, this study does not follow the above mechanism because it
confirmed the reactivity between COS and sorbent. Therefore, as
shown in the following equation (3), it is considered that oxygen in the
metal oxide sorbent is substituted with sulfur of COS, and then MS and
CO2 are produced.
MO + COS → MS + CO2

(3)

3. Conclusions
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Cu-doped SnO2 sorbents for COS removal were successfully
synthesized by the sol-gel method with citric acid. The crystal growth
of SnO2 could be suppressed by the addition of Cu. As a result, an
advantage of increasing the surface area of the particles was obtained.
In addition, the combination of Cu and Sn, which is highly reactive
with sulfur, has synergistic effects. Through that effect, Cux-SnO2
sorbents could achieve better performance than SnO2 even if on COS
was injected without injecting feed materials such as H2 and H2O.
Especially Cu0.6-SnO2 sorbent showed better COS removal
performance than other sorbents. In addition, the breakthrough time of
the Cu0.6-SnO2 sorbent was 179 minutes at 400 ℃ and the it is
confirmed that the Cu0.6-SnO2 sorbent can absorb COS of 9.5 mg per
sorbent gram. The result of this study is that the COS removal
performance is shown even when only the COS is injected, although
the amount of COS removal is small. It is suggest that the Cux-SnO2
sorbent may be able to remove a larger amount COS if it is reacted with
H2O or H2 in the further study.
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Effect of Ca on oxidation behavior of Zn-Mg coating bath was investigated in this study. The phase equilibria in the Zn-Mg-O
and Zn-Mg-Ca-O systems were analyzed by FactSage 7.1. The change of oxidation resistance with Mg and Ca contents was
experimentally examined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Zn-1/3/5mass%Mg alloys showed distribution of Zn-Zn11Mg2
eutectic phase after primary formation. Addition of a trace of Ca led to the formation of Zn13Ca and CaO/MgO mixed oxide
layer on the surface at 460 °C. After the TGA at 460 °C under air atmosphere for 1 h, Ca-free alloys showed rapid weight
gain by oxidation, while oxidation resistance of Ca-added alloys was significantly increased.

phases and their solidification paths with different composition of the
Zn-Mg-Ca baths. The thermodynamic analysis of phase equilibrium

NOMENCLATURE

in the Zn-Mg-Ca-O system is essential to understand the reaction on
the surface of the Zn-Mg-Ca baths and the effects of chemical

SEM = scanning electron microscopy
BSE = back-scattered electron
TGA = thermogravimetric analysis

composition. In this study, effect of Ca on oxidation behavior of ZnMg coating bath was investigated. The phase equilibria in the Zn-MgO and Zn-Mg-Ca-O systems were analyzed. The change of oxidation
resistance with Mg and Ca contents was experimentally examined by

1. Introduction

thermogravimetric measurement.

Hot-dip zinc coating is one of the most effective corrosion
protection processes for steel sheets.1 Various Zn-based coatings such
as Zn-Al-Si, Zn-Al and Zn-Fe with good corrosion resistance have

2. Experimental procedures

been developed.2 In recent years, it has been found that Zn-Mg
coatings containing Mg contents lower than 10wt% have much

Zn alloys with three different Mg contents (1, 3 and 5mass%) were
examined in this study. Alloy ingots were made by an electric furnace
under an ambient atmosphere. Two Mg additives were employed:
pure Mg and Mg master alloy containing Ca. This Mg master alloy is
distinguished from that with metallic Ca addition.10 The Ca content is
ranged from 0.038mass% to 0.19mass% depending on Mg content.
The alloy melted at 773 K was then cast into a steel mold preheated.
The surface of the sample was grinded, micro-polished for
observation of the microstructure. SEM was performed on the as-cast
samples, operating at 20kV using BSE imaging mode. TGA was
performed to clarify the effects of Mg and Ca on the oxidation
resistance of the alloys for 1 h under air atmosphere at 460 °C, which
corresponds to maximum temperature of Zn coating bath.5 The phase
diagrams of Zn-Mg-O and Zn-Mg-Ca-O systems were calculated
using FactSage 7.1 to predict the oxide scale behavior.

improved corrosion properties compared with pure Zn coating and
would be developed for the next generation of galvanized steels.3,4
Dross on the surface of continuous hot-dip galvanizing bath is formed
during the galvanizing process. However, Mg in Zn-Mg based bath
oxidizes rapidly because of its high oxygen affinity.5, 6 The oxide film
formed mainly is MgO, and a mixture with MgAl2O4-spinel in the
combination with Al.7, 8 Since the MgO layer is porous and cannot be
formed as a continuous layer, it is unable to protect the Zn-Mg melt
from further oxidation.7 Ca is typically one of the additives that can
be used to decrease Mg oxidation.9 Mg master alloy containing a
trace of Ca can be used for adding Mg to the Zn-Mg alloy. Oxidation
reaction in the Zn-Mg-Ca bath follows the Zn-Mg-Ca-O system.
However, there are no theoretical studies on the stabilities of oxide
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3. Results and discussion

3mass%Mg and Zn-3mass%Mg-0.114mass%Ca alloys was found to
consist of Zn-Zn11Mg2 eutectic phase. However, in the case of Zn3mass%Mg-0.114mass%Ca alloy, Ca-based phase particles regarded
as Ca13Zn are obviously shown. With increasing Mg content up to
5mass%, the microstructures exhibit Zn2Mg as the primary phase and
Zn-Zn11Mg2 eutectic phase. Microstructure formation shown Fig. 2 is
in good agreement with that of the phase diagram as explained in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1 depicts Zn-rich portion of (a) Zn-Mg binary phase diagram
and (b) Zn-Mg-Ca ternary liquidus projection calculated by FactSage
7.1. In the Zn-rich portion of Zn-Mg binary phase diagram, there are
three primary regions: Zn, Zn11Mg2 and Zn2Mg. After the primary
formation, Zn-Zn11Mg2 invariant eutectic reaction occurs. As-cast Zn
alloy samples prepared in this study would have three different
primary phases and distribution of Zn-Zn11Mg2 eutectic phase. In the
case of the ternary system including Ca as shown in Fig. 1(b),
depending on Ca content, various Ca-based intermetallic compounds
forms. The primary Zn has a significantly narrow region that borders
that of CaZn13. Therefore, even with addition of a trace of Ca, CaZn13
phase can be formed.

Fig. 2 SEM/BSE images of (a) Zn-1mass%Mg, (b) Zn-1mass%Mg0.038mass%Ca,
(c)
Zn-3mass%Mg,
(d)
Zn-3mass%Mg0.114mass%Ca, (e) Zn-5mass%Mg and (f) Zn-5mass%Mg0.38mass%Ca alloys

Fig. 1 Zn-rich portion of (a) Zn-Mg binary phase diagram and (b) ZnMg-Ca ternary liquidus projection calculated by FactSage 7.1
SEM/BSE images of (a) Zn-1mass%Mg, (b) Zn-1mass%Mg0.038mass%Ca,
(c)
Zn-3mass%Mg,
(d)
Zn-3mass%Mg0.114mass%Ca, (e) Zn-5mass%Mg and (f) Zn-5mass%Mg0.38mass%Ca alloys are shown in Fig. 2. The Zn-1mass%Mg and
Zn-1mass%Mg-0.038mass%Ca alloys showed dendritic primary
solid solution of Zn and Zn-Zn11Mg2 eutectic phase. There is no
notable difference between Ca-added and Ca-free alloys in the Ca
content of 0.038mass%. Majority of the microstructures of Zn-

Fig. 3 Isothermal of the ZnO-MgO-CaO ternary system at 460 °C
calculated by FactSage 7.1
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as primary and secondary oxide layers, respectively. MgO layer has a
number of pores that leads to continuous oxidation. Consequently,
Mg content in the bath would be reduced.
After addition of Ca, the primary oxide still corresponds to MgO.
However, CaO is formed as the secondary oxide prior to ZnO. This is
only difference between Ca-added and Ca-free Zn-Mg alloy. The
mixture of CaO and MgO formed a compact protective layer in MgCa system.9 Ca addition also improved the oxidation resistance of AlMg alloys.8
TGA result of all examined samples is shown in Fig. 5. There is no
significant weight gain for approximately 15 minutes. However, after
that, the sample weight gradually increases in the case of Ca-free
alloys. Weights of Zn-1mass%Mg and Zn-3mass%Mg alloy samples
show rapid increase by a drastic oxidation in their weight. The
notable thing is that Zn-1mass%Mg sample reaches the steeper
change earlier rather than Zn-3massMg sample. From this result, it is
considered that oxidation resistance of Zn-Mg alloy is more likely to
be affected by combination between ZnO and MgO. Depending on
ratio between ZnO and MgO, the surface oxide layer can be relatively
dense for a certain length of time. However, after breakaway of the
oxide layer, the samples reach the drastic oxidation and continuous
formation of MgO. Therefore, Zn-3mass%Mg alloy exhibits the
greater weight gain than that of Zn-1mass%Mg alloy. Zn-5mass%Mg
alloy would show a rapid weight gain after more than 1 h.
After addition of a trace of Ca, the oxidation resistance was
significantly improved. Especially, the weights of Zn-1mass%Mg-

As shown in Fig. 3, isothermal sections of the ZnO-MgO-CaO
system at 460 °C were calculated from FToxid database of FactSage
7.1. The phase regions can be primarily divided into MgO-CaO and
MgO-CaO-ZnO. It is well known that CaO and MgO are not formed
as dense layers at high temperature. However, CaO/MgO mixed
oxide acts as a dense protective layer, e.g. in Mg-Ca system.9
Therefore, it is also expected that the combination of CaO and MgO
decreases oxidation of Mg in Zn-Mg-Ca system. In the case of the
system including Al2O3.5 the ZnAl2O4 and MgAl2O4 phases with
spinel crystal structure can exist. On the other hand, no binary oxide
phase forms in ZnO-MgO-CaO system at 460 °C.

0.038mass%Ca and Zn-3mass%Mg-0.114mass%Ca samples remain
constant. Zn-5mass%Mg-0.19mass%Ca sample showed only slight
weight gain. This may be attributed to CaO/MgO mixed layer on the
surface as explained above.

Fig. 4 Phase diagrams plotted for Mg mass fraction versus oxygen
partial pressure in (a) Zn-Mg-O and (b) Zn-Mg-Ca-O systems at
460 °C calculated by FactSage 7.1. The Ca content is fixed at
0.1mass%
Fig. 5 Weight gain of all examined samples by oxidation at 460 °C
under air atmosphere

Al2O3 forms a dense layer on the Zn bath surface, which blocks
further oxidation.5 In Mg added galvanizing bath, the bath metal
oxidizes rapidly due to the high oxidation activity of Mg.5 The oxide
layer that formed on the melt is MgO. Fig. 4 displays phase diagrams
plotted for Mg mass fraction versus oxygen partial pressure in (a) ZnMg-O and (b) Zn-Mg-Ca-O systems at 460 °C calculated by
FactSage 7.1. Zn-Mg alloy shows no change in oxide formation with
increasing Mg content. It can be understood that oxide formation with
a lower oxygen partial pressure is preferential. Therefore, the phase
diagram indicates that MgO and ZnO are formed on the bath surface

4. Conclusions
Addition of a trace of Ca in Zn-1/3/5mass%Mg alloys caused the
formation of Zn13Ca during solidification and CaO/MgO mixed oxide
layer on the surface at 460 °C. During the TGA at 460 °C under air
atmosphere for 1 h, Ca-free alloys showed rapid weight gain by
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oxidation, while oxidation resistance of Ca-added alloys was
significantly increased. This is attributed to dense CaO/MgO mixed
oxide layer on the surface.
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Stable structure of solute cluster in Al-Si and Al-Mg system was investigated by the method combining first principle calculation
and Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method. KMC was used to simulate the behavior of the added impurities in aluminum at finite
temperature. Diffusion of impurities was performed by swapping two neighbor atoms which was selected randomly. After the
swapping, total energy of the KMC cell was calculated and compared with the total energy before the swapping. The stable
structure of the impurity cluster was explored with repeating this process. The total energy was calculated by adding up the atom
energies. The atom energies were calculated by the first principle calculation. Because the atom energy calculated once was
recorded in the database, the number of the first principle calculation was reduced. In Al-Si system, all Si atoms are arranged on
the same [1 1 1] plane and form hexagonal cluster in the stable state. In this structure, Si atoms were separated from each other
in the second neighbor distance by surrounding Al atoms. In Al-Mg system, Mg atoms are clustered in the stable state. The stable
structure of Mg atoms in Al phase was different from that of Si.

alloys. A lot of research works shows that the cluster formation by the

NOMENCLATURE

solute atoms occurs at the early stage of the aging treatment.1,2,3
Because this cluster formation determines the microstructure of the

a0 = lattice constant of aluminum

precipitated phase for strengthening, the knowledge about the

Etot = total energy

mechanism on the cluster formation is important. Observation by the

∆E = difference of the total energy before and after swapping

high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HREM) is the one

atoms

of the promising method. However, it is difficult to observe the embryo

Ec = energy of cluster

of the cluster directly by using the state-of-the-art HREM.4,5 The alloy

Ei = energy of the i-th atom

design relies on experiments, and it spends cost and time. Nowadays,

R = the random number between 0.0 and 1.0

computer simulation can be applied to alloy design by improvement of

k = Boltzmann constant

the computer performance. The first principle method is one of the

T = temperature

promising method for applying alloy design. However, the first
principle method spends a lot of time to calculate a large supercell with
a complex structure. In addition, if we want to know the stable atomic
arrangement of the cluster, we have to conduct many calculations

1. Introduction

manually by changing the setting of the calculation such as atomic
Aluminum alloys are lightweight and have excellent thermal

positon and atomic species. In order to overcome these problems, we

conductivity and electric conductivity. Therefore, aluminum alloys are

developed kinetic Monte Carlo software which can adopt the results of

widely used in automotive industry and aerospace industry because

the first principle calculation automatically. In this study, the stable

they have high workability and good corrosion resistance. Work

structure of the solute cluster in Al-Si and Al-Mg system was explored

hardening, precipitation hardening, refining crystal grain and solid

by combining the first principle calculation and the kinetic Monte

solution strengthening are major method to strengthen aluminum

Carlo method.
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2. Calculation Procedure

(DB), atom energy, Ei, is added to the total energy, Etot. If the structure
of the cluster is not found in the DB, the first principle calculation is

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method was used to simulate the
behavior of the added impurities in aluminum at finite temperature. The
size of KMC cell was 10a0×10a0×10a0, where a0 is lattice constant of
aluminum. Aluminum atoms were arranged in FCC structure. Forty
impurity atoms were randomly introduced by exchanging for
aluminum atoms; the impurity concentration is 1%.
Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of kinetic Monte Carlo method. Total
energy of KMC cell is initially calculated. The i-th atom is randomly
selected and the neighbor j-th atom is randomly selected. The swapping
the i-th atom for the j-th atom is conducted. The total energy of KMC
cell is calculated again, and the difference before and after the
swapping, ∆Ε, is calculated. If
(1)
∆E < 0 or exp(− ∆E kT ) > R ,
the calculation proceeds to the next step, where R is the random number
between 0.0 and 1.0. If ∆Ε does not satisfy the condition of equation
(1), the swapping of atoms is discarded. By repeating the swapping
process and decreasing the temperature, T, the stable structure of the
impurity cluster can be explored.

carried out. Symmetry of the cluster is considered in the DB search,
and which reduces the number of first principle calculations. The
cluster energy, Ec, is calculated by the first principle calculation. The
atom energy, Ei, is calculated by dividing Ec by the number of cluster
atoms. The structure of the cluster and Ei is registered in the DB, and
Ei is added to Etot. The efficiency of calculation is improved with
increasing KMC steps due to the DB.
Quantum ESPRESSO6 was used to carry out the first principle
calculation. The pseudopotential file of Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr function
was used for Al, Si and Mg. The k-point mesh based on Monk horstPack (4×4×4) was used to integrate Brillouin zone. The cut off energy
of plane wave was 30 Ry. The size of supercell was 2a0×2a0×2a0,
where a0 is 0.404 nm. The cluster consisted of a central atom and the
first neighbor atoms in FCC was arranged in the center of the supercell.
The energy of an isolated cluster was calculated because the distance
from the hypothetical cluster was large enough.

Calculate total energy, Etot,0

3. Results

Select i-th atom randomly.
Select neighbor j-th atom randomley.
Swap i-th atom for j-th atom.
Calculate total energy, Etot,1
ΔE = Etot,1 – Etot,0

Fig. 3 shows the result of simulation of Al-Si system. Si atoms is
randomly arranged in the initial state. All Si atoms are arranged on the
same [1 1 1] plane and form hexagonal cluster after 3×106 steps. In
this structure, Si atoms were separated from each other in the second

Discard
Swap

neighbor distance by surrounding Al atoms. Fig. 4 shows the result of
simulation of Al-Mg system. Mg atoms is randomly arranged in the
initial state. Mg atoms are clustered after 1×105 steps. The behavior

NO

ΔE < 0 or
exp(- ΔE/kT) > R

of Mg atoms in Al alloy was different from that of Si.

YES

(a)

(b)

Etot,0 = Etot,1

Fig. 1 The flowchart of kinetic Monte Carlo method
Etot = 0
i=0
Search i-th
cluster in DB

Not found

Found
Get atom energy, Ei,
from DB
i=i+1

First principle calculation
Calculate cluster energy, Ec
Calculate atom energy, Ei

Fig. 3 The result of simulation of Al-Si system: (a) initial arrangement
of Si atoms and (b) final arrangement of Si atoms after 3×106 steps

Add the cluster in DB

(a)

Etot = Etot + Ei
YES

(b)

i < Ntot
NO
Return Etot

Fig. 2 The flowchart of calculation of total energy
Fig. 2 show the flowchart of calculation of the total energy of KMC
cell. The cluster consists of a central i-th atom and twelve first-nearest

Fig. 4 The result of simulation of Al-Mg system: (a) initial arrangement
of Mg atoms and (b) final arrangement of Mg atoms after 1×105 steps

neighbor atoms. If the structure of the cluster is found in the database
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4. Summary
The method combining first principle calculation and kinetic
Monte Carlo method was performed to explore the stable structure of
solute cluster. In Al-Si system, all Si atoms are arranged on the same [1
1 1] plane and form hexagonal cluster in the stable state. In this
structure, Si atoms were separated from each other in the second
neighbor distance by surrounding Al atoms. In Al-Mg system, Mg
atoms are clustered in the stable state. The stable structure of Mg atoms
in Al phase was different from that of Si.
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Interfacial thermal resistance in Al-SiC composites was evaluated by comparing the measured thermal conductivity and the
calculated thermal conductivity. Al-20vol.%SiC composites was fabricated by spark plasma sintering and heat treatment.
Effective thermal conductivity of the sample was measured with the steady state thermal conductivity measuring device. In
addition, effective thermal conductivity was calculated by using SEM image and the measured relative density. Comparing the
measured thermal conductivity and the calculated thermal conductivity, interfacial thermal resistance in Al-SiC composites
was evaluated as 5.0×10-8 m2・K/W.

instruments, etc.1 In addition, aluminum based MMCs have high
thermal conductivity and high electrical conductivity. However, there
is a problem of interface thermal resistance which lower the thermal
conductivity of MMCs. The mechanism of heat conduction in metals
is different from that in ceramics. The heat in metals is transmitted by
lattice vibrations (phonons) and free electrons. On the other hand, the
heat in ceramics is transmitted by the only lattice vibrations. In the
MMCs, reflection and scattering occur at the interface of two different
substances, and interface thermal resistance greatly affects thermal
conductivity of MMCs. It is important to elucidate the influence of
interfacial thermal resistance on MMCs. SiC particle is one of
candidates as a reinforcing material because it exhibits high elastic
modulus, hardness and good thermal conductivity.2 Previous studies3
showed that SiC had a relatively large interfacial thermal resistance
among reinforcements of aluminum-based composites and was
susceptible to the influence. In this study, interfacial thermal resistance
in Al-SiC composites was evaluated by comparing the measured
thermal conductivity and the calculated thermal conductivity, where
the calculations were carried out by using Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) image.

NOMENCLATURE
h = coefficient of heat transfer between the matrix and the
reinforcement
λm= measured effective thermal conductivity
λc = corrected effective thermal conductivity

1. Introduction
In recent years, it is expected that miniaturization and high integration
of portable information terminals and power electronic devices used
for hybrid cars will further progress, and demands for efficient heat
dissipation and heat exchange technology is increasing. However, there
are limitations in the improvement of thermal conductivity and heat
transferability by design such as high density of radiation fins, because
the current density of a large-scale integrated circuit continues to
increase. Conventionally, simple metallic substances such as copper,
aluminum and their alloys have been used as heat sink materials.
However, these materials have remarkable reduction in strength and
rigidity in the high temperature region. Metal matrix composites
(MMCs) are expected as high thermal conductivity materials to solve
this problem. Aluminum based MMCs is the promising material for
applications where weight reduction, specific strength, specific rigidity.
And it has been put to practical use in the aerospace industry, precision

2. Experimental Procedure
Al powder with an average particle size of 3 μm and purity 99.9%
(High Purity Chemical Laboratory Co., Ltd.) was used as the matrix.
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SiC powder with an average particle size of 30 μm and purity 99.9%
(High Purity Chemical Laboratory Co., Ltd.) was used as the
reinforcement. Al powder and SiC powder was blended in ethanol for
3 hours with a V-type mixer (50 rpm). Al -20 vol.% SiC green
compact was prepared. The sample was consolidated by spark plasma
sintering (SPS) under the vacuum of 10-2 Pa. After pre-sintering for
400s using DC pulsed discharge at a pressure of 15 MPa, main sintering
was carried out at the pressure of 50 MPa, the sintering temperature of
530 ° C and the holding time of 600 s. In order to improve the effective
thermal conductivity, the sample was placed in a carbon mold and the
heat treatment at 660 ° C was performed with a small electric furnace.
Measurement of relative density, structure observation by SEM and
measurement of effective thermal conductivity with the steady state
thermal conductivity measuring device4 were performed. The steady
state thermal conductivity measuring device over estimates the
effective thermal conductivity, and the following correction is
suggested.
(1)
λc = (236 / 257)λm
The measured effective thermal conductivity was corrected with
equation (1).

(a)

100μm

(b)

3. Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the measured effective thermal conductivity and
relative density of the fabricated sample. The effective thermal
conductivity was improved after the heat treatment although the
relative density decreased.

(c)

Table 1 The effective thermal conductivity and the relative density of
Al -20vol.% SiC composite before and after the heat treatment
Effective thermal
Relative
conductivity(W/m・K)
density(%)
Before heat treatment
124.2
96.1
After heat treatment

166.6

94.6

The effective thermal conductivity was calculated by using SEM
image acquired from the fabricated sample. Fig. 1(a) shows the
microstructure of Al-20vol.%SiC composite. Image processing

(d)

techniques such as smoothing, thresholding, morphology
transformation were combined to binarize the SEM image. Fig.
1(b) shows the binarized image. Fig.1(c) shows the simulation cell for
the conduction calculation. The simulation cell included pores which
was corresponding to the measured relative density. The thermal
conductivity of Al was set to 236 W/m・K, the thermal conductivity
of SiC was set to 270 W/m・K and the thermal conductivity of pore
was set to 0.0241 W/m・K. Simulation code can take into account of
the coefficient of heat transfer at the interface.3 The coefficient of heat
transfer between pore and material was set to 7 W/m2・K. The series
of calculations were carried out by changing the coefficient of heat
transfer between Al and SiC. Fig. 1 (d) shows the temperature
distribution after the calculation, where 1.0×105 was used as the
coefficient of heat transfer at the Al-SiC interface. Interfaces can be
recognized in the figure because the coefficient of heat transfer was
low and temperature gap appeared at the interface.

300K

301K

Fig. 1 (a) Microstructure of Al-20vol.%SiC composite, (b) binarized
image, (c) the simulation cell and (d) temperature distribution in steady
state
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Fig. 2 shows the calculated effective thermal conductivity respect to
the coefficient of heat transfer at the Al-SiC interface. Filled circles and
solid line represent the calculated effective thermal conductivity, and
dotted line represents the measured effective thermal conductivity. The
point of intersection of solid and dotted line represents the coefficient
of heat transfer between Al and SiC, and this value was 2.0×107
W/m2・K. Then, the interfacial thermal resistance was evaluated as
5.0×10-8 m2・K/W.

4. Sugio, K., Yamada, R., Choi, Y. and Sasaki, G., ‘‘Effect of the
Interfacial Thermal Resistance on Effective Thermal
Conductivity of Al/SiC Particle-Dispersed Composites,’’ Mater.
Sci. Forum., Vol. 879, pp. 1889-1894, 2017

Fig. 2 Calculated effective thermal conductivity respect to the
coefficient of heat transfer at the Al-SiC interface

4. Summary
Interfacial thermal resistance in Al-SiC composites was evaluated by
comparing the measured thermal conductivity and the calculated
thermal conductivity. Al-20vol.%SiC composites was fabricated by
SPS and heat treatment. Effective thermal conductivity of the sample
was measured with the steady state thermal conductivity measuring
device. Effective thermal conductivity was calculated by using SEM
image and the measured relative density. Comparing the measured
thermal conductivity and the calculated thermal conductivity,
interfacial thermal resistance in Al-SiC composites was evaluated as
5.0×10-8 m2・K/W.
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Die-cast process has used for automobile industry mainly. The defects such as the heat-check, crack and aluminum erosion caused
by thermal stress and mechanical stress acted by die in a series of product processes lead to the degradation of life time of metal
die. The powder was mixed by using V shape type ball milling in ethanol with 50 rpm in rotation speed for 12h.After drying the
mixed powder by heater, the 4vol.% ,8vol.%,20vol.%TiB2 /SKD61 steel alloy composites was prepared by using spark plasma
sintering under the conditions of 50MPa in applied pressure, 1273K in sintering temperature, 10 min. in temperature keeping time
and <10-2Pa in atmosphere. The microstructure was observed by optical microscope, SEM and EPMA. The hardness and the
tensile strength was estimated. The thermal conductivity was measured by laser flash method. The dense composites with 99% in
relative density was obtained under the condition of 1273K for 6h. The hardness and the tensile strength of the composites was
593HV and 1100 MPa. The thermal conductivity of the composites was 21.0W/mK, which is better than SKD61 monolithic alloy,
but this value is lower than the theoretical value calculated by rule of mixture.

cycle. MMC is able to enhance the required properties easily by
controlling the fraction of dispersant and selecting kinds of dispersant.
In this study, the selection of the dispersant for thermal properties is
very important problem. Actually, TiB2 is selected as the dispersant. As
TiB2 has high thermal conductivity, high melting point, low thermal
expansion, good plastic deformation resistance at high temperature and
good wettability with steel alloy, this dispersant is considered as the
suitable materials for SKD61 matrix composites used for die-casting
mold.
In this study, the development of TIB2/SKD61 composite with high
thermal conductivity is main objective. Furthermore, we analyzed the
sintering mechanism in spark plasma sintering, and evaluate the
mechanical and thermal properties of the composite.

NOMENCLATURE
λ= thermal conductivity

1. Introduction
Die-casting is one of representative casting method, in which the
molten metal pours into a metal mold with high pressure. This casting
has high-precision and mass-production with high cycle. However,
aluminum die-cast mold steel (SKD61) is exposed to thermal stress
accompanying rapid heating-cooling during operation, and the
mechanical stress generated by injection pressure during die casting
and mold clamping etc. Reduction of the life of the die casting mold is
caused by heat check and crack introduced by the thermal cycle process.
In order to improve the productivity, quality stability for the products
and cost reduction, the counter plan to reduce or control of these defects
is very important problems.
In order to improve the life time of the metal die, surface treatment
and heat treatment for the conventional die, and the addition of the
reinforcing element and composition control for die-steel has usually
used. In this study, the utilization of metal matrix composites (MMC)
was examined in order to relax the thermal stress introduced by thermal

2. Experimental Procedure
SKD61 powders having an average particle size of about 70 μm
manufactured by a water atomizing method, Mitsubishi Steel Corp.
was used as a matrix of the composite.TiB2 powder was used for the
dispersant, which is an average particle size of 2.62 μm, made by
Nippon Metal Corp. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the chemical
compositions of SKD61 and TiB2, respectively.
SKD61 powder and TiB2 dispersant were mixed by a ball milling with
a V-shape type mixer and mixed in ethanol solution. Volume ratio of
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SKD61 and TiB2 powders examined in this study was 24: 1 (4vol. %
TiB2), 23: 2 (8vol. % TiB2), and 4: 1 (20vol. % TiB2). Mixed powders
were put in a mixing vessel with stainless steel balls having a diameter
of 10 mm. The weight ratio of the mixed powder and ball is 10: 1. The
mixed powders was ball milled under the condition of 50 rpm for 12 h
in V shape type ball milling. After milling, the mixed powder was dried
in dry heater above 100oC. The mixed powder was sintered by spark
plasma sintering under the condition of 50 MPa of pressure at 1237K
for 0.6ks in holding time in vacuum (<10−2 Pa) in order to obtain the
composites. Finally, furnace was cooled to room temperature,
gradually.
Table 1 Chemical composition of SKD61 powder
SKD61[wt%]

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cu

0.51

1.09

0.06

0.008

0.007

0.03

Ni

Cr

Mo

V

Fe

0.03

4.63

1.03

1.06

Bal

Fig. 1 Relative density of TiB2/SKD61 composites estimated by
Archimedes law

Table 2 Chemical composition of TiB2 powder
TiB2[wt%]

B

C

Fe

O

N

Ti

31.78

0.49

0.05

0.35

0.29

Bal

Composite surface was polished by 10% nital solution in order to
observe the microstructure by optical microscopy. Relative density was
measured by Archimedes method. Furthermore, the microstructure was
analyzed by element mapping by EPMA (JEOL JXL 8900) in order to
clarify the distribution of the dispersed TiB2 in composite. The tensile
test was carried out at room temperature under the condition of 0.5
mm/min for crosshead speed. In order to investigate the fracture
mechanism, the fracture surface by tensile test was observed by SEM.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 show the relative density of the composites with various TiB2
contents. The relative density decreased as increasing the content of
TiB2 in composites. As increasing TiB2 content, the amount of TiB2 at
the grain boundary increase. This aggregated TiB2 inhibit the sintering
of the composite, because TiB2 particles cannot sinter at this
temperature.
Fig. 2 show the microstructure of the composites. The obvious
difference on microstructure was not observed for 4vol. % TiB2
/SKD61 composites and 8vol. % TiB2 /SKD61 composites. However,
by increasing the content of TiB2 to 20vol. %, many pore became to be
observed. Pores of about 200 µm are observed as shown Fig. 2 (c). It
seems that pores was introduced by drop of non-sintered aggregated
TiB2. From analysis of sintering curve, the sintering stopped at 92% in
relative density. In order to increase the sinterability of the 20vol. %
mechanical alloying processing used by planetary ball milling are
required for mixed powders of TiB2 and SKD61.1, 2

Fig. 2 Microstructure of 4vol. %, TiB2, 8vol. % and 20vol. %/SKD61
composite
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TiB2 contents. The improvement of elongation t is caused by the grain
boundary strengthening by boron element in TiB2.

Fig. 3 shows the thermal conductivity of 4vol.% TiB2/SKD61
composites (milling time 3h,6h,12h), 8vol.%TiB2/SKD61 composite,
and monolithic SKD61 block. The theoretical thermal conductivity of
4vol.% TiB2/SKD61 and 8vol.% TiB2/SKD61 composite material is
calculated by Maxwell-Eucken equation as λ = 26.4 W/m・K and 27.5
W/m・K. Thermal conductivity of 4vol.% TiB2/SKD61 composite
was lower than the experimental value of monolithic SKD61,
regardless of mixing time. It seems that some TiB2 react with Fe and C
in steel to form Fe2B and TiC 3. The thermal conductivities of Fe2B
and TiC are 16.7 W/m・K and 20.7 W/m・K4, respectively. The
thermal conductivity of the composites may decrease by this reaction.
Higher thermal conductivity of 8vol. % TiB2/SKD61 composite than
monolithic SKD61 alloy is caused by the unreacted TiB2. It seems that
TiB2 tend to aggregate as increasing TiB2 content, and many TiB2
remained without reaction. As thermal conductivity of TiB2 is 66.4
W/m・K, the thermal conductivity of 8vol.% TiB2/SKD61 composite
was improved.

Fig. 5 Fracture surface of 4vol. %TiB2/SKD61 composites observed by
SEM. Marks 001 and 002 is analysis point by EDS shown in Fig. 6

Fig. 3 Thermal conductivity of 4vol.% TiB2/SKD61 composites
(milling time 3h,6h,12h), 8vol.%TiB2/SKD61 composite, and
monolithic SKD61 block

Fig. 4 Stress-strain curves of SKD61 Block, 4vol. %TiB2/SKD61 and
8vol.%TiB2/SKD61 for tensile testing
Fig. 6 EDS Point analysis of 4vol. %TiB2/SKD61 composites in Fig.5,

Fig. 4 shows that stress-strain curves of SKD61 block,
4vol. %TiB2/SKD61 and 8vol. %TiB2/SKD61 for tensile testing. The
fracture strength of monolithic SKD61 block, 4vol. % TiB2/SKD61
and 8vol. % TiB2/SKD61 composites were 1275 MPa, 1113 MPa and
571 MPa, respectively. Compared to SKD61, the fracture strength of
the composites was lower than the monolithic SKD61 block, but the
elongation was improved. This tendency was enhance by increasing

which is obtained by EDS analysis
Fig. 5 shows that fracture surface of 4vol. %TiB2/SKD61 composites.
Some point in fracture surface was analyzed by EDS point analysis.,
which is shown in fig. 6. The analysis point was marked by 001 and
002 in Fig. 5. Fracture mode of the TiB2/SKD61 composite is mixture
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of interfacial brittle fracture and brittle fracture. On the other hand, as
fracture mode of SKD61 block is only brittle, fracture mode was
changed by adding TiB2. In EDS point analysis, there are two different
results was obtained. In point 001, strong Ti peak was observed. On the
other hand, in point 002, Ti peak was week, but Fe peak is strong. It
seems that degradation of fracture strength and improvement of
elongation of the composites is related TiB2 particles.

4. Conclusion
In order to develop a metal matrix composite with high strength and
high thermal conductivity, TiB2 particle dispersed SKD61 steel
composite material was prepared by spark plasma sintering. The
conclusions are as follows;
(1) By using spark plasma sintering, dense TiB2/SKD61
composite with 98% in relative density was obtained.
(2) The thermal conductivity of the 4vol. % TiB2/SKD61 composite
material was lower than that of monolithic SKD61 block under all
conditions examined in this study, but the thermal conductivity of 8vol. %
TiB2/SKD61 composite was improved. It seems that this is due to the
decomposition of TiB2. As increasing TiB2 content, TiB2 remained in
the composite and improve the thermal conductivity.
(3) As increasing TiB2 content, the fracture strength was decreased,
but the elongation was improved, which is related TiB2 particles
because strong Ti element peak was observed in fracture surface.
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In recent years, with the increase of power density and integration of semiconductors and LEDs, erroneous operation of
electronic devices due to the rise in temperature inside the semiconductor devices has become a problem. In order to prevent this
problem, the development of heat radiation material having the same thermal expansion and high thermal conductivity as
semiconductors is urgent matter. In this study, Graphite (Gr) dispersed Cupper (Cu) composite was developed by spark plasma
sintering. This composite was not able to improve heat conduction properties, but was able to suppress the thermal expansion,
which is caused by the no sintering of graphite particles. In order to improve the density, the improvement of the wettability by
adding Si element to Cu matrix was attempted. The wettability between Gr and Cu at1423K was improved from 157° to 120°.

1. Introduction

particle size and two types Gr with 900 μm and 50 μm in particle size
(900μm Gr and 50μm Gr, respectively). Powders were mixed by V-

In recent years, with increasing the power density and integration of
semiconductors and LEDs, the erroneous operation of electronic

shape type mixer under the conditions of a mixing time of 9 h and a
rotation number of 50 rpm. 4 vol. %. For 900μm Gr powders, 4 vol. %

devices due to the rise in temperature inside the semiconductor devices
has become a problem. As one of the main solutions for suppressing

was added to Cu powders. For 50μm Gr, 4 vol. %, 8 vol. % and 12 vol. %
was added to Cu powders. The mixed powder was sintered under a

the temperature rise of the electronic device due to this heat generation,
it is important to increase the heat dissipation of the semiconductor.

pressure of 50 MPa and a vacuum of 10-2 Pa by spark plasma sintering.
For the mixed powders with 4 vol.%, 8 vol.% Gr, the sintering

Therefore, we focused on the heat-sink, which improve cooling rate for
semi-conductor. Now, Cu-W and Cu-Mo alloy are used for heat sinks,

temperature and the retention time were 973 K and 0.6 ks, respectively.
For 12vol. % Gr addition, the sintering temperature and time was 1023

because these materials has good thermal conductivity and same
thermal expansion for semi-conductor devices such as Si and GaAs.

K and 0.9 ks. Four kinds of composite materials were prepared in this
study.

However, as W and Mo are rare metals and the production regions for
these metals are limited, they are expensive and there is also a problem

2.2 Microstructure observation

in supply stability.(1) In this study, we focused on graphite (Gr) which
has high cost performance low thermal expansion and excellent

The density of the composite was measured by Archimedes method.
The surface of the composite was buffed with diamond slurry and

thermal conductivity, and copper (Cu) has a high thermal conductivity
among metals. Therefore, the combination of Gr and Cu develops high

observed by an optical microscope without corrosion. Observation and
element mapping of Cu and Gr were carried out by EPMA (JEOL JXL

performance composites with high thermal conductivity and same
thermal expansion. We tried to develop the suitable composites for heat

8900).

sink.

2.3 Evaluation of thermal characteristics
Thermal conductivity of the composites was measured by a fully
automatic laser flash apparatus (ULVAC Riko Co., Ltd. TC - 7000).

2. Experimental Procedure

The coefficient of thermal expansion was measured by strain gauge
method. The measuring sample was heated from room temperature to

2.1 Preparation of composites by spark plasma sintering

80 ° C. Soda-lime glass (CTE = 9.2 × 10−6 /K) was used as a reference
material.

As-received materials are Cu powders with 180 μm in average
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2.4 Wettability of Cu - Si alloy and graphite

3.2 Microstructure observation

Cu - Si alloy was prepared in order to improve the wettability between
Gr and Cu. Si addition to Cu is expected to improve the wettability.
After Cu and Si blocks were weighed to a mass ratio of 97: 3 and 95:
5, the metals inserted in an alumina crucible heated to 1423 K in a
silicone furnace, and then held for 5 h in order to obtain the alloy. The
alloy formed to a diameter of 3 mm or less, a length of 4 to 8 mm, and
0.111 cm3 in order to estimate the wettability. In order to estimate the
wettability, (002) plane oriented graphite sheet was set in Ar flow in
chamber for the estimation of the wettability, then heat to1473 K.
Thereafter, the alloy was dropped onto the substrate, and then was
photographed with a video camera.

Fig.2 shows microstructure of the composites observed by optical
microscopy. No pores were found in the Cu matrix for all four
composites in this figure. In order to investigate the existence of pores,
SEM observation and EPMA mapping for Cu and C was carried out.
Fig. 3 shows SEM image and EPMA mapping for Cu and C elements
of Cu / 12vol. % Gr composite. No gap was observed between Cu and
Gr. It seems that low relative density is caused by no-densified graphite.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Density and sintering behavior
The theoretical density of Cu / Gr composite material was determined
by the rule of mixture. The theoretical density of the composite was
8.69× 103 kg / 𝑚𝑚3 , 8.42 × 103 kg / 𝑚𝑚3 and 8.16 × 103 kg / 𝑚𝑚3 for 4
vol.% Gr, 8 vol. % Gr and 12vol.% Gr / Cu composites, respectively.
The relative density of the composite material is listed in Table 1. Even
the grain size of Gr differs, if Gr addition is same, the relative density
was almost same. But with increasing the addition of Gr, the relative
density decreased. At 12vol. % Gr, the relative density decreased to
96.4 %, even though the sintering temperature increased 50K from
973K, which was the lowest relative density among the composites
prepared in this study. Fig.1 shows the sintering curve of Cu / 12vol. %
Gr composites. Sintering does not proceed at a relative density of
96.4%. It seems that probability of Gr contact increased as increasing
contents. As Gr particles do not sinter each other, it seems that the
relative density decreased with increasing Gr addition.

Fig. 2 Microstructure of Cu/Gr composites observed by optical
microscope. (a) Cu/4vol.%Gr (Gr particle size 900μm), (b)
Cu/4vol.%Gr (Gr particle size 50 μm), (c)Cu/8vol.%Gr (Gr particle
size 50 μm) and (d) Cu/12vol.%Gr (Gr particle size 50 μm)

SEM

Table 1 Relative density of Cu/Gr composites
Cu/Gr Composites

Relative density/ %

Cu/4vol.%Gr (Gr: particle size 900μm)
Cu/4vol.%Gr (Gr: particle size 50μm)

98.1
98.0

Cu/8vol.%Gr (Gr: particle size 50μm)
Cu/12vol.%Gr (Gr: particle size 50μm)

96.5
96.4

Fig. 3 EPMA mapping and SEM images of Cu/12vol. % Gr composite

3.3 Thermal properties
Fig.4 shows the thermal conductivity of the composites. The
experimental results of all composites except Cu / 12 vol. % Gr
composites was lower than the theoretical values, which was obtained
by Equation 1. (3) It is caused by the gaps in no sintered Gr particles.
Fig.5 shows the coefficient of thermal expansion. The coefficient of
thermal expansion was decreased as increasing the content of Gr. There
was a big difference between the theoretical value and the experimental
results. It seems that the decrease of thermal expansion is caused by the
gap generated during sintering.

Fig. 1 Sintering curve of Cu/12vol. % Gr composites, which shows the
relationship between relative density and keeping time for sintering
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Fig. 6 Contact angle of Cu-Si alloy after dropping as a function of
time

Cu/3wt%Si
Fig. 4 Thermal conductivity of Cu/Gr composite

Cu/5wt%Si
Fig. 5 Coefficient of thermal expansion of Cu/Gr composite

3.4 Wettability of Cu - Si alloy and graphite
The effect of the addition of Si element to Cu on the wettability was
investigated in order to obtain dense composites with high performance.
Fig. 6 shows the contact angle of pure Cu, Cu-3wt. % Si alloy and Cu5wt. % Si alloy on Gr sheet at 1473K as a function of keeping time.
The contact angle of pure Cu on Gr was 157° and was constant for
keeping time. By adding Si element, the contact angle improves to 120°.
But there was no difference between Cu-3wt. % Si alloy and Cu-5wt. %
Si alloy for contact angle. Fig. 7 shows EPMA mapping around the
interface between Gr sheet and Cu-5wt. % Si alloy. As Si and Gr was
observed in same position in element mapping, thin SiC interlayer
generated at the interface. The degradation of the contact angle is
caused by the formation of SiC by chemical reaction. Consequently, Si

Fig. 7 EPMA mapping of the interface between Cu-5wt. % Si alloy
and graphite sheet

addition to Cu is effective for the preparation of the composites.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, in order to obtain the high performance heat-sink
materials used for semi-conductor and electrical devices, the
composites with Gr and Cu was developed by using spark plasma
sintering.
As increasing Gr content in composites, the relative density decreased,
however not depend on the size of Gr particles. Low relative density of
is caused by the gaps in no sintered Gr particles in composites.
The composites shows lower thermal conductivity and the coefficient
of the thermal expansion compared with monolithic alloy, which is
caused by the low relative density and pores in composites.
In order to improve the density, the improvement of the wettability by
adding Si element to Cu matrix was attempted. The wettability between
Gr and Cu at1423K was improved from 157° to 120°.
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In order to evaluate spatial distribution of second phase particles in composites, gravity centers (GCs) of them have to be extracted
from microscopic images accurately and automatically. We investigated whether particles in Al-SiC particle-dispersed composites
could be automatically detected by using machine learning technique. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features was used
as a feature extraction method, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) was used to create the classifier from the obtained feature
quantities. The detection rate and the false detection rate were defined to evaluate the accuracy of the detection. The detection
rate was defined as the ratio of detected particles to all particles, and the false detection rate was defined as the ratio of erroneous
detection points to all detection points. The detection rate was 74.0% at a maximum, and the false detection rate was 9.8% at a
minimum.

processing techniques such as smoothing, thresholding, morphology

NOMENCLATURE

transformation and contours extraction were combined to extract the
GCs. However, the manual modification is necessary to extract the

Rd = detection rate
Rf = false detection rate
Nd = number of detected particles
Nn = number of not-detected particles
Nt = number of true detection points
Nf = number of false detection points
C = optimization parameter of Support Vector Machine

GCs accurately. In this study, machine learning technique was applied
to recognize the GCs of second phase in Al-SiC particle-dispersed
composites.

2. Procedure
2.1 Particle detection with machine learning technique

1. Introduction

Positive images and negative images were extracted from SEM
images of Al-SiC particle-dispersed composites. Number of positive

The quantitative method have been suggested to evaluate the spatial

images were 300. Number of negative images were 1000, and SiC

distribution of second phase particles using the relative frequency
distributions of 2-dimensional local number (LN2D and LN2DR).1, 2

particles was not included in the negative images. Support Vector

We have also developed a software which can measure LN2D and

Machine (SVM)3 implemented in OpenCV were used for the particle

LN2DR automatically from the images of the optical microscope (OM)

detection. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)4 were utilized to

and the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The number of gravity

train the SVM.

centers (CGs) of second phase particles in the measuring circle, was

2.2 Sample preparation

defines as LN2D and LN2DR. In order to measure LN2D and LN2DR,
GCs of second phase particles have to be extracted from OM and SEM

Al-10vol.%SiC particle-dispersed composites were prepared by using

images accurately and automatically. At the present state, image

powder metallurgical processes. The mean size of Al powder particles
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(99.9% purity) was 3 and 30 µm, and that of the SiC powder particles
(99.0% purity) was 30 µm. Mixed powder at the volume ratio of 9 : 1

and recognized as the true detection point. On the other hand, if the

(SiC 10 vol%) was blended by v-type mixer at 50 rpm for 3 h in ethanol.
The sample was consolidated by spark plasma sintering (SPS) at 50

was filled by red and recognized as the false detection point. The false

detection point was not located inside the rectangle, the detection point
detection rate, Rf, was estimated by

MPa with sintering temperature 530 ° C and holding time 600 s. Fig. 1
shows the composition image acquired by SEM. The sample made of

R f = N t (N t + N f )× 100 .

Al particles of 30 μm is shown in Fig. 1(a), and SiC particles are
distributed homogeneously. Because the size of Al and SiC powder was

(2)

(a)

close, the homogeneous particle distribution was achieved. The sample
made of Al particles of 3 μm is shown in Fig. 1(b). Because fine SiC
particles which were crashed in the blending process got stuck into fine
Al particles, the inhomogeneous particle distribution was achieved.

(a)
(b)

100μm

(b)
Fig. 2 The schematics for estimating (a) the detection rate and (b) the
false detection rate. Particles bounded by the green rectangle represents
the detected particles and particles bounded by the red rectangle
represents the not-detected particles in (a). Green points and red points
represents the true detection points and the false detection points,
respectively, in (b)

100μm

(a)

Fig. 1 The scanning electron micrograph of composites reinforced with
10vol.%SiC particles: (a) the sample made of 30µm Al particles, (b)
the sample made of 3µm Al particles

3. Results and Discussion

(b)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of particle detection, the detection
rate and the false detection rate were defined. Fig. 2(a) shows the
schematic for estimating the detection rate. The filled circle (Cyan)
represents the detection points and particles are bounded by rectangles.
If the detection point was located inside the rectangle, the particle was
bounded by the green rectangle and recognized as the detected particles.
On the other hand, if there was no detection point inside the rectangle,
the particle was bounded by the red rectangle and recognized as the
not-detected particle. The detection rate, Rd, was estimated by

Rd = N d (N d + N n )×100 .

Fig. 3 The particle detection result when the parameter C was 1.3.
(a) the sample made of 30µm Al particles, (b) the sample made of 3µm
Al particles

(1)

Fig.2 (b) shows the schematic for estimating the false detection rate.

Fig. 3(a) shows the detection result with the sample made of Al
particles of 30 μm. The detected particle is surrounded by the blue
rectangles. The parameter C determined the SVM optimization how

The particles are bounded by the cyan rectangle. If the detection point
was located inside the rectangle, the detection point was filled by green
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much one want to avoid misclassifying. For large values of C, the
misclassifying is difficult to cause. Conversely, small value of C will
cause the misclassifying. When C was 1.3, the detection rate was
maximum and 74.0%. At the same time, the false detection rate was
9.8%.
Fig. 3(b) shows the detection result with the sample made of Al
particles of 3 μm. When C was 1.3, the detection rate was maximum
and 72.4%. At the same time, the false detection rate was 10.3%.
Because the microstructure of the sample made of Al particles of 3 μm
was complex, the detection rate and the false detection rate was poor
as compared with the sample made of Al particles of 30 μm.

4. Summary
We investigated whether particles in Al-SiC composites can be
automatically detected by using machine learning technique.
HOG features were used as a feature extraction method, and
SVM was used to create the classifier from the obtained feature
quantities. The detection rate was defined as the ratio of
detected particles to all particles, and the false detection rate
was defined as the ratio of erroneous detection points to all
detection points. The detection rate was 74.0% at a maximum,
and the false detection rate was 9.8% at a minimum.
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This paper proposed a simplified process to immoblized enzymes onto carbon cloth electrodes and increase the bio-fuel cell
functionality. The polyethyleneimine (PEI) was sued to modify carbon cloth electrode for reducing processing time and
increasing self-pumping glucose oxidase (GOx) fuel cell electricity. PEI is usually used in gene transfection of biochemical
engineering utilized as GOx support to enhance the enzyme immobilization, it is a good candidate to increase redox current for
enzymatic fuel cells (EFCs). PEI and GOx had been successfully immobilized on carbon cloth electrode through FT-IR
analysis, then UV / Vis spectrophotometer was used to investigate the best concentration of PEI support. The PEI was proved
to be the support that improved redox current by cyclic voltammetry analysis. The results show that PEI/GOx electrode has
excellent hydrophilicity on the surface of PEI/GOx electrode by a contact angle measurement. In the results of optical and
electrochemical analysis, PEI/GOx has been successfully immobilized on carbon cloth electrode. According to the
experimental analysis for self-pumping fluid enzymatic fuel cell showing a power output 0.609mW/cm2(126.9mW/cm3) was
achieved. In this study, the PEI contributes to shorten the process a few hours to 5-10 minutes and enhance the GOx fuel cell
performance.

1. Introduction

enzymatic cells, such as long-term stability and fuel efficiency, the
power densities associated with such devices are typically much lower
owing to resistance to mass transfer across cell membranes. Thus,
microbial fuel cells are expected to find limited application in small
scale electronic devices. However, enzymatic biofuel cells typically
demonstrate reduced stability due to the limited lifetime of
extracellular enzymes, and are typically unable to fully oxidize fuels,
and they allow for substantial concentration of catalysts and removal
of mass transfer barriers and provide higher current and power
densities, used in communication devices, medical implants, remote
sensors and low-power electrical devices.1
Over the last decade, enzyme immobilization has become more
important in industry, and these techniques include methods varying
from physical adsorption, covalent binding, physical entrapping and
cross-linking.2, 3, 4 In 2012, Huang proposed a new protocol for
efficient immobilization of a glycoprotein enzyme based on the
interaction of the 1, 2- or 1, 3-diols in the glycoprotein with a boronic
acid functionalized monomer.5 In 2011, Shim proposed a new
fabrication method of bio-anode used for an enzymatic biofuel cell. It
increased the stability and enhances the performance of enzymatic
biofuel cell through the covalent co-immobilization of enzyme and
electron transfer mediator.6 In 1999, Anderson et al, the effect of
polyethyleneimine (PEI), a cationic polymer, on protein stability was
investigated. Shelf stability of lactate dehydrogenase, stored as an
aqueous solution, at 36°C was distinctly improved in the presence of

With the time progress, science and technology are reformed rapidly.
Raw materials are the fundamental source of human civilization, but
now people face other energy depletion and environmental pollution
problems. To protect the nature for sustainable continuity, a variety of
regeneration, durability, green energy technology development has
become a trend. Fuel cell using the chemical system to convert
chemical energy into electrical energy. The proton exchange
membrane and methanol fuel cells are new generations of the
mainstream green energy power systems, which have a high
conversion efficiency. However, the catalysts of fuel cell are generally
platinum and other precious metals, so the manufacturing cost is also
increased. Another type of fuel cell is biofuel cell derived from the
chemical reactivity operation of a biofuel reaction. Biofuel cells have
traditionally been classified according to whether the catalytic
enzymes were located inside or outside of living cells. If living cells
are involved, the system is considered as microbion, and if not it is
considered as enzyme. Microbial fuel cell, which uses glucose as fuel
generates electrical power by oxidation reaction that produces
hydrogen protons and electrons through enzymes inside its
microorganisms. The proton is delivered from anode to cathode by
proton exchange membrane; the electron is transmitted through the
external circuit.
Although microbial fuel cells possess unique features unmatched by
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0.01-1% (w/v) polymer (except at pH 5.0).7 PEI also prevented
aggregation of the protein during long-term storage. Stabilizing
effect was also observed for other proteins including alcohol
dehydrogenase, β-galactosidase and trypsin.7
The PEI to modify carbon cloth electrode for reducing processing
time and increasing self-pumping glucose oxidase fuel cell electricity
was studied. Cyclic voltammetry curves are measured to determine
electron transfer rate constant, while FTIR measurement is carried out
to inspect whether PEI and GOx are properly incorporated onto
carbon cloth. The electrode surface is observed using SEM. As for
EFCs, its polarization curves are measured to gain the maximum
power density.

2.3 Electrochemical analysis
The working electrode is a test piece which was measured, and the
function of reference electrode was to measure the potential of the test
piece in the current environment. Pt wire was used as a counter
electrode, and Ag/AgCl was used for a reference electrode. The
function of auxiliary electrode supports current to turn and keep
electrically neutral by forming a loop with test piece. Throughout the
experiment, the magnitude of output of current and voltage was
controlled by potentiostat.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 FTIR analysis
The molecular structure of PEI had N-H (3272 cm-1)、C-H(2940
cm-1-2830 cm-1)、N-H(1576 cm-1)、C-H(1465 cm-1) and CN(1350-1000 cm-1) etc. After comparing the FT-IR analysis results
and the literatures about PEI functional group, we found PEI spectral
waveform structure was similar to the literatures, and the analysis
results showed us that PEI was immobilized on the carbon cloth
electrode, as shown in Figure 2.
The main absorption peak of GOx appearing was in the 1400-1800
cm-1which is caused by the NH2 (1644 cm-1) and NH (1541 cm-1)
bending vibration. As shown inFig.3(a) The curve was the spectrum
of GOx, (b)The carbon electrode spectra of PEI immobilized on
carbon cloth, (c)The enzyme immobilized on the carbon cloth
electrode of PEI. The characteristic peaks of GOx were on the
enzyme electrode, and we could distinguish the enzyme were
successfully immobilized on the carbon cloth.

2. Experiments
2.1 Preparation of enzyme electrode
PEI w a s p u t on carbon cloth as enzyme carrier to modify
electrode and then the enzyme was immobilized on the carrier.
This study used 3 × 3 cm2 of carbon cloth as the immobilization
substrate. The immobilization process is divided into two parts.
First is the immobilization on PEI. PEI was adsorbed onto carbon
cloth by adding 3×3 cm2 of carbon cloth into PEI solution (4wt%),
and thoroughly mixed. The carbon cloth dried for 5-10 minutes.
Second, prepared phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (pH 6, 50 mM).
The 0.039 g of GOx was added into PBS(pH 6, 50 mM), and stirred to
dissolved completely, and then added 4 mg/ml of EDC (N-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide) shaking for 1 hour,
making the enzyme activation, follow by addition 2.4 mg/ml of NHS
(N-hydroxysuccinimide). Shaking for one hour, the purpose of the
step was to make enzyme into a stable state to avoid reduction. Finally,
put PEI/carbon cloth into solution, shaking for 50 minutes, and
complete GOx / PEI / carbon cloth enzyme electrode production.

2.2 Self-pumping glucose oxidase fuel cells

The f uel cell structure design included end plates, cathode and
anode micro-fluidic flow channel plate, PTFE hydrophobic membrane,
rubber gasket, PDMS gasket, Nafion 117 proton exchange membrane,
cathode carbon cloth, enzyme electrode, as shown in Figure 1. The
elements are stacked in layers and then combined by means of screw
locks. Fuel was driven into the fuel cell by a capillary force without
any extra pump.

Fig. 2 The FTIR analysis of monomer and carbon cloth immobilized;
(a) PEI, (b) PEI/carbon cloth

Fig. 3 The FTIR analysis of electrode of carbon cloth immobilized; (a)
GOx, (b) PEI/carbon cloth, (c) GOx/PEI/carbon cloth

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the self-pumping glucose oxidase fuel
cells
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electrode had a higher biocompatibility, maintain the enzyme
activity so it had a better redox reaction, as shown in Figure 6.

3.2 Electrode contact angle measurement
Because of the carbon cloth as a gas diffusion layer, there was
hydrophobic property. The contact angle of carbon cloth before
modification was 124.5° which is hydrophobic material, as shown in
Figure 4 (a). In this study, the liquid was driven by a capillary
phenomenon, and was transferred to the surface of the carbon cloth
for reaction, so the surface must be hydrophilic. Due to PEI
modifying carbon cloth, the carbon cloth absorbed liquid had no
contact angle, so the definition of the contact angle was 0 °, as shown
in Figure 4(b).

3.5 SEM surface observation
SEM observation was used to observe the enzyme electrode
surface. Before the carbon cloth electrode modification, the
electrode surface was rough and had longitudinal fiber morphology,
as shown in Figure 7(a) and (b). The modified enzyme carbon cloth
electrode with PEI, which had smooth surface, as shown in Figure 8
(a) and (b). That showed that the PEI carrier had been successfully
covered carbon cloth fiber.

Fig. 4 The contact angle measurement of carbon cloth electrode
surface; (a) before modification, (b) after modification

3.3 UV / Vis spectrophotometer
In this study, PEI/carbon cloth with different PEI concentration was
added to the enzyme solution to remove the enzyme, and we
measured the remaining GOx protein concentration in each tube. If
the tube absorption value was lower, it means PEI / carbon cloth
adsorbed more of enzyme. After immobilized at 4wt% PEI/carbon
cloth, the lowest absorbance was 0.16 at the wavelength of 595 nm. It
means PEI / carbon cloth electrode adsorbed more enzymes in 4 wt%
PEI, as shown in Figure 5. Excessive PEI concentration may block
the carbon cloth cause the lower specific surface area. Making the
volume of mechanical properties not enough to affect the enzyme
adsorption rate.

Fig. 6 Cyclic voltammetry of GOx/PEI/carbon cloth and GOx /carbon
cloth

Fig.7 SEM micrographs of unmodified electrode surface；(a) carbon
cloth(magnification x 1k), (b) magnified carbon fiber (magnification
x 4k)

Fig. 8 SEM micrographs of modified electrode surface; (a)
GOx/PEI/carbon cloth (magnification x 1k), (b) magnified
GOx/PEI/carbon fiber (magnification x 4k)

Fig. 5 Analysis of enzyme adsorbed in different PEI concentration

3.4 Electrochemical analysis
3.6 Fuel cell test analysis

In cyclic voltammetry measurement, the scan rate was 0.1
V/s. Enzyme electrodes with PEI were compared with enzyme
electrodes without PEI and the analysis results showed the
former had a higher value of cyclic voltammetry and the
overall reaction area was larger. Its redox current peak was
maximum. That showed us addition of PEI substrate enzyme

To realize the effect of the PEI/GOx as cell on the EFC
performance, their polarization curves were measured, and the
results are shown in Figure 9. The maximum power density was
0.609 mW/cm2 and optimum volume power density was 126.9
mW/cm3, as shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Polarization curves of EFCs adopt the PEI/GOx as an
enzymatic anodic catalyst and potassium hexacyanoferrate III as a
cathodic catalyst; (a) area power density, and (b) volume power
density

4. Conclusions
The PEI/GOx carbon cloth electrode was used to self-pumping
glucose oxidase fuel cells. Liquid fuel was driven into the fuel cell by
a capillary force without any extra pump. The results show that
PEI/GOx electrode has excellent hydrophilicity on the PEI/GOx
electrode surface by contact angle measurement. In the results of
optical and electrochemical analysis, PEI / GOx has been successfully
immobilized on carbon cloth electrode. According to the experimental
analysis for self-pumping fluid enzymatic fuel cell showing the
maximum power output 0.609 mW/cm2(126.9 mW/cm3) was
achieved. In this study, The PEI contributes to shorten the process a
few hours to within 10 minutes, and enhance the EFC performance.
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A new process, based on an infiltration and reaction method, is proposed to fabricate an intermetallic compounds particles
reinforced metal matrix composite. This study investigates the optimum conditions for fine intermetallic compound dispersion
inside the metal matrix by using the different nickel porous, which has with micro-pore and without-micro pore on surface of
nickel porous; nickel porous with a specific surface areas of > 5800 m2/m3 was used. Intermetallic compounds particles
reinforced metal matrix composite was fabricated the conditions of reaction times 300 s, molten alloy temperature of 973 K
and applied pressure of 0.1 MPa. The counts, and aspect ratio of the intermetallic compounds inside matrix are investigated.
Finally, hardness and three-point bending strength of intermetallic compounds reinforced matrix composites are investigated

powder metallurgy and vortex addition technique. However, there is a
disadvantage that dispersion control is difficult and cost is increased
and development of a simple manufacturing process is needed to
expand an application of MMCs. Therefore, a new simple process
based on an infiltration and reaction method, is proposed to fabricate
an intermetallic compounds particles reinforced metal matrix
composite. We conducted a study using based on an infiltration and
reaction method. According to previous research, Ni porous having a
high specific surface area is necessary for dispersing fine Al3Ni,
intermetallic compound inside the matrix.5 This study investigates
the reactive behaviour of intermetallic compounds by using the nickel
porous of different high specific surface area, which has with micro-pore
and without-micro pore on surface of nickel porous. And mechanical
properties of intermetallic compounds reinforced aluminum alloy based
composites was evaluated.

1. Introduction
Recently, the conversion to aluminum alloy from cast iron materials
has been increasing for weight reduction of automobile. Therefore,
advanced characteristic of abrasion resistance, rigidity and high
temperature strength of the aluminum alloy are demanded.1 Metal
matrix composites (MMCs) which are strengthened with ceramic
particles dispersed aluminum based composite are developed. It is
applied in practical for brake disk and piston in automobile parts in the
industrial field.2 Conventionally, ceramic materials such as alumina
(Al2O3) and silicon carbide (SiC) which are excellent in rigidity have
been used as reinforced materials for particle dispersion reinforced
aluminum-based composites. However, most of such ceramic materials
have poor wettability with metal. For this reason, Interface strength
with ceramics and metal is weak.3 Therefore, the development of
intermetallic compound reinforced aluminum based composite has
proceeded. A reaction of generating and dispersing Al3Ni which is an
intermetallic compound of Al-Ni in an aluminum alloy is utilized
Excellent physical properties such as high phase stability and light
weight, intermetallic compounds (Al3Ni) are excellent in corrosion
resistance, oxidation resistance, chemical properties such as excellent
wear resistance and structural stability. Also, nickel has good
wettability with aluminum.4 From the particle generation process,
there are few inclusions such as oxides at the interface between the base
material and the reinforcement phase, and an interface with high
cleanliness is expected conventional manufacturing methods include

2. Experimental procedure
A366 alloy was used as a matrix. A366 alloy was used for pistons,
pulleys, bearings of automobile engines. The preform was used two
types porous nickel with specific surface areas, over 5800 m2/m3
(Toyama Sumitomo Electric Co., Ltd.) as reinforcement. Fig. 1 shows
scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of nickel porous. Two
types nickel porous has the same volume fraction and cell size. Fig.1
(a) is nickel porous without micro-pore on the surface (b) is an enlarged
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view of surface of (a). Fig.1 (c) is nickel porous with micro-pore on the
surface, (d) is an enlarged view of (c). A lot of micro-pore of less than
5μm size was observed on the nickel porous surface. Nickel
porous without micro-pore on the surface and with micro-pore on the
surface was used in the experiment to examine the reactive behaviour
of the intermetallic compound. Infiltration and reaction method was
used to fabricate the intermetallic compound reinforced aluminium
composites (IMC). Fig. 2 shows experimental conditions of infiltration
and reaction method by constant-applied pressure and multi-applied
pressure. The temperature of molten aluminium alloy and constant
applied pressure were 973K and 0.1MPa. Reaction time was fixed by
300s. In order to reduce defects in IMC, multi-applied (+0.2MPa) was
applied after the end of the reaction time. Microstructures of the IMC
were observed using an optical microscope (OM) and a scanning
electron microscope (SEM). Counts and aspect ratio (ratio of length
and width) of intermetallic compounds inside matrix were measured
from picture analysis using the image pro-plus software (version
4.5.1.28). The area analysis of each composite was conducted over an
area 480 mm2. Flexural strength was carried out using three-point bending tests. Specimen configuration and the testing condition were as
specified in ASTM C 1341. The shape of the specimen was 3w×1t×26l
(mm). The support span was 16 mm. The cross-head speed was 0.05
mm/min. Hardness was carried out 10 times using Rockwell hardness
on A scale.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Reaction mechanism and microstructures
Fig.3 (a) shows the microstructures of IMC using the Ni porous of no
micro-pore under constant applied pressure and Fig.3 (b) shows
diagram of delamination process from nickel porous surface without
micro-pore on the surface. When aluminum in the molten metal is
infiltrated into the inside of the nickel porous cell, a reaction occurs
from the contact interface between aluminum and the nickel porous,
and an Al3Ni phase is generated. Further, on the Al3Ni phase side,
irregularities are generated on the surface, and Al3Ni becomes fine
particle shape and is peeled and dispersed in the aluminum alloy. As a
factor of this delamination, thermal volume expansion due to the
difference in density between Ni, Al3Ni2, and Al3Ni is considered to
be caused. The density of the above materials was 8.9, 4.8 and 4.0
g/cm3, respectively, and it is considered that the Al3Ni phase was
delaminated and dispersed to the aluminum alloy as the based material
from the Al3Ni phase due to the stress accompanying the volume
expansion. Since the surface of the nickel porous is flat, intermetallic
compounds was delaminated consistently to one direction. Therefore,
fine particles are dispersed. Fig.3 (c) shows the microstructures of IMC
using the nickel porous with micro-pore under constant applied
pressure. Intermetallic compounds were not distributed as compared
with the IMC by using no micro-pore nickel porous. Fig. 3(d) shows
diagram of delamination process from nickel porous surface with
micro-pore on the surface. Since the surface of the nickel porous is
bumpy, infiltrated aluminum was contacted to various nickel porous
surface. The intermetallic compounds is delaminated in the various
directions. The intermetallic compounds can't disperse and is collected.
Fig. 4 (a) shows the microstructures of IMC using the nickel porous of
no micro-pore under multi-applied pressure and (b) shows the
microstructures of IMC using nickel porous of micro-pore under multi
-applied pressure. The dark gray is aluminum alloy as the base material,
the light gray is Al3Ni, intermetallic compounds in Fig.4 (a) and (b). A
lot of defects were observed by the IMC fabricated under the constant
pressure (0.1MPa), but a defect was decreased by the IMC fabricated
under the multi-pressure (0.1+0.2MPa).

Fig. 1 SEM images of Ni porous (specific surface area, over 5800
m2/m3) without micro-pore on surface (a), (b) is an enlarged view and
with micro-pore on surface (c), (d) is an enlarged view

Fig. 3 Microstructures and diagram of delamination process from nickel
porous surface: using micro-pore on the surface (a), (b) and using
micro-pore on the surface (c), (d)

Fig. 2 Experimental conditions of infiltration and reaction method by
constant-applied and multi-applied pressure
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Fig. 4 Microstructures of IMC using no micro-pore nickel porous by
constant-pressure (a) and IMC using micro-pore nickel porous by
multi- applied pressure (b)
Fig. 5 Aspect ratio (length/width) and counts of Al3Ni, nickel porous
without micro-pore on surface, and with micro-pore on surface

3.2 Analysis of Al3Ni, intermetallic compounds
Fig. 5 shows the results of aspect ratio (ratio of length and width) (a)
and counts (b) of intermetallic compound inside the matrix for different

3.3 Hardness and Flexural strength

nickel porous no micro-pore on surface applied multi-pressure and

Fig. 6 shows the results of Rockwell hardness of matrix and IMC by

nickel porous with micro-pore on surface. Fig.5 (a) shows the results

multi-applied pressure using no micro-pore of nickel porous and using

of aspect ratio (length/width ratio) of Al3Ni, intermetallic compounds.

micro-pore of nickel porous. Rockwell hardness of the IMC using no

When using nickel porous no micro-pore on the surface, the

micro-pore on the surface was 35.1 HRA, and the IMC using nickel

intermetallic compound which has the aspect ratio of 1is 95.7% in the

porous with micro-pore on the surface was 23.8 HRA. Hardness of

measured intermetallic compounds. On the other hand, when using

IMC increased 95% and 40% respectively compared to the base

nickel porous with micro-pore on the surface, the intermetallic

material. Rockwell hardness of IMC using no micro-pore of nickel

compound which has the aspect ratio of 1 is 88.2%. Intermetallic

porous is 30% higher than that of IMC using micro-pore of nickel

compounds particles agglomerate together to form larger clusters in fig.

porous; these are because of the higher counts and fine intermetallic

4 (b). IMC using no micro-pore of nickel porous has low aspect ratio

compounds inside the matrix.

when compared to the IMC using micro-pore of nickel porous. On the

Fig.7 shows flexural strength of IMC by multi-applied pressure. The

other hand, counts of the intermetallic compounds of each composite

flexural strength of IMC using nickel porous without micro-pore is

were determined for an area of 480 mm2 in fig.5 (b). Counts of

239.5 MPa, higher than that observed for nickel porous with micro-

intermetallic compound particles using no micro-pore nickel porous is

pore; this is because of the higher counts, fine and distribution without

remarkably increasing when compared to the using micro-pore nickel

micro-pore with micro-pore on the surface on the surface uniformly of

porous. It is means that fine intermetallic compound of IMC using no

intermetallic compounds inside the matrix. Fig.8 (a) shows fracture

micro-pore of nickel porous are dispersed.

surface and specimen surface of IMC using no micro- pore of nickel
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porous. Crack was propagation to the inter destruction of intermetallic
compounds. And brittle fracture inside the matrix was observed by
small sized intermetallic compounds. However, large sized brittle
fracture inside the matrix was observed also. Fig.8 (b) shows fracture
surface and specimen surface of IMC using micro-pore of nickel
porous. Fracture surface was observed many defects inside composite.
And fracture along the frame of porous nickel was observed because
of larger clusters of intermetallic compounds. And brittle fracture
inside the matrix was observed by large sized intermetallic compounds.
When the using micro-pore of nickel porous, more large sized brittle
fracture was observed inside the matrix as compared to the using no
micro-pore nickel porous. This is the cause for the decrease in flexural
strength,

Fig. 8 Microstructures of broken-out section Al3Nip/A366 alloy
composite by multi applied pressure, nickel porous (specific surface
area, over 5800 m2/m3) without micro-pore on surface is (a), (c), and
with micro-pore on surface is (b), (d)

4. Conclusions
Fig. 6 Rockwell hardness of matrix (a) and IMC by multi-applied

Intermetallic compound reinforced composites was manufacturing by

pressure using no micro-pore of nickel porous (b) and using micro-pore

infiltration and reaction method. It was investigated the reactive

of nickel porous (c)

behaviour of intermetallic compounds by using the nickel porous of
different high specific surface area, which has with micro-pore and

280

without-micro pore on surface of nickel porous. And mechanical

260

properties was evaluated. The significant results are below.

240

The fine Al3Ni intermetallic compound was uniformly dispersed in the

220

matrix when the reaction time was 300 s (applied pressure of 0.1＋0.2

200

MPa, temperature of molten alloy, 973 K), using Ni porous without
micro-pore on surface. However, intermetallic compounds particles of

180

IMC using micro-pore of nickel porous agglomerate together to form

160

larger clusters. Counts of intermetallic compound particles using no

140

micro-pore nickel porous is remarkably increasing when compared to

120

the using micro-pore nickel porous. Rockwell hardness of IMC using

100

no micro-pore of nickel porous is 30% higher than that of IMC using
without micro-pore
on the surface

micro-pore of nickel porous; these are because of the higher counts and

with micro-pore
on the surface

fine intermetallic compounds inside the matrix. Flexural strength of

Fig. 7 Flexural strength of Al3Nip/A366 alloy composites by multi

IMC using nickel porous without micro-pore is 239.5 MPa, higher than

applied pressure

that observed for nickel porous with micro-pore.
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Abstract Sand mould milling is a new process of production mould with high efficient and low consumption. In this
paper, the mould milling precisions are studied and optimized based on the orthogonal test. Firstly, the orthogonal tests
of milling mould are designed by four factors and four levels. The milling precisions are measured through the diameters of sand
cylinder milled by the sand mould machining center CAMTC-SMM1000. According to the measured results, the milling
precision model is build by multivariate linear regression, in which the precision is in the power exponential relation to four
process parameters: spindle feeding depth, spindle turning speed, spindle feeding speed, milling feeding. The influences of
process parameters on milling precision are discussed by poor analysis. Finally, the processing technique is optimized to
improve the precision of milling sand mould.

paper builds the milling precision model by multivariate linear
regression method according to the results of orthogonal milling
experiments. After that optimal process parameters are obtained.

NOMENCLATURE

R′ =diameter of the milled sample
R = designed diameter 100 mm
δ = relative error

2. Experiments
2.1 Experiment conditions
(1) Processing equipment: Digital precision forming machine
without pattern casting (CAMTC-SMM1000) shown in Fig. 1. The
machine precision is 0.1mm.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of NC technology, the mould rapid
manufacturing technology based on the principle of removal
machining has been used widely for the traditional casting
technology. It provides a new way of green manufacturing and rapid
manufacturing for the traditional foundry industry and creates a
fundamental change in cast especially in mould manufacturing1.
Direct Mould Milling (DMM)2 is suit for the single or small batch
complex mould, for it can avoid the production of wooden pattern
and short the technological process. In order to improve the
manufacturing quality of sand mould, when machining with high
efficient the mould must be manufactured with high precision which
because that high-precision mould can cast a high-precision part. So
the high-precision mould milling process can reduce the subsequent
machining, working intensity and resource consumption; at same
time, improve the quality and production efficiency of parts.
To deal with the relation between the milling precision and the
process parameters and improve the mould milling precision, this

Fig. 1 Processing equipment
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100 mm

result is the average value of three samples. The precision is
expressed by the relative error as

300 mm

δ=

R′ − R
R

× 100%

(1)

2.3 Experimental scheme
For the sand mould mill process, there are mainly four process
parameters: spindle feeding depth n, spindle turning speed ap, spindle
feeding speed vx, milling feeding ae. For each process there are four
levels. The experiments are designed according to the orthogonal
experimental principle with four factors and four levels. The process
parameters are shown in table 1.

Fig. 2 Milling sample
(2) Milling tool: Diamond coated tools, of which the rake angle is
0o, the flank angle is 20o, the spiral angle is 0o, the diameter of tool is
16 mm and the length of tool bar is 150 mm.
(3) Processing Materials: Phenolic resin sand with the granularity
mesh of 70/140 and the tensile strength 2.69MPa.
(4) Measurement: Vernier caliper.

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Results
The Experimental scheme of L(45) and the relative error results are
shown in table 2.

2.2 Precision measurement method of sand mould
In the experiments, the sample of milling mould is cylinder with
diameter 100 mm and height 300 mm shown in Fig. 2. The measured
Table 1 Process parameters of four-factor and four-level

Experimental factor
Level

Spindle turning speed (A)
n (r·min-1)

Spindle feeding depth (B)
ap (mm)

Spindle feeding speed (C)
vx (mm·s-1)

Milling feeding (D)
ae (mm)

1

1800

1.0

40

2.0

2

4200

2.0

80

4.0

3

6600

3.0

120

6.0

4

9000

4.0

160

8.0

Table 2 Relative error results
Factors

Number

Level
combination

1

A1B1C1D1

1800

1.0

40

2.0

0.0250

2

A1B2C2D2

1800

2.0

80

4.0

0.0117

3

A1B3C3D3

1800

3.0

120

6.0

0.0283

4

A1B4C4D4

1800

4.0

160

8.0

0.0283

5

A2B1C2D3

4200

1.0

80

6.0

0.0750

6

A2B2C1D4

4200

2.0

40

8.0

0.1383

7

A2B3C4D1

4200

3.0

160

2.0

0.0967

8

A2B4C3D2

4200

4.0

120

4.0

0.0133

Spindle turning speed Spindle feeding depth Spindle feeding speed
(A) n ( r·min-1)
(B) ap (mm)
(C) vx (mm·s-1)

Milling feeding
(D) ae(mm)

Relative error
δ (%)

9

A3B1C3D4

6600

1.0

120

8.0

0.0850

10

A3B2C4D3

6600

2.0

160

6.0

0.0033

11

A3B3C1D2

6600

3.0

40

4.0

0.1050

12

A3B4C2D1

6600

4.0

80

2.0

0.1033

13

A4B1C4D2

9000

1.0

160

4.0

0.0083

14

A4B2C3D1

9000

2.0

120

2.0

0.0700

15

A4B3C2D4

9000

3.0

80

8.0

0.2133

16

A4B4C1D3

9000

4.0

40

6.0

0.2167
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3.3 Precision Analysis according to the regression model

3.2 Regression model of sand mould milling
According the orthogonal experimental results, the most frequently
used model of machining precision is

δ = Knη apθ v x ζ ae λ

The precision model of machining sand mould is built by regression
analysis the experimental results. In the model, the machining
precision is influenced by the multiple process parameters. From Eq.
(4), we can see that:
1) The relative accuracy errors of machining sand mould is depend
exponentially on the spindle turning speed (n), spindle feeding depth
(ap), spindle feeding speed (vx) and milling feeding (ae).
2) The relative accuracy errors of machining sand mould increase
with the process parameters: spindle turning speed (n), spindle
feeding depth (ap), spindle feeding speed (vx) and milling feeding (ae),
but the effects are different.
3) According to exponential in the Eq. (4), descending order of the
process parameters effects is spindle turning speed (n), spindle
feeding depth (ap), milling feeding (ae) and spindle feeding speed (vx).

(2)

The beside of Eq. (1) are taken the common logarithm as

lg δ = lg K + η lg n + θ lg ap + ζ lg v x + λ lg ae

(3)

In the Eq. (3), there exist a linear relationship between the machine
precision of sand mould and process parameters. So, according to the
orthogonal experimental results in the table 2, the precision model of
machining sand mould can be set up base on the multiple linear
regression method as

δ = 10 -3.6816 n 0.635 ap 0.5512 v x -1.166 ae 0.1334

3.4 Precision analysis according to the experimental results

(4)

Range analysis is used to study the machining precision with the
experimental results of milling the sand mould in table 2. Table 3 is

Figure 3 is the graph of the residue with the regression model. Fig. 3
shows that the residual errors lay within the range [-0.8, 0.8], and do
not distribute regularly. So, the residual errs satisfy the assumption of
Gauss-Markov, which means that the regression model can be used to
predict the precision of machining sand mould.

the results of range analysis. In the table 3, δij is the experimental
results on average of i-th (i =A, B, C, D) fact and j (j =1, 2, 3, 4) level.
There are no interactions between the four factors in the process
parameters, so the combinations of same level with different factors
have no effect on the experimental results. So, according to the
principle of range analysis, the effects of the i-th factor on the

0.8

machining precision can be judged throw the value of δij.

0.6

Figure 4 shows the relation between the relative error and process

Range
残差e e

0.4
0.2

parameters.

0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-5

-4.5

-4

-3.5

lg δ
预测值Y

-3

-2.5

-2

Fig. 3 Precision regression model of residual errors
Table 3 Range analysis results of machining precision
Range of average relative error (%)
Experiment
factor

Spindle turning speed (A)
n ( r·min-1)

Spindle feeding depth (B)
ap (mm)

Spindle feeding speed (C)
vx (mm·s-1)

Milling feeding (D)
ae (mm)

δi1

0.0933

0.1933

0.485

0.295

δi2

0.3233

0.3286

0.4033

0.18

δi3

0.2966

0.4433

0.1966

0.3233

δi4

0.5083

0.3616

0.1366

0.4649
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0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0
1800

4200

6600

n /r·min-1

0
9000 1

0
2

3

4

40

80

120

0
160 2

vx /mm·s-1

ap /mm

4

6

8

ae /mm

Fig. 4 Influence curves of process parameters on machining precision
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δ = 10-3.6816 n 0.635 ap 0.5512 v x -1.166 ae 0.1334
(2) The degree of influence of the relative error of the sand mould
machining in the order of large to small is spindle turning speed (n),
spindle feeding depth (ap), milling feeding (ae) and spindle feeding
speed (vx).
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This paper studied on the comparison of traction motor for same size with sintered rare-earth magnet and bonded Dy free
magnet
We designed PMASynRM with bonded Dy free injection magnet by changing only rotor and experimented to verify
performance at the same size IPMSM with sintered rare-earth magnet. We simulated the magnetic orientation of the
injection Dy free magnet to make the performance prediction precise. And we studied about overcoming the problem to
improve the performance.

In this paper, we designed PMASynRM with bonded Dy free
magnet by changing only rotor and experimented to verify
performance at the same size IPMSM with sintered rare-earth magnet.
In this study, Aichi Steel Co. Mag-Fine(MF) Dy free bonded
magnets are used as the permanent magnets of the PMASynRM. This
study investigates the influence of the rotor structure on the
characteristics of the PMASynRM with bonded Dy free magnets
using a 2D finite element method (FEM)

NOMENCLATURE
IPMSM = Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor
PMAsynRM = Permanent Magnet Assisted Synchronous
Reluctance Motor
Dy = Dysprosium

1. Introduction
The current generation of home electric appliances and electric
vehicles/hybrid electric vehicles (EVs/HEVs) uses interior permanent
magnet synchronous motors (IPMSMs) that contain rare-earth
permanent magnets.1-3
The IPMSM has high efficiency, a high power factor, and a high
power density. However, rare-earth permanent magnets containing
dysprosium(Dy) is expensive and there is concern regarding the
stable supply of rare earth materials. On the other hand, a
synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM) is driven by reluctance
torque.4 The SynRM does not use permanent magnets, and so
sacrifices torque density, power factor, and efficiency compared to the
PMSM. However, by adding a proper quantity of PM to the SynRM,
the torque density and power factor of the SynRM can be improved.
Such motors are referred to as permanent-magnet-assisted
synchronous reluctance motors (PMASynRMs) 5

2. Influences of the PMASynRM Rotor Structure with
Bonded Dy Free Magnet
2.1 IPMSM Model and Specifications
In-this paper, we used same stator structure and target specifications
of the IPMSM, because we need one on one comparison with
IPMSM and PMASynRM. These motors have same stator but
different rotor structure and magnet.

Fig. 1 IPMSM model with sintered rear-earth magnet
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The target of the amount of the PMASynRM magnet was twice that
of IPMSM. Table 3 is results of the Fig. 2 concept models.

Table.1 shows specifications of the IPMSM and the PMASynRM
target specifications are same as IPMSM. Fig.1 is IPMSM model
with sintered rare-earth magnet.

Table 3 Results of the Fig. 2 concept models
Table 1 Specifications of the IPMSM and target of the PMASynRM

Division

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Max torque[Nm]

182.2

183.5

166.2

182.4

Division

IPMSM

Number of poles

10

Stator internal

113

113

113

113

Number of slots

60

Stator external

160

160

160

160

Max power[kW]

30

Stack length[mm]

120

120

120

120

Max torque[Nm]

194

Stator internal diameter[mm]

113

Stator external diameter[mm]

160

Stack length[mm]

120

Air gap[mm]

0.6

Max input current[Apk]

340

Torque ripple @Max torque[%]

5↓

Torque ripple @Max rpm[%]

10↓

Air gap[mm]

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

Current[Apk]

340

340

340

340

Torque ripple[%]

4.45

9.98

8.13

6.96

We chose concept model (a) and made detailed designs to satisfy
specifications. (a) model torque ripple is lower than others, and also
demagnetization is better than others. We selected nine variables for
detailed design.

2.3 PMASynRM detail design and Analysis Result
Fig. 3 shows design variables and final model. Table 4 shows
comparison of the target and design result.

2.2 PMASynRM Concept Design
There are models of concept design for PMASynRM with Dy free
bonded magnet in the Fig. 2 Table 2 is rare-earth sintered and Dy free
bonded magnet characteristics.
Table 2 Comparison of the Magnet
Division

Rare-earth Sintered

Dy free Bonded

Magnet Br[T]

1.31

0.67

Magnet Hcb[kA/m]

987

478

Fig. 3 Design variables and final PMASynRM model
Table 4 Comparison of the target and PMASynRM analysis model

The target of the amount of the PMASynRM magnet was twice that
of IPMSM.

Division

Target

PMASynRM

Number of poles

10

←

Stator external diameter[mm]

160

←

Stack length[mm]

120

←

Max. torque[Nm]
Max. input current[Apk]

340

←

Torque ripple @Max torque[%]

5↓

2.5

Torque ripple @Max rpm[%]

10↓

9.6

328,800↓

330,360

Magnet
(a) 2-layer

195@1480rpm 194@1480rpm

amount[mm3]

(b) 3-layer of different thickness

3. Conclusions
In this paper, we designed PMASynRM with bonded Dy free
magnet. The PMASynRM was designed the same size and the same
stator structure as the IPMSM, and only the rotor is designed to be
changed. We show that PMASynRM can meet IPMSM performance
characteristic. In the next step, we will conduct a comparison of
actual characteristic through experiments.

(c) 3-layer of different thickness and barrier (d) 3-layer of same thickness

Fig. 2 Concept rotor models for PMASynRM design
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This paper studied on the correlation between harmonic order and torque ripple order of motor. This paper will be
conducted that research into the reason of the motor noise, and arranged phenomenon between harmonic order and torque
ripple order.

occasionally performing structural analysis based on having a force
generated in the stator core.1, 2, 3
In this paper, we studied to find main reason of motor noise through
the FFT calculation between harmonic order and torque ripple, or find
effects on unbalanced amplitude of 3phase wave. If we can find the
main component order of motor noise, we will reduce more easily
motor noise. We used Fourier series in order to find variable orders.
And the motor type is 3phase PM motor. In this paper, the 3-phase
input current was kept in the sin waveform, and the bemf was studied
with various harmonics.

NOMENCLATURE
FFT = Fast Fourier transform
bemf = Back Electro Motive Force

1. Introduction
Motor newly applied to the vehicle as shown in traction motor (inwheel, inline) and MDPS (Motor Driven Power Steering) has been
developed in various ways to deal with the energy depletion and
environmental regulations.
In addition to this, noise and vibration problems are constantly
appeared in the vehicle motors and improvement efforts are also
underway in the range of related issues as noise and vibration
problems.

f(t) = 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 𝑎𝑎1 cos 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝑎𝑎2 cos 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝑎𝑎3 cos 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + ⋯

= a0
∞

+ �(𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 cos 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)
𝑛𝑛=1

Equation (1) is for FFT calculation. We can be expressed as
Equation (2) for calculation of the FFT on 3-phase motor torque by
using Equation (1). Equation (2) is a torque equation expressed as a
product of the current and voltage of a 3-phase motor.

2. Correlation between harmonic order and torque ripple
order

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =

2.1 Component of torque ripple
There are existing analytical approach methods of electrical noise in
the motor. First, a method for determining the force by using the
magnetizing current in terms of all the calculated magnetic flux
distribution, acting on each element. Second, a method of analyzing
the force of the magnetic flux density generated in the air gap. And

𝑃𝑃
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 + 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 + 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐
=
𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚
𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚

3
{𝐸𝐸 𝐼𝐼 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
2𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑚
− 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚5 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 cos(6𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃5 )
+ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚7 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 cos(6𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜃𝜃7 ) … }
=
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Fig. 3 shows the bemf wave according to 5th, 7th harmonic order. Fig.
4 shows the torque ripple wave according to fig. 3 bemf.

As shown in equation (2), when calculating equations, the three
order multiple components disappear in the 3-phase motor. And the
motor is affected by the generation of the 6th multiple components.

2.2 Torque ripple wave according to bemf harmonic order
Bemf waveform cannot have a sine wave depending on the
harmonic components contained in the bemf and such a bemf
waveform affects torque ripple.

Fig. 5 Bemf wave according to 11th harmonic order

Fig. 1 Bemf wave according to 3rd harmonic order

Fig. 6 Torque ripple wave according to 11th bemf wave
Fig. 5 shows the bemf wave according to 11th harmonic order. Fig. 6
shows the torque ripple wave according to fig. 5 bemf..
By doing so, we can know harmonic orders to be controlled in the 3-

Fig. 2 Torque ripple wave according to 3th bemf wave

phase motor. The harmonic order 5th, 7th, 11th which we may already
know. This paper covers the reasons for the management and also

Fig. 1 shows the bemf wave according to 3rd harmonic order. Fig. 2
shows the torque ripple wave according to fig. 1 bemf. As shown in
fig. 2, torque ripple is not affected by bemf with 3th harmonic order.
Because the 3rd harmonic order disappear in the 3phase motor as in
equation (2).

orders that affect the motor in the actual field. Table 1 shows the
torque ripple caused by harmonic orders the 3-phase PM motor.
Table 1 Torque ripple order according to harmonic order
Harmonic order
(Input source)

Torque ripple order
(Electrical 1rotation)

ex) 8pole motor
(Mechanical 1rotation)

2nd order

3rd order

12th order

4th order

3rd order

12th order

5th order

6th order

24th order

7th order

6th order

24th order

8th order

9th order

36th order

10th order

9th order

36th order

11th order

12th order

48th order

Unbalanced
3phase

2nd order

8th order

Fig. 3 Bemf wave according to 5th, 7th harmonic order

Fig. 4 Torque ripple wave according to 5th, 7th bemf wave
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3. Conclusion
This paper was conducted a study on the torque ripple that appears
according to Bemf harmonic order, and summarized for a number of
cases in the field. The actual phenomenon does not appear as we are
expecting. Therefore, we need to study in various cases. We can see
the equations graphically about it by using excel.
We expect that this paper is utilized as one way to find the cause of
the motor noise.
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